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AG001

Safety doesn’t have to mean sacrificing your business identity! Avant Guarde Barrier Shields and Sneeze Guards allow
you to instantly make your service areas safe and aligned with new health regulations. Modern design is less intrusive to
your guests and customer experience.

1

24 x 4.7 x 15.5

$

229.00

AG002

Safety doesn’t have to mean sacrificing your business identity! Avant Guarde Barrier Shields and Sneeze Guards allow
you to instantly make your service areas safe and aligned with new health regulations. Modern design is less intrusive to
your guests and customer experience.

1

24 x 4.7 x 15.5

$

229.00

AG003

Safety doesn’t have to mean sacrificing your business identity! Avant Guarde Barrier Shields and Sneeze Guards allow
you to instantly make your service areas safe and aligned with new health regulations. Modern design is less intrusive to
your guests and customer experience.

1

36 x 4.7 x 15.5

$

297.80

AG004

Safety doesn’t have to mean sacrificing your business identity! Avant Guarde Barrier Shields and Sneeze Guards allow
you to instantly make your service areas safe and aligned with new health regulations. Modern design is less intrusive to
your guests and customer experience.

1

36 x 4.7 x 15.5

$

297.80

AG005

Safety doesn’t have to mean sacrificing your business identity! Avant Guarde Barrier Shields and Sneeze Guards allow
you to instantly make your service areas safe and aligned with new health regulations. Modern design is less intrusive to
your guests and customer experience.

1

48 x 4.7 x 15.5

$

379.40

AG006

Safety doesn’t have to mean sacrificing your business identity! Avant Guarde Barrier Shields and Sneeze Guards allow
you to instantly make your service areas safe and aligned with new health regulations. Modern design is less intrusive to
your guests and customer experience.

1

48 x 4.7 x 15.5

$

379.40

AG007

Safety doesn’t have to mean sacrificing your business identity! Avant Guarde Barrier Shields and Sneeze Guards allow
you to instantly make your service areas safe and aligned with new health regulations. Modern design is less intrusive to
your guests and customer experience.

1

24 x 8 x 28

$

353.80

Model #

Image

AG008

Safety doesn’t have to mean sacrificing your business identity! Avant Guarde Barrier Shields and Sneeze Guards allow
you to instantly make your service areas safe and aligned with new health regulations. Modern design is less intrusive to
your guests and customer experience.

1

24 x 8 x 28

$

353.80

AG009

Safety doesn’t have to mean sacrificing your business identity! Avant Guarde Barrier Shields and Sneeze Guards allow
you to instantly make your service areas safe and aligned with new health regulations. Modern design is less intrusive to
your guests and customer experience.

1

36 x 8 x 28

$

454.60

AG010

Safety doesn’t have to mean sacrificing your business identity! Avant Guarde Barrier Shields and Sneeze Guards allow
you to instantly make your service areas safe and aligned with new health regulations. Modern design is less intrusive to
your guests and customer experience.

1

36 x 8 x 28

$

454.60

AG011

Safety doesn’t have to mean sacrificing your business identity! Avant Guarde Barrier Shields and Sneeze Guards allow
you to instantly make your service areas safe and aligned with new health regulations. Modern design is less intrusive to
your guests and customer experience.

1

48 x 8 x 28

$

589.00

AG012

Safety doesn’t have to mean sacrificing your business identity! Avant Guarde Barrier Shields and Sneeze Guards allow
you to instantly make your service areas safe and aligned with new health regulations. Modern design is less intrusive to
your guests and customer experience.

1

48 x 8 x 28

$

589.00

AG013

Safety doesn’t have to mean sacrificing your business identity! Avant Guarde Barrier Shields and Sneeze Guards allow
you to instantly make your service areas safe and aligned with new health regulations. Modern design is less intrusive to
your guests and customer experience.

1

48 x 10 x 28

$

621.00

AG014

Safety doesn’t have to mean sacrificing your business identity! Avant Guarde Barrier Shields and Sneeze Guards allow
you to instantly make your service areas safe and aligned with new health regulations. Modern design is less intrusive to
your guests and customer experience.

1

24 x 10 x 40

$

512.20

AG015

Safety doesn’t have to mean sacrificing your business identity! Avant Guarde Barrier Shields and Sneeze Guards allow
you to instantly make your service areas safe and aligned with new health regulations. Modern design is less intrusive to
your guests and customer experience.

1

24 x 10 x 40

$

512.20

AG016

Safety doesn’t have to mean sacrificing your business identity! Avant Guarde Barrier Shields and Sneeze Guards allow
you to instantly make your service areas safe and aligned with new health regulations. Modern design is less intrusive to
your guests and customer experience.

1

36 x 10 x 40

$

651.40

AG017

Safety doesn’t have to mean sacrificing your business identity! Avant Guarde Barrier Shields and Sneeze Guards allow
you to instantly make your service areas safe and aligned with new health regulations. Modern design is less intrusive to
your guests and customer experience.

1

36 x 10 x 40

$

651.40

AG018

Safety doesn’t have to mean sacrificing your business identity! Avant Guarde Barrier Shields and Sneeze Guards allow
you to instantly make your service areas safe and aligned with new health regulations. Modern design is less intrusive to
your guests and customer experience.

1

48 x 10 x 40

$

883.40

AG019

Safety doesn’t have to mean sacrificing your business identity! Avant Guarde Barrier Shields and Sneeze Guards allow
you to instantly make your service areas safe and aligned with new health regulations. Modern design is less intrusive to
your guests and customer experience.

1

48 x 10 x 40

$

883.40

AG020

Safety doesn’t have to mean sacrificing your business identity! Avant Guarde Barrier Shields and Sneeze Guards allow
you to instantly make your service areas safe and aligned with new health regulations. Modern design is less intrusive to
your guests and customer experience.

1

48 x 10 x 40

$

928.20

AG022

Safety doesn’t have to mean sacrificing your business identity! Avant Guarde Barrier Shields and Sneeze Guards allow
you to instantly make your service areas safe and aligned with new health regulations. Modern design is less intrusive to
your guests and customer experience.

1

36 x 10 x 33.5

$

405.00

AG023

Safety doesn’t have to mean sacrificing your business identity! Avant Guarde Barrier Shields and Sneeze Guards allow
you to instantly make your service areas safe and aligned with new health regulations. Modern design is less intrusive to
your guests and customer experience.

1

48 x 10 x 33.5

$

603.40

1

24 x 17.3 x 19

$

294.60

AG024

Keep students and faculty safe with our modern sneezeguards for desks. Made from clear Acrylic, our schoolshields are
lightweight, easy to clean, and can handle thehigh traffic volume of public environments. Perfect forseparating individual
spaces in cafeterias, offices, andclassrooms. Use for mask breaks or when your spacedoesn’t allow for adequate social
distancing and physicalseparation between occupants

AG200

Safety doesn’t have to mean sacrificing your business identity! Avant Guarde Barrier Shields and Sneeze Guards allow
you to instantly make your service areas safe and aligned with new health regulations. Modern design is less intrusive to
your guests and customer experience.

1

24 x 12.5 x 35.7

$

957.00

AG201

Safety doesn’t have to mean sacrificing your business identity! Avant Guarde Barrier Shields and Sneeze Guards allow
you to instantly make your service areas safe and aligned with new health regulations. Modern design is less intrusive to
your guests and customer experience.

1

24 x 12.5 x 35.7

$

861.00

AG202

Safety doesn’t have to mean sacrificing your business identity! Avant Guarde Barrier Shields and Sneeze Guards allow
you to instantly make your service areas safe and aligned with new health regulations. Modern design is less intrusive to
your guests and customer experience.

1

48 x 12.5 x 35.7

$

1,197.20

AG203

Safety doesn’t have to mean sacrificing your business identity! Avant Guarde Barrier Shields and Sneeze Guards allow
you to instantly make your service areas safe and aligned with new health regulations. Modern design is less intrusive to
your guests and customer experience.

1

48 x 12.5 x 35.7

$

1,021.00

AG204

Safety doesn’t have to mean sacrificing your business identity! Avant Guarde Barrier Shields and Sneeze Guards allow
you to instantly make your service areas safe and aligned with new health regulations. Modern design is less intrusive to
your guests and customer experience.

1

48 x 12.5 x 35.7

$

1,021.00

AG205

Safety doesn’t have to mean sacrificing your business identity! Avant Guarde Barrier Shields and Sneeze Guards allow
you to instantly make your service areas safe and aligned with new health regulations. Modern design is less intrusive to
your guests and customer experience.

1

12.7 x .5 x 32.5

$

257.80

AG206

Safety doesn’t have to mean sacrificing your business identity! Avant Guarde Barrier Shields and Sneeze Guards allow
you to instantly make your service areas safe and aligned with new health regulations. Modern design is less intrusive to
your guests and customer experience.

1

24 x 12.5 x 35.7

$

861.00

Add style, versatility and height to any countertop with Rosseto’s Single-Tier Bakery Display Case with flip-up door.
Rosseto’s innovative curved acrylic containers are an attractive way to keep products at their best while providing
unobstructed views of exciting selections.

1

11 x 12 x 11.5

$

379.40

BAK1203

BAK1210

Rosseto bakery case displays adds style and functionality to any counter top. Rosseto’s innovative curved acrylic
containers are an attractive way to keep products at their best while providing unobstructed views of exciting selections.
Curved front design provides extra storage and sturdy base. Lightweight and durable.

1

15 x 26 x 19

$

1,144.40

BAK2937

Add style, versatility and height to any countertop with Rosseto’s Two Tier Bakery Display Case. Rosseto’s innovative
curved acrylic containers are an attractive way to keep products at their best while providing unobstructed views of
exciting selections.

1

15.75 x x17.75 x 13.25

$

749.00

BAK2944

Add style, versatility and height to any countertop with Rosseto’s 3 bin triple tier bakery display case with chrome plated
wire stand. Rosseto’s innovative curved acrylic containers are an attractive way to keep products at their best while
providing unobstructed views of exciting selections.

1

15.75 x 21.9 x 19.25

$

1,181.20

BAKST2248

Add versatility, style, and height to your countertop with Rosseto's Single Bin Bakery Display Case with a flip up door. Our
acrylic containers keep your products looking their best.

1

15 x 12.75 x 5.25

$

345.80

BD101

The Rosseto Bread Column features a two-stack container with acrylic drawers and steel handles. The case is finished in
black to show your pastries and breads with modern style. Add one of rosseto’s stunning surfaces in wood, glass or
acrylic to elevate your baked goods with double the surface space.

1

6.13 x 12.4 x 13.25

$

1,602.00

BD102

The Rosseto® Bakery Column features a two-stack container with acrylic drawers and steel handles. The case is built
from durable 3-ply cross grain natural bamboo for an eco-friendly and natural chic style. Add one of Rosseto’s® stunning
surfaces in wood, glass or acrylic to elevate your baked goods with double the surface space.

1

7 x 12.2 x 14.5

$

805.00

BD104

The Rosseto® Bamboo Bakery Column features a two-stack container with acrylic drawers and steel handles. The case is
built from durable 3-ply cross grain natural bamboo for an eco-friendly and natural chic style. Add one of Rosseto’s®
stunning surfaces in wood, glass or acrylic to elevate your baked goods with double the surface space

1

8 x 15.5 x 22

$

1,224.40

BD105

Bring creativity to the table with these Bakery Building Blocks. This unique, newly-developed modular system lets you
build your collection piece by piece – exactly what you need, when and how you need it.

1

16 x 15.5 x 7.75

$

947.40

BD106

Bakery Building Blocks bring creativity to your table. Build your collection piece by piece with this modular, unique
design.

1

8 x 15.5 x 7.75

$

557.00

BD108

The unique, newely shaped all natural bamboo Condiment Tray Building Block allows you to build on your collection
piece by piece.

1

8 x 14.5 x 6.25

$

365.00

BD109

Bring creativity to the table with these Bakery Building Blocks. This unique, newly-developed modular system lets you
build your collection piece by piece – exactly what you need, when and how you need it.

1

16 x 14.75 x 6.25

$

494.60

BD110

Bring creativity to the table with these Bakery Building Blocks. This unique, newly-developed modular system lets you
build your collection piece by piece – exactly what you need, when and how you need it.

1

16 x 15.25 x 7.25

$

1,075.60

BD111

Bring creativity to the table with these Bakery Building Blocks. This unique, newly-developed modular system lets you
build your collection piece by piece – exactly what you need, when and how you need it.

1

7.75 x 15.25 x 7.25

$

681.80

BD112

Rosseto's Bakery Building Blocks help you bring creatvity to your table. These dynamic pieces allow you to build your
presentation piece by piece.

1

8 x 14.5 x 6.25

$

389.00

BD113

Bring our your creativity with the Bakery Building Blocks from Rosseto. These dynamic pieces allow you to build what you
want, and how you want it.

1

16 x 14.5 x 6.25

$

517.00

BD114

Perfect for bakery products including desserts, sweets, treats, bagels, donuts and pastries. Rosseto 6 Drawer Acrylic
Bakery Case adds versitility and style to your counter. The multiple drawers allow you to contain your breads, bagels,
butters and jams all in one neat presentation.

1

21 x 13.63 x 15.38

$

2,179.80

BD115

Perfect for bakery products including desserts, sweets, treats, bagels, donuts and pastries. Rosseto 6 Drawer Acrylic
Bakery Case adds versitility and style to your counter. The multiple drawers allow you to contain your breads, bagels,
butters and jams all in one neat presentation.

1

19.13 x 12.5 x 13.5

$

1,826.00

BD119

Rosseto bakery case displays adds functionality and style to any counter top. With a beautiful curved front design with
flip top lid and metal accent handle, add one of Rosseto's bakery bases in bamboo, black or white to change your look.

1

19.13 x 12.75 x 7.5

$

587.40

BD124

The Countertop Bakery Display Cabinet by Rosseto can display donuts, pastries, bagels and croissants beautifully. It
works as a self-serve pastry case or turn around for staff serve, providing customers unobstructed views of your tasty
treats.

1

20.25 x 16 x 23.25

$

1,778.00

BD125

Countertop Bakery Display Cabinet by Rosseto. Display donuts, pastries, bagels and croissants. Works as a self-serve
pastry case or turn around for staff serve, providing customers unobstructed views of your tasty treats.

1

21.5 x 17 x 25.5

$

2,173.40

BD128

Creating a custom countertop bakery display has never been easier. This medium sized acrylic bakery case features
multiple serving options that allow you to display any size or quantity of product you need. Store larger items like tarts,
pies or cakes in the top and smaller items like bagels and croissants in the drawers below. Mix and match your best
offerings for breakfast, lunch or dinner service. Includes an acrylic 3 divider tray. Customize with a base from a range of
finishes, such as stainless steel, bamboo or black and white matte (each sold separately).

1

19 x 12.63 x 14.88

$

1,440.40

BD129

Countertop Bakery Display Cabinet by Rosseto. This small sized acrylic bakery cabinet features multiple serving options
that allow you to display any size or quantity of product you need. Display donuts, pastries, bagels and croissants and
more! Works as a self-serve pastry case or turn around for staff serve, providing customers unobstructed views of your
tasty treats.

1

19.63 x x12.75 x 23.25

$

1,464.40

BD130

Expand the use of your Rosseto Bamboo Bakery Block with the new Bakery Block Cap. To use as a single drawer, simply
add the cap to the top ridge to add another surface for napkins and accessories.

1

8 x 14.75 x 1.4

$

115.40

BD131

Create a farm market fresh look for your breakfast and brunch buffet with these nesting bamboo stands. The threetiered bamboo display boxes allow you to offer items like fresh whole fruits, nuts and more. Each set comes with three
pieces (small, medium and large). Add on the removable Clear Acrylic Tray Set to offer chilled items like yogurts and premade pressed juices and smoothies (purchased separately).

1

S- 9.1 x 12 x 4.4
M- 10.5 x 12 x 8.25
L- 12 x 12 x 12

$

798.60

BD132

Large bamboo tray for the NaturaTM Tray & Stand System. Create custom rustic display for fresh fruits, pastries, breads
and more!

1

19.4 x 19.4 x 3.5

$

456.20

BD133

Medium bamboo tray for the NaturaTM Tray & Stand System. Create custom rustic display for fresh fruits, pastries,
breads and more!

1

19.4 x 6.5 x 3.5

$

259.40

BD134

Small bamboo tray for the NaturaTM Tray & Stand System. Create custom rustic display for fresh fruits, pastries, breads
and more!

1

6.5 x 6.5 x 3.5

$

161.80

BD135

Double Medium bamboo tray for the NaturaTM Tray & Stand System. Create custom rustic display for fresh fruits,
pastries, breads and more!

1

19.4 x 13 x 3.5

$

357.00

BD136

The possibilities are endless! Create over 5 different displays with the NaturaTM Tray & Stand System. Use as a twotiered tray stand or as a single layer tabletop stand. Use a combination of small and medium sized bamboo trays to build
a rustic bread or patisserie display. Add a bamboo riser to lift trays off the table for easy serving.

1

21.1 x 13.5 x 27.75

$

1,731.60

BD137

One of our bestselling bakery cases with the new IrisTM base. Modern and functional, this case features a lift-up dome
top for larger bakery items and three pull out drawers for bagels, croissants or condiments. Made from solid, high-quality
acrylic, this countertop bakery display is built to last. Integrate with other IrisTM pieces like the Beverage Dispenser and
Ice Tub to complete your brunch buffet presentation.Step up your buffet presentation with the new on-trend IrisTM
Collection from Rosseto. Airy and sophisticated, each piece is stamped with a modern floral design. The lighter weight,
brushed stainless steel structure is perfect for pop-up breakfast displays and mid-afternoon bites.Line includes a MultiChefTM Chafing base that fits all Multi-ChefTM accessories (carving & cutlery boards, induction pieces, Chafing Pod and
more), Ice Tub, Bakery Case, Risers, Beverage Dispensers and Napkin holders. At a value price point, you can easily add

1

20.63 x 13.38 x 17

$

2,138.20

BD139

Complete your Classic Collection with custom bakery display that starts with a base made from solid oak in a dark walnut
finish. Choose a case or cabinet that features a variety of style options that fit your needs. To see our collection of bakery
display equipment and cabinets click here (link to: http://www.rosseto.com/collections/bakery-cases/)
More about the Classic Collection

1

21 x 13.8 x 24.8

$

1,856.40

BD141

Complete your Classic Collection with custom bakery display that starts with a base made from solid oak in a dark walnut
finish. Choose a case or cabinet that features a variety of style options that fit your needs. To see our collection of bakery
display equipment and cabinets click here (link to: http://www.rosseto.com/collections/bakery-cases/)
More about the Classic Collection

1

21 x 13.63 x 16.38

$

1,608.40

BD143

Enchant your guests with the elegant mystery of the Mosaic Collection. This three high bakery case demands attention.
Accented with the new Mosaic decorative base, it's sure to draw a crowd. Base has a black matte finish with the
beautiful Mosaic pattern. Modern and functional, this case features 3 smooth sliding bakery drawers for pastries or
baked goods.

1

6.63 x 12.5 x 18.75

$

923.40

BD144

Enchant your guests with the elegant mystery of the Mosaic Collection. This bakery case is accented with our new
Mosaic decorative base. Modern and functional, this case features smooth sliding bakery drawers for displaying pastries
or other baked goods.

1

17.63 x 12.75 x 12.5

$

1,299.60

BD145

This new bakery box from the Lucid line provides the customer with full product visibility. This is a bakery box as beautiful
as the baked goods that go inside it, meant to accentuate the food you prepare and serve. Nothing takes away from your
creation. This bakery box is here to facilitate your creation and your customers hunger. Comes with 2 trays

1

19 x 15.13 x 15.13

$

1,352.40

BD149

Bakery Building Blocks bring creativity to your table. Build your collection piece by piece with this modular, unique
design.

1

8 x 15.5 x 7.75

$

488.20

BD150

Expand the use of your Rosseto dark bamboo Bakery Block with the new Bakery Block Cap. To use as a single drawer,
simply add the cap to the top ridge to add another surface for napkins and accessories.

1

8 x 14.75 x 1.4

$

93.00

BD151

Create a farm market fresh look for your breakfast and brunch buffet with these dark bamboo nesting stands. The threetiered dark bamboo display boxes allow you to offer items like fresh whole fruits, nuts and more. Each set comes with
three pieces (small, medium and large). Add on the removable Clear Acrylic Tray Set to offer chilled items like yogurts
and pre-made pressed juices and smoothies (purchase separately).

1

12 x 12 x 12

$

709.00

BD152

The possibilities are endless! Create over 5 different displays with the NaturaTM Tray & Stand System. Use as a twotiered tray stand or as a single layer tabletop stand. Use a combination of small and medium sized bamboo trays to build
a rustic bread or patisserie display. Add a bamboo riser to lift trays off the table for easy serving.

1

21.1 x 13.5 x 27.75

$

1,309.20

BD153

Double Medium dark bamboo tray for the Natura Tray & Stand System. Create custom rustic display for fresh fruits,
pastries, breads and more!

1

19.4 x 13 x 3.5

$

299.40

BDB001

Customize your own Bakery Display with Rosseto's Build your Own Bakery Series. Complete your collection of Bamboo
Display pieces or Bamboo Bakery Building Blocks by adding a case of your choice paired with this Bamboo Base.

1

21 x 13.7 x 2.4

$

365.00

BK010

Help spice up your presentation. With multiple heights for merchandising and displyaing products, you'll always have
exaclty what you need. Perfect for bakery products including desserts, sweets, treats, bagels, donuts and pastries. Also
great for chip bags, fresh fruit, candy bars and other grab-and-go snacks. Sophisticated silhouettes with curved acrylic
easy access doors.

1

15.4 x 23.5 x 15.75

$

2,477.40

BK011

Fashion for your fresh baked goods. Provide unlimited options and varying heights for merchandising and displaying.
Perfect for bakery products including desserts, sweets, treats, bagels, donuts and pastries. Also great for chip bags, fresh
fruit, candy bars and other grab-and-go snacks. Sophisticated silhouettes with curved acrylic easy access doors.

1

15.4 x 23.5 x 15.75

$

2,085.20

BK017

Capture the rustic industrial look with the new new Bakery case from the Bronze collection. Modern and functional, this
case features a lift-up dome top for larger bakery items and three pull out drawers for bagels, croissants or condiments.
Proudly made in the USA!

1

15.4 x 23.5 x 15.75

$

2,085.20

BK020

Rosseto Bakery case displays add style and functionality to your breakfast buffet. Sleek brass finished metal accents
provide visual interest, while the clear acrylic containers provide unobstucted biews of exciting selections. Has two tiers.

1

15.75 x 17.75 x 13.25

$

773.00

BK021

Rosseto Bakery case displays add style and functionality to your breakfast buffet. Sleek brass finished metal accents
provide visual interest, while the clear acrylic containers provide unobstucted biews of exciting selections. Has three
tiers.

1

15.75 x 21.9 x 19.25

$

1,082.00

BK022

Rosseto Bakery case displays add style and functionality to your breakfast buffet. Sleek bronze finished metal accents
provide visual interest, while the clear acrylic containers provide unobstucted biews of exciting selections. Has two tiers.

1

15.75 x 17.75 x 13.25

$

773.00

BK023

Rosseto Bakery case displays add style and functionality to your breakfast buffet. Sleek bronze finished metal accents
provide visual interest, while the clear acrylic containers provide unobstucted biews of exciting selections. Has three
tiers.

1

15.75 x 21.9 x 19.25

$

1,082.00

BKM004

Rosseto bakery case displays adds style and functionality to any counter top and the bakery trays help make them even
easier to use.

1 Set

14.5 x 10.5 x 0.88

$

225.80

BP001

Part of the Multi-Chef™ System, the Bamboo Flat Serving Board brings an earthy natural look to your buffet station.

1

21.5 x 13.5 x 1.38

$

462.60

BP003

Part of the Multi-Chef™ System, the Bamboo Carving Board is designed for serving meats and fishes. The trench around
the edge collects juices making this a must have addition to your buffet system.

1

21.5 x 13.5 x 1.63

$

483.40

BP004

Part of the Multi-Chef™ System, the Bamboo Slatted Bread Board provides a slicing and serving station for warm breads
or pastries.

1

21.5 x 13.5 x 1.5

$

550.60

BP006

Once you experience warming with induction, you will never use fuel burners again. Precise warming technology heats
food faster and better.Control your temperatures throughout your event to maintain food quality. Lightweight and easy
to clean. Our electric heaters save you money!

1

21.5 x 13.5 x 3.25

$

1,646.80

BP007

Once you experience warming with induction, you will never use fuel burners again. Precise warming technology heats
food faster and better.Control your temperatures throughout your event to maintain food quality. Lightweight and easy
to clean. Our electric heaters save you money!

1

21.5 x 13.5 x 3.25

$

3,204.00

BP008

Once you experience warming with induction, you will never use fuel burners again. Precise warming technology heats
food faster and better.Control your temperatures throughout your event to maintain food quality. Lightweight and easy
to clean. Our electric heaters save you money!

1

21.5 x 13.5 x 3.25

$

1,659.60

BP009

Once you experience warming with induction, you will never use fuel burners again. Precise warming technology heats
food faster and better.Control your temperatures throughout your event to maintain food quality. Lightweight and easy
to clean. Our electric heaters save you money!

1

21.5 x 13.5 x 3.25

$

3,221.60

BP011

The Riser Base can be used on the bottom of 18" and 30" Skycap stand alone risers to add height, and to create a high
end aesthetic that you've come to expect from Rosseto

1

9.13 x 9.13 x 2.75

$

189.00

BP012

The Riser Base can be used on the bottom of 18" and 30" Skycap stand alone risers to add height, and to create a high
end aesthetic that you've come to expect from Rosseto

1

9.13 x 9.13 x 2.75

$

189.00

BP013

Rosseto's best induction burner! Once you experience warming with induction, you will never use fuel burners again. This
double induction burner uses precise warming technology to heat food faster and more evenly. Control temperatures
throughout your occasion to maintain quality. Lightweight and easy to clean. Comes with a beautiful bamboo base.

1

22.63 x 14.63 x 6.5

$

1,936.40

BP014

Rosseto's best induction burner! Once you experience warming with induction, you will never use fuel burners again. This
double induction burner uses precise warming technology to heat food faster and more evenly. Control temperatures
throughout your occasion to maintain quality. Lightweight and easy to clean. Comes with a beautiful dark bamboo base.

1

22.63 x 14.63 x 6.5

$

1,962.00

BP015

Rosseto's best induction burner! Once you experience warming with induction, you will never use fuel burners again. This
single induction burner uses precise warming technology to heat food faster and more evenly. Control temperatures
throughout your occasion to maintain quality. Lightweight and easy to clean. Comes with a beautiful bamboo base.

1

11.75 x 11.75 x 6.5

$

1,016.20

BP016

Rosseto's best induction burner! Once you experience warming with induction, you will never use fuel burners again. This
single induction burner uses precise warming technology to heat food faster and more evenly. Control temperatures
throughout your occasion to maintain quality. Lightweight and easy to clean. Comes with a beautiful dark bamboo base.

1

11.75 x 11.75 x 6.5

$

1,035.40

BP017

Rosseto's best induction burner! Once you experience warming with induction, you will never use fuel burners again. This
double induction burner uses precise warming technology to heat food faster and more evenly. Control temperatures
throughout your occasion to maintain quality. Lightweight and easy to clean. Comes with a beautiful bamboo base.

1

22.63 x 14.63 x 6.5

$

1,936.40

BP018

Rosseto's best induction burner! Once you experience warming with induction, you will never use fuel burners again. This
double induction burner uses precise warming technology to heat food faster and more evenly. Control temperatures
throughout your occasion to maintain quality. Lightweight and easy to clean. Comes with a beautiful dark bamboo base.

1

22.63 x 14.6 x 6.5

$

1,962.00

BP019

Rosseto's best induction burner! Once you experience warming with induction, you will never use fuel burners again. This
single induction burner uses precise warming technology to heat food faster and more evenly. Control temperatures
throughout your occasion to maintain quality. Lightweight and easy to clean. Comes with a beautiful bamboo base.

1

11.75 x 11.75 x 6.5

$

1,016.20

BP020

Rosseto's best induction burner! Once you experience warming with induction, you will never use fuel burners again. This
single induction burner uses precise warming technology to heat food faster and more evenly. Control temperatures
throughout your occasion to maintain quality. Lightweight and easy to clean. Comes with a beautiful dark bamboo base.

1

11.75 x 11.75 x 6.5

$

1,035.40

BP100

Rosseto unique surfaces are available in glass, natural woods and durable acrylic and are designed to match perfectly
with Rosseto product lines for ideal bakery cases, riser systems, buffet warming and cooling stations and beverage
dispensers. These surfaces make your presentation beautiful. Available in many desirable colors and high-end materials
these modular pieces enhance your guest experience while also making your buffet system more versatile and modular
with each use.

1

33.5 x 13.75 x 0.38

$

245.00

BP101

Take your Natura display to the next level with the new extra wide bamboo surface. Easily add on more serving space to
your farm to table presentations. Connects to all Natura risers and the Natura Airpot System for coffee service. Made
from eco-friendly bamboo using triple layer technology and wax coating to keep the bamboo from warping and water
damage.

1

59 x 14 x 1.5

$

512.20

BP200

To make your presentation as beautiful as your imagined, Rosseto unique surfaces are for you. Available in glass, natural
woods and durable acrylic they are designed to match perfectly with Rosseto product lines for ideal bakery cases, riser
systems, buffet warming and cooling stations and beverage dispensers. Available in many desirable colors and high-end
materials these modular pieces enhance your guest experience while also making your buffet system more versatile and
modular with each use.

1

33.5 x 7.75 x 0.38

$

166.60

BP300

Rosseto unique surfaces are available in glass, natural woods and durable acrylic and are designed to match perfectly
with Rosseto product lines for ideal bakery cases, riser systems, buffet warming and cooling stations and beverage
dispensers. Available in many desirable colors and high-end materials these modular pieces enhance your guest
experience while also making your buffet system more versatile and modular with each use.

1

13.75 x 13.75 x 0.38

$

131.40

BP400

Rosseto unique surfaces are available in durable acrylic, glass, bamboo, and are designed to match perfectly with Rosseto
product lines for ideal bakery cases, riser systems, buffet warming and cooling stations and beverage dispensers. They
connect with any Rosseto Riser, and are extremely versatile. Available in many desirable colors and high-end materials
these modular pieces enhance your guest experience while also making your buffet system more versatile and modular
with each use.

1

13.75 x 13.75 x 0.38

$

209.80

BP500

Rosseto® surfaces easily connect to a riser, cooler, warmer or beverage dispenser and instantly create countless action
stations. The 20″ Bamboo Round Surface gives you ample space to display your food presentations is ideal to be paired
with other pieces in the Rosseto® Buffet System Skycap® line. Adding the elegant symmetry of a round station is sure to
attract guests to its Zen-like expression.

1

19.75 x 19.75 x 0.3

$

373.00

CP001

Swan Porcelain bowls are beauty in the simplest form. Minimalism is back, and it's ever-present in these beautiful bowls
by Rosseto. Coming in a two piece set, use the bowls with Rosseto's Swan riser system, or however you please.

st/2 pcs

10.5 x 10.5 x 3.23

$

168.20

CP002

Swan Porcelain bowls are beauty iincarnate. Minimalism is back, and it's ever-present in these beautiful bowls by
Rosseto. Coming in a four piece set, you can use the bowls with Rosseto's Swan riser system, or however you decide to
make your presntation pop.

st/4 pcs

8.38 x 8.38 x 2.75

$

213.00

CP003

Make your presentation pop with Swan Porcelain bowls by Rosseto. These bowls are beauty in the simplest form.
Minimalism is back, and it's ever-present. Coming in a 6 piece set, use the bowls with Rosseto's Swan riser system, or
however you please.

st/6 pcs

4.5 x 4.5 x 1.5

$

75.40

CP004

Part of the Multi-Chef™ System, the Ceramic Food Pan is a non-stick chafer pan for serving hot or cold foods. Ceramic
material holds heat longer than traditional metal food pans. PLEASE NOTE*DO NOT USE on direct heat or with
sternos/fuel burners as it will damage the product.

1

20.75 x 12.75 x 2.25

$

281.80

Protect smaller, more intimate spaces with our rechargeable tabletop unit. Ideal for areas 150 sq. ft. or less such as
restaurant tables and bar counters, VIP rooms, office workstations, and desktops. Distributes 25 billion positive and
negative ions per 1 square inch per second. Perfect for travel and hotel rooms. Charge lasts up to 10 hours.

1

3.7 x 3.7 x 5.7

$

552.20

D5IONWD

Provides complete protection for up to 750 sq. ft. of space. The ideal solution for restaurants, office spaces, large
classrooms, and high traffic common areas such as lobbies and reception stations. Has a stronger distribution level with 2
ionizers that each create 25 billion positive and negative ions per 1 square inch per second. Includes wall-mounting
bracket.

1

6.5 x 5.5 x 13.5

$

1,803.60

D5IONWS

The clean air solution for areas 500 sq. ft. or less. Perfect for classrooms, reception and waiting areas, retail shops, quickservice restaurant concepts, and kiosks. Distributes 25 Billion positive and negative ions per 1 square inch per second.
Includes wall-mounting bracket.

1

6.5 x 5.5 x 13.5

$

1,325.20

D6IONW

Our most powerful unit protects up to 1,500 sq. ft. of space. Ideal for larger areas such as auditoriums, grocery and retail
spaces, high traffic public spaces, corporate and hotel lobbies, cafeterias, restaurants, gyms, and wellness centers. Dual
fans and ionizers distributes 2.5 trillion positive and negative ions per 1 square inch per second. Includes wall-mounting
bracket.

1

6.5 x 5.5 x 18

$

3,864.80

D5IONTT

Includes Acrylic Insert & Stainless Steel Housing
The Rosseto extra large size ice tub includes an acrylic insert and stainless steel housing. Made from the finest grade
stainless steel, with brushed finish and special protective coating to withstand tough commercial environments. Made in
the USA.

1

26.5 x 18.5 x 7

$

2,968.60

D61877

The 10" Square Riser is part of the versatile Rosseto® buffetware line. Made from the finest grade stainless steel, with
brushed finish and special protective coating to withstand tough commercial environments.

1

6.25 x 6.25 x 9.88

$

697.80

D62077

The Multi-level 12″ Riser is part of the versatile Rosseto® Skycap® buffetware line. Made from the finest grade stainless
steel, with brushed finish and special protective coating to withstand tough commercial environments.

1

6 x 6 x 12

$

774.60

D620RB

The Multi-level 12″ Riser is part of the versatile Rosseto® Skycap® buffetware line. Made from the finest grade stainless
steel, with brushed black matte finish and special protective coating to withstand tough commercial environments.

1

6 x 6 x 12

$

406.60

D62377

The multi-level 8″ riser is part of the versatile Rosseto® Skycap® buffet ware line. Made from the finest grade stainless
steel and special protective coating to withstand tough commercial environments.

1

6x6x8

$

593.80

D623RB

The multi-level 8″ black matte riser is part of the versatile Rosseto® Skycap® buffetware line. Made from the finest grade
stainless steel, with brushed black matte finish and special protective coating to withstand tough commercial
environments.

1

6x6x8

$

323.40

D62577C

Includes Acrylic Insert & Stainless Steel Housing The Rosseto large size ice tub includes an acrylic insert and stainless steel
housing. Made from the finest grade stainless steel, with brushed finish and special protective coating to withstand
tough commercial environments. Made in the USA.

1

12 x 13 x 6.75

$

1,973.20

The 6″ stainless steel square riser is part of the versatile Rosseto® buffet riser line. Made from the finest grade stainless
steel and special protective coating to withstand tough commercial environments.

1

5.38 x 5.38 x 5.25

$

417.80

D60077C

D62977

The 7″ stainless steel square riser is part of the versatile Rosseto® buffet riser line. Made from the finest grade stainless
steel with a special protective coating to withstand tough commercial environments.

1

7.25 x 7.25 x 7.25

$

526.60

DS101

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MNaMRHw_nFM

1

5.25 x 16.5 x 21.75

$

549.00

DS102

PRO-BULK Tabletop Dispenser System is the perfect solution for countertop or food service dispensing. This solution
features 3 of our 3.5 Gallon PRO-BULK Dispensers on a natural bamboo stand. Clear acrylic catch tray is removable. Each
dispenser includes Rosseto's patented portion wheel, allowing you to dispense cereal, snacks, candy or coffee beans
without breakage.

1

17.75 x 20.5 x 25.13

$

2,038.80

DS103

PRO-BULK Tabletop Dispenser System is the perfect solution for countertop or food service dispensing. This solution
features 2 of our 3.5 Gallon PRO-BULK Dispensers on a natural bamboo stand. Each dispenser includes Rosseto's
patented portion wheel, allowing you to dispense cereal, snacks, candy or coffee beans without breakage.

1

13 x 20.5 x 25.13

$

1,592.40

DS106

PRO-BULK Tabletop Dispenser System is the perfect solution for countertop or food service dispensing. This solution
features 2 of our 3.5 Gallon PRO-BULK Dispensers on a black acrylic stand. Each dispenser includes Rosseto's patented
portion wheel, allowing you to dispense cereal, snacks, candy or coffee beans without breakage.

1

13 x 20.5 x 25.13

$

1,656.40

DS109

Serve snacks, cereal, candy and more with the PRO BULK triple dispenser. Offering bulk food doesn’t mean you have to
sacrifice the modern look your customers demand. Each dispenser can hold up to 3.5 gallons of dry food that features a
patented-portion control mechanism that keeps your product fresh, reduces food waste and saves on food cost. Minimal
parts make cleaning and maintaining simple. Includes free false front to ensure your display looks full and inviting at all
times.

1

17.75 x 20.5 x 25.13

$

2,301.40

DS206

Automatic touchless double cereal and snack dispenser, black acrylic stand, 2-3.5 gallon containers.Now you can safely
serve guests the bulk cereal, granola, and snacks they crave with the Safe T Serv™ Automatic Dispenser. Your guests will
love the hygienic touchless dispensing and you will love the smart portion control technology that keeps food costs low.

1

13.3 x 16.25 x 25.13

$

2,392.60

EZ501

This wall mounted dispenser is ideal for merchandising toppings and dry foods in ice cream and yogurt shops, along with
candy stores, coffee shops, loose leaf tea shops and spice shops. The 1 oz. portion dispenser is perfect for using with
larger products, such as cereal, walnuts, banana chips, raisins, chocolate chips and more!

1

4.75 x 6.75 x 15

$

480.20

D63177

EZ50199

From the Basic Pro series, this dispenser has a lightweight single sheet metal frame and ergonomically designed ABS
container. The frosted sides allow product to be seen while disguising smudges and fingerprints and the lightweight
frame makes this dispenser much lighter than our regular dispensers. Dispenses in precise measurements, and doesn't
break or crunch dry product.

1

6.3 x 8.13 x 17.25

$

329.80

EZ50299

From the Basic Pro series, this dispenser has a lightweight single sheet metal frame and ergonomically designed ABS
container. The frosted sides allow product to be seen while disguising smudges and fingerprints and the lightweight
frame makes this dispenser much lighter than our regular dispensers. Employs a smooth rotation mechanism, and keeps
your dispensing area clean and inviting and control your costs with the advanced portion control dispensing mechanism.

1

8.63 x 8.13 x 17.25

$

565.00

EZ50399

From the Basic Pro series, this dispenser has a lightweight single sheet metal frame and ergonomically designed ABS
container. The frosted sides allow product to be seen while disguising smudges and fingerprints and the lightweight
frame makes this dispenser much lighter than our regular dispensers, while retaining the quality you've come to expect
from Rosseto. Keep your dispensing area clean and inviting and control your costs with the advanced portion control
dispensing mechanism.

1

13.25 x 8.13 x 17.25

$

761.80

EZ513

Keep your dispensing area clean and inviting, while controlling your costs with the advanced portion control dispensing
mechanism. The lightweight single sheet metal frame ensures that this dispenser is lightweight and easy to move while
looking great! The frosted sides allow the product to be visible while keeping smudges and fingerprints at bay.

1

6.3 x 8.13 x 17.25

$

534.60

EZ51377

Keep your dispensing area clean and inviting, while controlling your costs with the advanced portion control dispensing
mechanism. The frosted sides allow the product to be visible while keeping smudges and fingerprints at bay.

1

14.5 x 9.25 x 20.25

$

2,317.40

EZ514

Keep your dispensing area clean and inviting, while controlling your costs with the advanced portion control dispensing
mechanism. The lightweight single sheet metal frame ensures that this dispenser is lightweight and easy to move while
looking great! The frosted sides allow the product to be visible while keeping smudges and fingerprints at bay.

1

8.63 x 8.13 x 17.25

$

865.80

EZ515

Keep your dispensing area clean and inviting, while controlling your costs with the advanced portion control dispensing
mechanism. The lightweight single sheet metal frame ensures that this dispenser is lightweight and easy to move while
looking great! The frosted sides allow the product to be visible while keeping smudges and fingerprints at bay.

1

13.25 x 8.13 x 17.25

$

1,226.00

EZ518

EZ-SERV® free-standing dispensers balance premium natural walnut trays with tall acrylic cylinders and steel frames to
create impressive product visibility, distinctive design elements and contrasting vertical presentations. The EZ-SERV®
cereal dispensers will keep your cereal fresher longer for the next service and is easy to clean. Also works great for
snacks. Includes a patented portion wheel which allows you to dispense the intended cereal/snack without breakage.

1

9.75 x 10 x 26.25

$

1,370.00

EZ520

EZ-SERV® free-standing dispensers balance premium natural walnut trays with tall acrylic cylinders and steel frames to
create impressive product visibility, distinctive design elements and contrasting vertical presentations. Natural and
beautiful all in one, The EZ-SERV® cereal dispensers will keep your cereal fresher longer for the next service and is easy to
clean. Also works great for snacks. Includes a patented portion wheel which allows you to dispense the intended
cereal/snack without breakage.

1

21.13 x 10 x 26.25

$

2,224.60

EZ522

EZ-SERV® free-standing dispensers balance premium natural walnut trays with tall acrylic cylinders and steel frames to
create impressive product visibility, distinctive design elements and contrasting vertical presentations. The EZ-SERV®
cereal dispensers will keep your cereal fresher longer for the next service and is easy to clean. Also works great for
snacks. Includes a patented portion wheel which allows you to dispense the intended cereal/snack without breakage,
and includes a catch tray so there is no mess.

1

32.5 x 10 x 26.25

$

3,482.40

EZ523

This dispenser not only looks good, but gives you portioning options like no other! The EZ Multi-Cone conveniently comes
with 3 differently sized wheels, allowing you to dispense 3 different portion sizes with the same dispenser! Test each
wheel with your dry food and you’ll soon find the perfect fit for you! Includes a catch tray so there is no mess.

1

6.25 x 7.5 x 21

$

608.20

EZ524

This dispenser not only looks beautiful, but gives you portioning options like no other! The EZ Multi-Cone conveniently
comes with 3 differently sized wheels, allowing you to dispense 3 different portion sizes with the same dispenser! Test
each wheel with your dry food and you’ll soon find the perfect fit for you!

1

12 x 7.5 x 21

$

1,083.60

EZ525

While the EZ Multi-Cone may look good, its three interchangeable wheels that come with each container make it great.
Each container can dispense three different portion sizes; test it out to find which portions sizes work best for your dry
foods!

1

17.8 x 7.5 x 21

$

1,531.60

EZ527

While the EZ-SERV® may be stylish, it’s also functional. Each of the five containers comes with three portion wheels
allowing you to find the perfect fit for your dry food dispensing needs! The wheels are interchangeable, allowing you to
deliver the right amount of product every time!

1

29.25 x 7.5 x 21

$

2,490.20

EZ529

EZ-SERV® free-standing dispensers balance premium natural walnut trays with tall acrylic cylinders and steel frames to
create impressive product visibility, distinctive design elements and contrasting vertical presentations. The EZ-SERV®
cereal dispensers will keep your cereal fresher longer for the next service and is easy to clean. Also works great for
snacks. Includes a patented portion wheel which allows you to dispense the intended cereal/snack without breakage,
and it dispenses in precise portions, depending on the dry product being used.

1

9.75 x 10 x 29

$

1,494.80

EZ530

EZ-SERV® free-standing dispensers balance premium natural walnut trays with tall acrylic cylinders and steel frames to
create impressive product visibility, distinctive design elements and contrasting vertical presentations. Also works great
for snacks. Includes a patented portion wheel which allows you to dispense the intended cereal/snack without breakage.
The EZ-SERV® cereal dispensers will keep your cereal fresher longer for the next service and is easy to clean.

1

9.75 x 10 x 29

$

1,530.00

EZ533

While the EZ Multi-Cone may be stylish, it’s also functional. Each of the three containers comes with three portion
wheels allowing you to find the perfect fit for your dry food dispensing needs! The wheels are interchangeable, allowing
you to deliver the right amount of product every time!

1

17.8 x 7.5 x 3.25

$

1,286.80

EZ534

While the EZ Multi-Cone may be stylish, it’s also functional. Each of the five containers comes with three portion wheels
allowing you to find the perfect fit for your dry food dispensing needs! The wheels are interchangeable, allowing you to
deliver the right amount of product every time!

1

29.25 x 7.5 x 13.25

$

2,050.00

EZ535

EZ-SERV® free-standing dispensers balance a stainless steel frame, modern black acrylic trays and tall acrylic cylinders to
create impressive product visibility, distinctive design elements and contrasting vertical presentations. The EZ-SERV®
cereal dispensers will keep your cereal fresher longer for the next service and is easy to clean. Also works great for
snacks and all dry product. Includes a patented portion wheel which allows you to dispense the intended cereal/snack
without breakage.

1

13.38 x 11.75 x 26

$

1,936.40

EZ538

EZ-SERV® wall-mount Topping dispensers balance a steel frame with tall acrylic cylinders to create impressive product
visibility, distinctive design elements and contrasting vertical presentations. This Topping dispenser not only looks good,
but gives you portioning options like no other! The EZ-SERV™ conveniently comes with 3 different sized wheels; 1 tbsp, 1
tsp, and 1 oz, allowing you to dispense 3 different portion sizes with the same Topping dispenser! Test each wheel with
your dry food and you’ll soon find the perfect fit for you! Whether you are dispensing candy, topping,cereal, tea, spices,
nuts, or any other dry food, the EZ-SERV® will provide the proper portion control. First in, first out replenishment (FIFO)
will keep your dry goods fresher longer for the next service and is easy to clean.

1

6.25 x 8.75 x 23.5

$

782.60

EZ540

EZ-SERV® wall-mount cereal dispensers balance a steel frame with tall acrylic cylinders to create impressive product
visibility, distinctive design elements and flowing vertical presentations. The EZ-SERV® cereal dispensers will keep your
cereal fresher longer for the next service and is easy to clean. Also works great for snacks. Includes a patented portion
wheel which allows you to dispense the intended cereal,snack and topping without breakage.

1

8 x 8 x 23.5

$

843.40

EZ541

EZ-SERV® free-standing dispensers balance premium natural walnut trays with tall acrylic cylinders and steel frames to
create impressive product visibility, distinctive design elements and contrasting vertical presentations. The EZ-SERV®
cereal dispensers will keep your cereal fresher longer for the next service and is easy to clean. Also works great for
snacks. Includes a patented portion wheel which allows you to dispense the intended cereal/snack without breakage.
Dry product, be warned, you WILL be dispensed.

1

21.13 x 10 x 29

$

2,805.40

EZ545

EZ-SERV® free-standing cereal dispenser balance premium natural bamboo trays with tall acrylic cylinders and steel
frames to create impressive product visibility, distinctive design elements and contrasting flowing presentations. The EZSERV® cereal dispensers will keep your cereal fresher longer for the next service and is easy to clean. Also works great as
snack dispenser,topping dispenser, candy dispenser, salad topping dispenser . Includes a patented portion wheel which
allows you to dispense the intended cereal and all dry food without breakage.

1

9.75 x 10 x 26.25

$

1,301.20

EZ547

EZ-SERV® free-standing dispensers balance premium natural bamboo trays with tall acrylic cylinders and steel frames to
create impressive product visibility, distinctive design elements and contrasting vertical presentations. Includes a
patented portion wheel which allows you to dispense the intended cereal/snack without breakage. The EZ-SERV® cereal
dispensers will keep your cereal fresher longer for the next service and is easy to clean. Also works great for snacks.

1

21.13 x 10 x 26.25

$

2,224.60

EZ548

EZ-SERV® free-standing dispensers balance premium natural walnut trays with tall acrylic cylinders and steel frames to
create impressive product visibility, distinctive design elements and contrasting vertical presentations. The EZ-SERV®
cereal dispensers will keep your cereal fresher longer for the next service and is easy to clean. Also works great for
snacks. Includes a patented portion wheel which allows you to dispense the intended cereal/snack without breakage.

1

26.8 x10 x 26.25

$

2,352.60

EZ550

EZ-SERV® free-standing dispensers balance premium natural bamboo trays with tall acrylic cylinders and steel frames to
create impressive product visibility, distinctive design elements and contrasting vertical presentations. Includes a
patented portion wheel which allows you to dispense the intended cereal/snack without breakage. The EZ-SERV® cereal
dispensers will keep your cereal fresher longer for the next service and is easy to clean. Also works great for snacks.

1

9.75 x 10 x 29

$

1,494.80

EZ551

EZ-SERV® free-standing dispensers balance premium natural bamboo trays with tall acrylic cylinders and steel frames to
create impressive product visibility, distinctive design elements and contrasting vertical presentations. The EZ-SERV
dispensers do their job with flying colors, dispensing undamaged dry product in precise measurements.

1

9.75 x 1 x 29

$

1,614.80

EZ558

EZ-SERV® X5 free-standing dispensers balance premium stainless steel trays with five tall acrylic cylinders and steel
frames to create impressive product visibility, distinctive design elements and contrasting vertical presentations. The EZSERV® cereal dispensers will keep your cereal fresher longer for the next service and is easy to clean. Also works great for
snacks. Includes a patented portion wheel which allows you to dispense the intended cereal/snack without breakage.

1

31.75 x 10.5 x 26.25

$

3,479.20

EZ563

This tall Table-Top Carousel ups the fun factor in toppings and cereal dispensing. Win the crowd over with the enjoyable
EZ-SERV experience! Turns heads, and toppings!

1

21 x 21 x 27.5

$

4,546.60

EZ564

EZ-SERV Table-Top dispensers keep your dry food fresh for longer. It's spill tray makes clean up a breeze, and the portion
control wheels mean no waste. What's not to love?

1

20.5 x 10.5 x 25.13

$

1,608.40

EZ565

Keep your dispensing area clean and inviting, while controlling your costs with the advanced portion control dispensing
mechanism. The lightweight single sheet metal frame ensures that this dispenser is lightweight and easy to move while
looking great! The frosted sides allow the product to be visible while keeping smudges and fingerprints at bay.

1

8.63 x 8.13 x 17.25

$

589.00

EZ566

Keep your dispensing area clean and inviting, while controlling your costs with the advanced portion control dispensing
mechanism. The dispenser is lightweight, and with the metal frame, can be ensured that it looks great!

1

13.25 x 8.13 x 17.25

$

773.00

EZ573

EZ-SERV® X5 free-standing dispensers balance premium bamboo trays with five tall acrylic cylinders and steel frames to
create impressive product visibility, distinctive design elements and contrasting vertical presentations. The EZ-SERV®
cereal dispensers will keep your cereal fresher longer for the next service and is easy to clean. Also works great for
snacks. Includes a patented portion wheel which allows you to dispense the intended cereal/snack without breakage.
Features plastic lids that lock in freshness and will remain durable during high traffic use.

1

32.5 x 10 x 26.25

$

3,383.20

EZ574

WOW your guests with this statement piece from Rosseto. At just over 3 feet tall, this piece is sure to catch and hold
your customers attention. Crafted from Stainless Steel and acrylic, this product combines clean edges, an on-trend
design, and practicality to create a piece for the ages. It comes with our patented portion wheels which dispense predetermined amounts. No waste, no cleanup, no problem.

1

29.25 x 7.5 x 36.75

$

3,300.00

EZ576

This deluxe freestanding dispenser in matte black with a patented portion control mechanism is perfect for snacks,
cereals, natural foods and more! EZ PRO dispensers are cost effective and keep your contents fresh while reducing
waste! The stylish design adds to any decor and keeps the dispensing area hygienic, clean and organized.

1

15.38 x 7.5 x 20.25

$

1,507.60

EZ577

The stylish design adds to any decor and keeps the dispensing area hygienic, clean and organized. EZ SERV dispensers are
cost effective and keep your contents fresh while reducing waste! This deluxe freestanding dispenser in matte black with
a patented portion control mechanism is perfect for snacks, cereals, natural foods and more!

1

24.25 x 7.5 x 20.25

$

2,143.00

EZO715

The Single Condiment Display Station from Rosseto is a stylish, eye-catching yet durable addition to any catered event or
condiment station. EZ-Organizers are ideal for storing tea packets, sugar packet, stir sticks or even pastries and fruit.
When catering your next event, setting up a beautiful buffet or even when organizing the condiment station of your
coffee shop, keep items accessible and organized with an EZ-Organizer.

1

7.38 x 14.75 x 14.75

$

414.60

EZO739

When catering your next event, setting up a beautiful buffet or even when organizing the condiment station of your
coffee shop, keep items accessible and organized with an EZ-Organizer. EZ-Organizers are ideal for storing tea packets,
sugar packet, stir sticks or even pastries and fruit. The Double Unit Condiment Display Station from Rosseto is a stylish,
eye-catching yet durable addition to any catered event or condiment station.

1

13.88 x 14.75 x 14.75

$

661.00

EZP2135

This deluxe freestanding stainless steel dispenser with a patented portion control mechanism is perfect for snacks,
cereals, natural foods and more! EZ PRO dispensers are cost effective and keep your contents fresh while reducing
waste! The stylish design adds to any decor and keeps the dispensing area hygienic, clean and organized.

1

15.38 x 7.5 x 20.25

$

1,706.00

EZP2746

EZ PRO dispensers are cost effective and keep your contents fresh while reducing waste! This deluxe freestanding
stainless steel dispenser with a patented portion control mechanism is perfect for snacks, cereals, natural foods and
more! The stylish design adds to any decor and keeps the dispensing area hygienic, clean and organized.

1

10.88 x 7.5 x 20.25

$

1,358.80

EZP2753

The EZ PROC 4S is a deluxe, stainless steel, rotating dispenser with patented portion control perfect for breakfast buffets,
salad bars, coffee shops and more. The stylish design adds to any decor and keeps the dispensing area hygienic, clean
and organized. Keep your contents fresh and reduce waste with this space-saving carousel unit; it’s fun, easy to use and
cost effective!

1

13 x 13 x 19.63

$

1,522.00

EZP2760

This deluxe stainless steel rotating dispenser is space saving and fun! The portion control makes it ideal for a topping
bar as well as any other dispensing need you may have. The fun carousel design of the EZ PROC-4L brings not only
functionality, but adds an element of style. Our specially patented paddle wheel makes it cost effective as well by
keeping your contents fresh and reducing waste.

1

13 x 13 x 22.63

$

1,693.20

EZP2883

The stylish design adds to any decor and keeps the dispensing area hygienic, clean and organized. EZ SERV dispensers are
cost effective and keep your contents fresh while reducing waste! This deluxe freestanding stainless steel dispenser with
a patented portion control mechanism is perfect for snacks, cereals, natural foods and more!

1

24.25 x 7.5 x 20.25

$

2,906.20

EZP2890

This five container wall mounted dispenser is ideal for merchandising toppings and dry foods in ice cream and yogurt
shops, along with candy stores, coffee shops, loose leaf tea shops and spice shops. The 6-wing paddle wheel dispenses 1
oz. portions with each turn making it great for larger toppings such as Mike & Ikes, yogurt raisins, malt balls and more!

1

23.25 x 6.75 x 15

$

2,168.60

EZP2906

This three container wall mounted dispenser is ideal for merchandising toppings and dry foods in ice cream and yogurt
shops, along with candy stores, coffee shops, loose leaf tea shops and spice shops. The 1 oz. portion dispenser is perfect
for using with larger products, such as cereal, walnuts, banana chips, raisins, chocolate chips and more!

1

13.75 x 6.75 x 15

$

1,395.60

EZT016

Keep the mess from topping dispensers under control with the Rosseto 5W stainless steel catch tray. Designed to work
with three tube dispensers.

1

29.13 x 8 x 1.5

$

960.20

EZT017

Keep the mess from topping dispensers under control with the Rosseto 3W stainless steel catch tray. Designed to work
with three tube dispensers.

1

17.88 x 8 x 1.5

$

811.40

FBDC091

Includes one large cubic box (8"x 8"x 8"), one small cubic box (7"x 7"x 7") and one acrylic riser (7.5"x 7.5"x 4"). Add a
fresh new look to your buffet, salad bar or catering company with a cubic riser set. The 3-Piece Acrylic Cubisers set from
Rosseto is a light-weight, durable way to store prepped foods in an attractive manner. This set includes one large cubic
box (8″x 8″x 8″), one small cubic box (7″x 7″x 7″) and one acrylic riser (7.5″x 7.5″x 4″). The clear acrylic construction of
this set allows guests to easily see the items stored in the cubes, while the riser offers height variation for improved
access.

1 set

8x8x8

$

246.60

GD126

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MNaMRHw_nFM

1

7.8 x 17 x 12.3

$

473.80

GDM002

Clear Acrylic Scoop for Rosseto Scoop Bins

1

9.6 x 3.5 x 1.5

$

27.40

GDM006

Clear Acrylic Tong is the perfect addition to your next outdoor catering event.

1

9x5x1

$

27.40

GDM011

Black Acrylic Scoop for Rosseto Scoop Bins

1

9.6 x 3.5 x 1.5

$

25.80

GDM012

Black Acrylic Tong is the perfect addition to your next outdoor catering event.

1

9x5x1

$

25.80

GLS001

Make an impact instantly with our stunning, new collection of Glass Display and Serving Ware. The Clear Glass Mini Bowl
is the perfect blank canvas for your gastro-art. The small rounded shape fits in the palm of your hands and is ideal for
serving small bites and starters. Available in both Clear and Smoked glass options. Each piece is handcrafted from
quality, 6mm glass that can withstand high volume use

st/24 pcs

3.5 x 3.5 x 2

$

720.20

GLS002

Make an impact instantly with our stunning, new collection of Glass Display and Serving Ware. The small rounded shape
fits in the palm of your hands and is ideal for serving small bites and starters. Each piece is handcrafted from quality,
6mm glass that can withstand high volume use. The Smoked Glass Mini Bowl is the perfect blank canvas for your gastroart. Available in both Clear and Smoked glass options.

st/24 pcs

3.5 x 3.5 x 2

$

665.80

GLS003

Make an impact instantly with our stunning, new collection of glass Display and Serving Ware. The Clear Printed Glass
Mini Saucer Bowl is the perfect blank canvas for your gastro-art. Each piece is handcrafted from quality, 4mm glass that
can withstand high volume use. The small rounded shape fits in the palm of your hands and is ideal for serving small
bites and starters. Dishwasher safe.

st/24 pcs

4 x 2.63 x 0.88

$

384.20

GLS004

Make an impact instantly with our stunning, new collection of glass Display and Serving Ware. The Clear Printed Glass
Mini Saucer Bowl is the perfect blank canvas for your gastro-art. The small rounded shape fits in the palm of your hands
and is ideal for serving small bites and starters. Dishwasher safe. Each piece is handcrafted from quality, 4mm glass that
can withstand high volume use.

st/24 pcs

4 x 2.63 x 0.88

$

353.80

GLS006

Make an impact instantly with our stunning, new collection of glass Display and Serving Ware. The Clear Printed Glass
Mini Saucer Bowl is the perfect blank canvas for your gastro-art. Each piece is handcrafted from quality, 4mm glass that
can withstand high volume use. The small rounded shape fits in the palm of your hands and is ideal for serving small bites
and starters. Dishwasher safe.

st/24 pcs

3.75 x 3.75 x 0.5

$

360.20

GLS007

Make an impact instantly with our stunning, new collection of glass Display and Serving Ware. Each piece is handcrafted
from quality, 4mm glass that can withstand high volume use. The Clear Printed Glass Mini Saucer Bowl is the perfect
blank canvas for your gastro-art. The small rounded shape fits in the palm of your hands and is ideal for serving small
bites and starters. Dishwasher safe.

st/24 pcs

3.5 x 3.5 x 0.75

$

334.60

GLS009

Make an impact instantly with our stunning, new collection of glass Display and Serving Ware. Each piece is handcrafted
from quality, 6mm glass that can withstand high volume use. The Clear Glass Shallow Mini Plate is the perfect blank
canvas for your gastro-art. Ideal for serving small bites, starters and delectable dinner options. Dishwasher safe.

st/24 pcs

3.88 x 3.88 x 0.75

$

462.60

GLS010

Make an impact instantly with our stunning, new collection of glass Display and Serving Ware. Each piece is handcrafted
from quality, 6mm glass that can withstand high volume use. The Smoked Glass Shallow Mini Plate is the perfect blank
canvas for your gastro-art. Ideal for serving small bites, starters and delectable dinner options. Dishwasher safe.

st/24 pcs

3.88 x 3.88 x 0.75

$

425.80

GLS011

Make an impact instantly with our stunning, new collection of glass Display and Serving Ware. Each piece is handcrafted
from quality, 6mm glass that can withstand high volume use. The Square Mini Plate is the perfect blank canvas for your
gastro-art. Ideal for serving small bites, starters and delectable dinner options. Dishwasher safe.

st/24 pcs

3.88 x 3.88 x 0.5

$

462.60

GLS012

Make an impact instantly with our stunning, new collection of glass Display and Serving Ware. Each piece is handcrafted
from quality, 6mm glass that can withstand high volume use. The Smoked Glass Square Mini Plate is the perfect blank
canvas for your gastro-art. Ideal for serving small bites, starters and delectable dinner options. Dishwasher safe.

st/24 pcs

3.88 x 3.88 x 0.5

$

425.80

GLS013

Make an impact instantly with our stunning, new collection of glass Display and Serving Ware. Each piece is handcrafted
from quality, 6mm glass that can withstand high volume use. The Clear Printed Square Mini Plate is the perfect blank
canvas for your gastro-art. Ideal for serving small bites, starters and delectable dinner options. Dishwasher safe.

st/24 pcs

3.88 x 3.88 x 0.5

$

616.20

GLS014

Make an impact instantly with our stunning, new collection of glass Display and Serving Ware. Each piece is handcrafted
from quality, 4mm glass that can withstand high volume use. The Clear Glass Tear Drop Dish is the perfect blank canvas
for your gastro-art. Ideal for serving small bites, starters and delectable dinner options. Dishwasher safe.

st/24 pcs

3.13 x 3.88 x 1.13

$

384.20

GLS015

Make an impact instantly with our stunning, new collection of glass Display and Serving Ware. Each piece is handcrafted
from quality, 4mm glass that can withstand high volume use. The Clear Glass Tear Drop Dish is the perfect blank canvas
for your gastro-art. Ideal for serving small bites, starters and delectable dinner options. Dishwasher safe.

st/24 pcs

3.13 x 3.88 x 1.13

$

358.60

GLS016

Make an impact instantly with our stunning, new collection of glass Display and Serving Ware. Each piece is handcrafted
from quality, 6mm glass that can withstand high volume use. Our larger serving pieces will transform your buffet and
dinner service into a divine feast for the senses. Designed with the same attention to detail and quality materials as all
Rosseto products. These unique Clear Glass Rectangular Platters will enhance any menu theme from modern to classic.
Serve small bites and sides to large portions for sharing.

st/3 pcs

25.75 x 5.5 x 2.25

$

384.20

st/3 pcs

25.75 x 5.5 x 2.25

$

353.80

GLS018

Make an impact instantly with our stunning, new collection of glass Display and Serving Ware. Each piece is handcrafted
from quality, 6mm glass that can withstand high volume use. Our larger serving pieces will transform your buffet and
dinner service into a divine feast for the senses. Designed with the same attention to detail and quality materials as all
Rosseto products. These unique Clear Glass Rectangular Platters will enhance any menu theme from modern to classic.
Serve small bites and sides to large portions for sharing. Comes in a set of 3 pieces.

st/3 pcs

17.75 x 8.63 x 2.5

$

419.40

GLS019

Make an impact instantly with our stunning, new collection of glass Display and Serving Ware. Each piece is handcrafted
from quality, 6mm glass that can withstand high volume use. Our larger serving pieces will transform your buffet and
dinner service into a divine feast for the senses. Designed with the same attention to detail and quality materials as all
Rosseto products. These unique Smoked Glass Rectangular Platters will enhance any menu theme from modern to
classic. Serve small bites and sides to large portions for sharing.

st/3 pcs

17.75 x 8.63 x 2.5

$

387.40

GLS024

Display condiments, cutlery, or any product of your choosing in our glass jars. Add the glass jars to any of our condiment
risers to create a tiered display.

st/3 pcs

3.75 x 3.75 x 3.88

$

40.20

GLS025B

The Zenit Black Narrow surface works with all Rosseto Skycap® display risers so you can build a custom buffet display
that fits your needs. The Zenit pattern from the Ven Glass Collection is a buttoned-up, versatile collection that can work
in formal, casual, modern or traditional environments. Presents like art, but with commercial grade durability, Integrates
with all Rosseto Skycap® and Multi-Chef™ Systems. Dishwasher safe, Microwave safe, Cadmium and lead free

1

31x7.9x0.4

$

392.20

GLS017

Make an impact instantly with our stunning, new collection of glass Display and Serving Ware. Each piece is handcrafted
from quality, 6mm glass that can withstand high volume use. Our larger serving pieces will transform your buffet and
dinner service into a divine feast for the senses. Designed with the same attention to detail and quality materials as all
Rosseto products. These unique Smoked Glass Rectangular Platters will enhance any menu theme from modern to
classic. Serve small bites and sides to large portions for sharing.

GLS025C

The Corteccia Narrow surface works with all Rosseto Skycap® display risers so you can build a custom buffet display that
fits your needs. Also available as a wide surface. The Corteccia pattern from the Ven Glass Collection is a stunning
interpretation of tree bark with red hued accents against white glass. This design is currently only available as narrow
and wide surfaces, but hope to add more to this range soon! Presents like art, but with commercial grade durability.
Integrates with all Rosseto Skycap® and Multi-Chef™ Systems. Dishwasher safe, Microwave safe,Cadmium and lead free

1

31x7.9x0.4

$

392.20

GLS025M

The Foglia Narrow surface works with all Rosseto Skycap® display risers so you can build a custom buffet display that fits
your needs. Also available as a wide surface. Inspired by a microscopic view of the natural pattern of leaves. Foglia is
modern, yet down to earth. Foglia surfaces are only available in mustard. Presents like art, but with commercial grade
durability. Integrates with all Rosseto Skycap® and Multi-Chef™ Systems. Dishwasher safe, Microwave safe, Cadmium
and lead free

1

31x7.9x0.4

$

392.20

GLS025W

The Zenit White Narrow surface works with all Rosseto Skycap® display risers so you can build a custom buffet display
that fits your needs. Also available as a wide surface and in the Zenit black/clear pattern.The Zenit pattern from the Ven
Glass Collection is a buttoned-up, versatile collection that can work in formal, casual, modern or traditional
environments. Presents like art, but with commercial grade durability. Integrates with all Rosseto Skycap® and MultiChef™ Systems. Dishwasher safe, Microwave safe, Cadmium and lead free

1

31x7.9x0.4

$

392.20

GLS025Z

The Currente White Narrow surface works with all Rosseto Skycap® display risers so you can build a custom buffet
display that fits your needs. Also available as a wide surface. The Currente pattern from the Ven Glass Collection is like
flowing streams of clear glass through a sea of transparent white pigment. This design is currently only available as
narrow and wide surfaces, but we hope to add more to this range soon. Presents like art, but with commercial grade
durability. Integrates with all Rosseto Skycap® and Multi-Chef™ Systems. Dishwasher safe,Microwave safe,Cadmium and
lead free

1

31x7.9x0.4

$

392.20

GLS026B

The Zenit Black Wide surface works with all Rosseto Skycap® display risers so you can build a custom buffet display that
fits your needs. Also available as a narrow surface and in the Zenit black/clear pattern. The Zenit pattern from the Ven
Glass Collection is a buttoned-up, versatile collection that can work in formal, casual, modern or traditional
environments. Presents like art, but with commercial grade durability Integrates with all Rosseto Skycap® and MultiChef™ Systems. Dishwasher safe, Microwave safe, Cadmium and lead free

1

31x11.8x0.4

$

536.20

GLS026C

The Corteccia Wide surface works with all Rosseto Skycap® display risers so you can build a custom buffet display that fits
your needs. Also available as a narrow surface. The Corteccia pattern from the Ven Glass Collection is a stunning
interpretation of tree bark with red hued accents against white glass. This design is currently only available as narrow
and wide surfaces, but hope to add more to this range soon! Presents like art, but with commercial grade durability.
Integrates with all Rosseto Skycap® and Multi-Chef™ Systems. Dishwasher safe, Microwave safe, Cadmium and lead free

1

31x11.8x0.4

$

536.20

GLS026M

The Foglia Wide surface works with all Rosseto Skycap® display risers so you can build a custom buffet display that fits
your needs. Also available as a narrow surface. Inspired by a microscopic view of the natural pattern of leaves. Foglia is
modern, yet down to earth. Foglia surfaces are only available in mustard. Presents like art, but with commercial grade
durability. Integrates with all Rosseto Skycap® and Multi-Chef™ Systems. Dishwasher safe, Microwave safe, Cadmium
and lead free

1

31x11.8x0.4

$

536.20

GLS026W

Create a dramatic display that will capture the attention of your guests with the Ven Glass Collection of surfaces. The
Zenit White Wide surface works with all Rosseto Skycap® display risers so you can build a custom buffet display that fits
your needs. Also available as a narrow surface and in the Zenit black/clear pattern. The Zenit pattern from the Ven Glass
Collection is a buttoned-up, versatile collection that can work in formal, casual, modern or traditional environments.
Presents like art, but with commercial grade durability Integrates with all Rosseto Skycap® and Multi-Chef™ Systems.
Dishwasher safe, Microwave safe, Cadmium and lead free

1

31x11.8x0.4

$

536.20

GLS026Z

The Currente White Wide surface works with all Rosseto Skycap® display risers so you can build a custom buffet display
that fits your needs. Also available as a narrow surface. The Currente pattern from the Ven Glass Collection is like flowing
streams of clear glass through a sea of transparent white pigment. This design is currently only available as narrow and
wide surfaces, but we hope to add more to this range soon. Presents like art, but with commercial grade durability.
Integrates with all Rosseto Skycap® and Multi-Chef™ Systems. Dishwasher safe, Microwave safe, Cadmium and lead free

1

31x11.8x0.4

$

536.20

GLS028B

The Zenit Black Glass Rectangle Tray is the perfect way to serve modern menus of small bites and appetizers. It’s sleek
rectangular form with a shallow lip works well for moderately sauced dishes and creative garnishes. The Zenit pattern
from the Ven Glass Collection is a buttoned-up, versatile collection that can work in formal, casual, modern or traditional
environments. Presents like art, but with commercial grade durability. Integrates with all Rosseto Skycap® and MultiChef™ Systems. Dishwasher safe, Microwave safe, Cadmium and lead free

1

22.5x7.9x1.2

$

296.20

GLS028W

The Zenit White Glass Rectangle Tray is the perfect way to serve modern menus of small bites and appetizers. It’s sleek
rectangular form with a shallow lip works well for moderately sauced dishes and creative garnishes. The Zenit pattern
from the Ven Glass Collection is a buttoned-up, versatile collection that can work in formal, casual, modern or traditional
environments. Presents like art, but with commercial grade durability. Integrates with all Rosseto Skycap® and MultiChef™ Systems. Dishwasher safe, Microwave safe, Cadmium and lead free

1

22.5x7.9x1.2

$

296.20

GLS031B

Stelo Black Wide Rim Glass Square Bowl is a stunning canvas for your best plate art. The wide rim is a dramatic backdrop
to a small sunken square bowl that can work with moderate to heavily sauced entree size dishes. Stelo is a study in high
contrast design expressed through a pattern of plant stems. Build a dynamic display with this collection that includes
small and large size serving bowls, round and square plates and platters. Presents like art, but with commercial grade
durability.Integrates with all Rosseto Skycap® and Multi-Chef™ Systems. Dishwasher safe, Microwave safe, Cadmium and
lead free

2

13.8x13.8x3

$

656.20

GLS031W

Stelo White Wide Rim Glass Square Bowl is a stunning canvas for your best plate art. The wide rim is a dramatic backdrop
to a small sunken square bowl that can work with moderate to heavily sauced entree size dishes. Stelo is a study in high
contrast design expressed through a pattern of plant stems. Build a dynamic display with this collection that includes
small and large size serving bowls, round and square plates and platters. Presents like art, but with commercial grade
durability. Integrates with all Rosseto Skycap® and Multi-Chef™ Systems. Dishwasher safe, Microwave safe, Cadmium
and lead free

2

13.8x13.8x3

$

656.20

GLS032B

The Zenit Black 14” Glass Serving Platter can be used at the table for appetizer presentation or on a buffet for self-served
small bites or desserts. It also integrates with Rosseto’s buffet display riser systems so you can use it to create a custom
display based on your needs. The Zenit pattern from the Ven Glass Collection is a buttoned-up, versatile collection that
can work in formal, casual, modern or traditional environments. Presents like art, but with commercial grade durability.
Integrates with all Rosseto Skycap® and Multi-Chef™ Systems. Dishwasher safe, Microwave safe, Cadmium and lead free

1

13.8x13.8x1.2

$

302.60

1

13.8x13.8x1.2

$

302.60

1

13.8x13.8x1.2

$

302.60

GLS032W

GLS033B

The Zenit White 14” Glass Serving Platter can be used at the table for appetizer presentation or on a buffet for selfserved small bites or desserts. It also integrates with Rosseto’s buffet display riser systems so you can use it to create a
custom display based on your needs. The Zenit pattern from the Ven Glass Collection is a buttoned-up, versatile
collection that can work in formal, casual, modern or traditional environments. Presents like art, but with commercial
grade durability.Integrates with all Rosseto Skycap® and Multi-Chef™ Systems. Dishwasher safe, Microwave safe,
Cadmium and lead free

The Stelo Black 14” Glass Serving Platter can be used at the table for appetizer presentation or on a buffet for self-served
small bites or desserts. It also integrates with Rosseto’s buffet display riser systems so you can use it to create a custom
display based on your needs. Stelo is a study in high contrast design expressed through a pattern of plant stems. Build a
dynamic display with this collection that includes small and large size serving bowls, round and square plates and
platters.Presents like art, but with commercial grade durability. Integrates with all Rosseto Skycap® and Multi-Chef™
Systems. Dishwasher safe, Microwave safe, Cadmium and lead free

GLS033W

The Stelo White 14” Glass Serving Platter can be used at the table for appetizer presentation or on a buffet for selfserved small bites or desserts. It also integrates with Rosseto’s buffet display riser systems so you can use it to create a
custom display based on your needs. Stelo is a study in high contrast design expressed through a pattern of plant stems.
Build a dynamic display with this collection that includes small and large size serving bowls, round and square plates and
platters. Presents like art, but with commercial grade durability.Integrates with all Rosseto Skycap® and Multi-Chef™
Systems. Dishwasher safe, Microwave safe, Cadmium and lead free

1

13.8x13.8x1.2

$

302.60

GLS036B

A bold geometric pattern that is the perfect platform for your signature dish. Striking at a glance, yet subtle enough to
not overpower your plating. The Spiro black glass serving platter can be used at the table for appetizer presentation or
on a buffet for self-served small bites or desserts. Presents like art, but with commercial grade durability. Integrates with
all Rosseto Skycap® and Multi-Chef™ Systems. Dishwasher safe, Microwave safe, Cadmium and lead free

1

15.6x15.6x1.2

$

353.80

GLS036G

A bold geometric pattern that is the perfect platform for your signature dish. Striking at a glance, yet subtle enough to
not overpower your plating. The Spiro gold glass serving platter can be used at the table for appetizer presentation or on
a buffet for self-served small bites or desserts.Presents like art, but with commercial grade durability.Integrates with all
Rosseto Skycap® and Multi-Chef™ Systems.Dishwasher safe, Microwave safe, Cadmium and lead free

1

15.6x15.6x1.2

$

414.60

GLS036W

A bold geometric pattern that is the perfect platform for your signature dish. Striking at a glance, yet subtle enough to
not overpower your plating. The Spiro white glass serving platter can be used at the table for appetizer presentation or
on a buffet for self-served small bites or desserts.Presents like art, but with commercial grade durability. Integrates with
all Rosseto Skycap® and Multi-Chef™ Systems. Dishwasher safe, Microwave safe, Cadmium and lead free

1

15.6x15.6x1.2

$

353.80

GLS037B

A bold geometric pattern that is the perfect platform for your signature dish. Striking at a glance, yet subtle enough to
not overpower your plating. The Spiro black glass serving platter can be used at the table for appetizer presentation or
on a buffet for self-served small bites or desserts.Presents like art, but with commercial grade durability.Integrates with
all Rosseto Skycap® and Multi-Chef™ System.Dishwasher safe, Microwave safe, Cadmium and lead free

2

12.8x12.8x0.7

$

533.00

GLS037G

A bold geometric pattern that is the perfect platform for your signature dish. Striking at a glance, yet subtle enough to
not overpower your plating. The Spiro gold glass serving platter can be used at the table for appetizer presentation or on
a buffet for self-served small bites or desserts. Presents like art, but with commercial grade durability. Integrates with all
Rosseto Skycap® and Multi-Chef™ Systems. Dishwasher safe, Microwave safe, Cadmium and lead free

2

12.8x12.8x0.7

$

621.00

GLS037W

A bold geometric pattern that is the perfect platform for your signature dish. Striking at a glance, yet subtle enough to
not overpower your plating. The Spiro white glass serving platter can be used at the table for appetizer presentation or
on a buffet for self-served small bites or desserts. Presents like art, but with commercial grade durability. Integrates with
all Rosseto Skycap® and Multi-Chef™ Systems. Dishwasher safe, Microwave safe, Cadmium and lead free

2

12.8x12.8x0.7

$

533.00

GLS038C

Inspired by a microscopic view of the natural pattern of leaves. Foglia is modern, yet down to earth. This glass serving
platter in cognac can be used at the table for appetizer presentation or on a buffet for self-served small bites or desserts.
Sold as a set of 2. Presents like art, but with commercial grade durability. Integrates with all Rosseto Skycap® and MultiChef™ System.Dishwasher safe, Microwave safe, Cadmium and lead free

2

12.8x12.8x0.7

$

533.00

GLS038M

Inspired by a microscopic view of the natural pattern of leaves. Foglia is modern, yet down to earth. This glass serving
platter in mustard can be used at the table for appetizer presentation or on a buffet for self-served small bites or
desserts. Sold as a set of 2.Presents like art, but with commercial grade durability. Integrates with all Rosseto Skycap®
and Multi-Chef™ Systems. Dishwasher safe, Microwave safe, Cadmium and lead free

2

12.8x12.8x0.7

$

533.00

GLS038W

Inspired by a microscopic view of the natural pattern of leaves. Foglia is modern, yet down to earth. This glass serving
platter in white can be used at the table for appetizer presentation or on a buffet for self-served small bites or desserts.
Sold as a set of 2.Presents like art, but with commercial grade durability. Integrates with all Rosseto Skycap® and MultiChef™ Systems. Dishwasher safe, Microwave safe, Cadmium and lead free

2

12.8x12.8x0.7

$

533.00

GLS039B

A bold geometric pattern of Spiro is the perfect platform for your signature dish. It is striking at a glance, yet subtle
enough to not overpower your plating. The wide rim is a dramatic backdrop to a delicately shaped bowl that can work
with moderate to heavily sauced dishes. Can serve entree size portions of handmade pastas, salads or any creatively
plated main course. Presents like art, but with commercial grade durability. Integrates with all Rosseto Skycap® and MultiChef™ Systems. Dishwasher safe, Microwave safe, Cadmium and lead free

1

15.4x15.4x2.2

$

414.60

GLS039G

A bold geometric pattern of Spiro is the perfect platform for your signature dish. It is striking at a glance, yet subtle
enough to not overpower your plating. The wide rim is a dramatic backdrop to a delicately shaped bowl that can work
with moderate to heavily sauced dishes. Can serve entree size portions of handmade pastas, salads or any creatively
plated main course.Presents like art, but with commercial grade durability. Integrates with all Rosseto Skycap® and MultiChef™ Systems. Dishwasher safe, Microwave safe, Cadmium and lead free

1

15.4x15.4x2.2

$

465.80

GLS039W

A bold geometric pattern of Spiro is the perfect platform for your signature dish. It is striking at a glance, yet subtle
enough to not overpower your plating. The wide rim is a dramatic backdrop to a delicately shaped bowl that can work
with moderate to heavily sauced dishes. Can serve entree size portions of handmade pastas, salads or any creatively
plated main course. Presents like art, but with commercial grade durability. Integrates with all Rosseto Skycap® and MultiChef™ Systems. Dishwasher safe, Microwave safe, Cadmium and lead free

1

15.4x15.4x2.2

$

414.60

GLS040B

The Stelo 10” Black Glass Square Bowl can modernize your buffet with an artful presentation of fresh salads, sides and
more. Sold as a set of 2.The Stelo pattern is a study in high contrast design expressed through a pattern of plant stems.
Build a dynamic display with this collection that includes small and large size serving bowls, round and square plates and
platters. Presents like art, but with commercial grade durability. Integrates with all Rosseto Skycap® and Multi-Chef™
Systems. Dishwasher safe, Microwave safe, Cadmium and lead free

2

9.5x9.5x4.3

$

525.00

GLS040W

The Stelo 10” White Glass Square Bowl can modernize your buffet with an artful presentation of fresh salads, sides and
more. Sold as a set of 2. The Stelo pattern is a study in high contrast design expressed through a pattern of plant stems.
Build a dynamic display with this collection that includes small and large size serving bowls, round and square plates and
platters. Presents like art, but with commercial grade durability. Integrates with all Rosseto Skycap® and Multi-Chef™
Systems. Dishwasher safe, Microwave safe, Cadmium and lead free

2

9.5x9.5x4.3

$

525.00

GLS041B

The Stelo 7” Black Glass Square Bowl can modernize your breakfast or brunch and snack displays with an artful
presentation of condiments, sauces, toppings and more Sold as a set of 6. The Stelo pattern is a study in high contrast
design expressed through a pattern of plant stems. Build a dynamic display with this collection that includes small and
large size serving bowls, round and square plates and platters. Presents like art, but with commercial grade durability.
Integrates with all Rosseto Skycap® and Multi-Chef™ Systems. Dishwasher safe, Microwave safe, Cadmium and lead free

6

6.7x6.7x3.1

$

965.00

GLS041W

The Stelo 7” White Glass Square Bowl can modernize your breakfast or brunch and snack displays with an artful
presentation of condiments, sauces, toppings and more. Sold as a set of 6.The Stelo pattern is a study in high contrast
design expressed through a pattern of plant stems. Presents like art, but with commercial grade durability. Integrates
with all Rosseto Skycap® and Multi-Chef™ Systems. Dishwasher safe, Microwave safe, Cadmium and lead free

6

6.7x6.7x3.1

$

965.00

GLS042B

The Stelo 14” Black Glass Round Shallow Bowl can modernize your dinner service and buffet displays of appetizers, small
bites and sides. Bring it to the table for inspired sharing, entree salads and more. Sold as a set of 2.The Stelo pattern is a
study in high contrast design expressed through a pattern of plant stems. Build a dynamic display with this collection that
includes small and large size serving bowls, round and square plates and platters.Presents like art, but with commercial
grade durability. Integrates with all Rosseto Skycap® and Multi-Chef™ Systems
Dishwasher safe, Microwave safe, Cadmium and lead free

2

14.2x14.2x2.2

$

709.00

GLS042W

The Stelo 14” White Glass Round Shallow Bowl can modernize your dinner service and buffet displays of appetizers, small
bites and sides. Bring it to the table for inspired sharing, entree salads and more.The Stelo pattern is a study in high
contrast design expressed through a pattern of plant stems.Presents like art, but with commercial grade durability.
Integrates with all Rosseto Skycap® and Multi-Chef™ Systems. Dishwasher safe, Microwave safe, Cadmium and lead free

2

14.2x14.2x2.2

$

709.00

GLS043B

The Stelo 11” Black Glass Round Shallow Bowl can modernize your dinner service and buffet displays of appetizers, small
bites and sides. Bring it to the table for inspired sharing, entree salads and more. Sold as a set of 2. The Stelo pattern is a
study in high contrast design expressed through a pattern of plant stems. Presents like art, but with commercial grade
durability. Integrates with all Rosseto Skycap® and Multi-Chef™ Systems. Dishwasher safe, Microwave safe, Cadmium
and lead free

2

10.8x10.8x1.8

$

533.00

GLS043W

The Stelo 11” White Glass Round Shallow Bowl can modernize your dinner service and buffet displays of appetizers, small
bites and sides. Bring it to the table for inspired sharing, entree salads and more. Sold as a set of 2.The Stelo pattern is a
study in high contrast design expressed through a pattern of plant stems. Presents like art, but with commercial grade
durability. Integrates with all Rosseto Skycap® and Multi-Chef™ Systems. Dishwasher safe, Microwave safe, Cadmium
and lead free

2

10.8x10.8x1.8

$

533.00

GLS044C

Inspired by a microscopic view of the natural pattern of leaves. Foglia is modern, yet down to earth. This glass serving
platter in cognac can be used at the table for appetizer presentation or on a buffet for self-served small bites or desserts.
Sold as a set of 2.Presents like art, but with commercial grade durability. Integrates with all Rosseto Skycap® and MultiChef™ Systems. Dishwasher safe, Microwave safe, Cadmium and lead free

2

11.8x11.8x0.7

$

453.00

GLS044M

Inspired by a microscopic view of the natural pattern of leaves. Foglia is modern, yet down to earth. This 12” glass
serving platter in mustard can be used at the table for appetizer presentation or on a buffet for self-served small bites or
desserts. Sold as a set of 2.Presents like art, but with commercial grade durability. Integrates with all Rosseto Skycap®
and Multi-Chef™ Systems. Dishwasher safe, Microwave safe, Cadmium and lead free

2

11.8x11.8x0.7

$

453.00

GLS044W

Inspired by a microscopic view of the natural pattern of leaves. Foglia is modern, yet down to earth. This 12” glass
serving platter in white can be used at the table for appetizer presentation or on a buffet for self-served small bites or
desserts. Sold as a set of 2.Presents like art, but with commercial grade durability. Integrates with all Rosseto Skycap®
and Multi-Chef™ Systems. Dishwasher safe, Microwave safe, Cadmium and lead free

2

11.8x11.8x0.7

$

453.00

GLS045C

Inspired by a microscopic view of the natural pattern of leaves. Foglia is modern, yet down to earth. This 16” rectangular
glass serving platter in cognac can be used at the table for appetizer presentation or on a buffet for self-served small
bites, salads, sides or desserts. Sold as a set of 2. Presents like art, but with commercial grade durability. Integrates with
all Rosseto Skycap® and Multi-Chef™ Systems. Dishwasher safe, Microwave safe, Cadmium and lead free

1

15.7x9.8x0.8

$

270.60

GLS045M

Inspired by a microscopic view of the natural pattern of leaves. Foglia is modern, yet down to earth. This 16” rectangular
glass serving platter in mustard can be used at the table for appetizer presentation or on a buffet for self-served small
bites, salads, sides or desserts. Sold as a set of 2.The Ven Glass Collection is a range of handmade glass serving ware
crafted by glass artist, Danny Kalderon. Each piece is made individually and stamped with Kalderon’s signature. Presents
like art, but with commercial grade durability. Integrates with all Rosseto Skycap® and Multi-Chef™ Systems
Dishwasher safe, Microwave safe, Cadmium and lead free

1

15.7x9.8x0.8

$

270.60

GLS045W

Inspired by a microscopic view of the natural pattern of leaves. Foglia is modern, yet down to earth. This 16” rectangular
glass serving platter in white can be used at the table for appetizer presentation or on a buffet for self-served small bites,
salads, sides or desserts. Sold as a set of 2.The Ven Glass Collection is a range of handmade glass serving ware crafted by
glass artist, Danny Kalderon. Each piece is made individually and stamped with Kalderon’s signature. Presents like art, but
with commercial grade durability. Integrates with all Rosseto Skycap® and Multi-Chef™ Systems
Dishwasher safe, Microwave safe, Cadmium and lead free

1

15.7x9.8x0.8

$

270.60

GLS046C

Defined By Nature. Feature the best of your menu with the Radici collection of serving bowls. The Radici 14” glass serving
bowl brings modern design elements to your salad, sides and buffet presentations. Bring it to the table for inspired
sharing, entree salads and more. Available in three sizes in Cognac or Mustard.The Ven Glass Collection is a range of
handmade glass serving ware crafted by glass artist, Danny Kalderon. Each piece is made individually and stamped with
Kalderon’s signature.Presents like art, but with commercial grade durability. Integrates with all Rosseto Skycap® and
Multi-Chef™ Systems. Dishwasher safe, Microwave safe, Cadmium and lead free

1

14.2x14.2x3.1

$

353.80

GLS046M

Defined By Nature. Feature the best of your menu with the Radici collection of serving bowls. The Radici 14” glass serving
bowl in mustard brings modern design elements to your salad, sides and buffet presentations. Bring it to the table for
inspired sharing, entree salads and more. Available in three sizes in Cognac or Mustard. Each piece is made individually
and stamped with Kalderon’s signature. Presents like art, but with commercial grade durability. Integrates with all
Rosseto Skycap® and Multi-Chef™ Systems
Dishwasher safe, Microwave safe, Cadmium and lead free

1

14.2x14.2x3.1

$

353.80

GLS046W

Inspired by a microscopic view of the natural pattern of leaves. Foglia is modern, yet down to earth. This 14” round glass
serving bowl in white brings modern design elements to your salad, sides and buffet presentations. Bring it to the table
for inspired sharing, entree salads and more.Presents like art, but with commercial grade durability.Integrates with all
Rosseto Skycap® and Multi-Chef™ Systems.Dishwasher safe, Microwave safe, Cadmium and lead free

1

14.2x14.2x3.1

$

353.80

GLS047C

Defined By Nature. Feature the best of your menu with the Radici collection of serving bowls. The Radici 11” glass serving
bowl in cognac brings modern design elements to your salad, sides and buffet presentations. Bring it to the table for
inspired sharing, entree salads and more. Available in three sizes in Cognac or Mustard.Presents like art, but with
commercial grade durability.Integrates with all Rosseto Skycap® and Multi-Chef™ Systems.Dishwasher safe, Microwave
safe, Cadmium and lead free

2

10.8x10.8x2.6

$

568.20

GLS047M

Defined By Nature. Feature the best of your menu with the Radici collection of serving bowls. The Radici 11” glass serving
bowl in mustard brings modern design elements to your salad, sides and buffet presentations. Bring it to the table for
inspired sharing, entree salads and more. Available in three sizes in Cognac or Mustard. Sold as a set of 2. Presents like
art, but with commercial grade durability. Integrates with all Rosseto Skycap® and Multi-Chef™ Systems. Dishwasher
safe, Microwave safe, Cadmium and lead free

2

10.8x10.8x2.6

$

568.20

GLS047W

Inspired by a microscopic view of the natural pattern of leaves. Foglia is modern, yet down to earth. This 11” round glass
serving bowl in white brings modern design elements to your salad, sides and buffet presentations. Bring it to the table
for inspired sharing, entree salads and more.Sold as set of 2.Presents like art, but with commercial grade durability.
Integrates with all Rosseto Skycap® and Multi-Chef™ Systems.Dishwasher safe, Microwave safe, Cadmium and lead free

2

10.8x10.8x2.6

$

568.20

GLS048C

Defined By Nature. Feature the best of your menu with the Radici collection of serving bowls. The Radici 8” glass serving
bowl in cognac brings modern design elements to your salad, sides and buffet presentations. Bring it to the table for
inspired sharing, entree salads and more. Sold as as set of 3.Presents like art, but with commercial grade durability.
Integrates with all Rosseto Skycap® and Multi-Chef™ Systems. Dishwasher safe, Microwave safe, Cadmium and lead free

3

7.9x7.9x3

$

654.60

GLS048M

Defined By Nature. Feature the best of your menu with the Radici collection of serving bowls. The Radici 8” glass serving
bowl in mustard brings modern design elements to your salad, sides and buffet presentations. Bring it to the table for
inspired sharing, entree salads and more. Sold as as set of 3.Presents like art, but with commercial grade durability.
Integrates with all Rosseto Skycap® and Multi-Chef™ Systems. Dishwasher safe, Microwave safe, Cadmium and lead free

3

7.9x7.9x3

$

654.60

GLS051B

This Zenit mini glass bowl in black is deep enough for a saucy bite, salad or a creative amuse bouche. Sold as as a set of
12.The Zenit pattern from the Ven Glass Collection is a buttoned-up, versatile collection that can work in formal, casual,
modern or traditional environments.Presents like art, but with commercial grade durability. Integrates with all Rosseto
Skycap® and Multi-Chef™ Systems. Dishwasher safe, Microwave safe, Cadmium and lead free

12

3.3x3.3x2.8

$

777.80

GLS051W

This Zenit mini glass bowl in white is deep enough for a saucy bite, salad or a creative amuse bouche. Sold as as a set of
12.The Zenit pattern from the Ven Glass Collection is a buttoned-up, versatile collection that can work in formal, casual,
modern or traditional environments.Presents like art, but with commercial grade durability. Integrates with all Rosseto
Skycap® and Multi-Chef™ Systems. Dishwasher safe, Microwave safe, Cadmium and lead free

12

3.3x3.3x2.8

$

777.80

GLS052C

Inspired by a microscopic view of the natural pattern of leaves. Foglia is modern, yet down to earth. This Foglia mini glass
bowl in cognac is deep enough for a saucy bite, salad or a creative amuse bouche. Sold as as set of 12. Available in white,
cognac and mustard in variety of platters, trays, bowls and mini dishes.Presents like art, but with commercial grade
durability. Integrates with all Rosseto Skycap® and Multi-Chef™ Systems.Dishwasher safe, Microwave safe, Cadmium and
lead free

12

3.3x3.3x2.8

$

777.80

GLS052M

Inspired by a microscopic view of the natural pattern of leaves. Foglia is modern, yet down to earth. This Foglia mini glass
bowl in mustard is deep enough for a saucy bite, salad or a creative amuse bouche. Sold as as set of 12. Available in
white, cognac and mustard in variety of platters, trays, bowls and mini dishes.Presents like art, but with commercial
grade durability.Integrates with all Rosseto Skycap® and Multi-Chef™ Systems..Dishwasher safe, Microwave safe,
Cadmium and lead free

12

3.3x3.3x2.8

$

777.80

GLS052W

Inspired by a microscopic view of the natural pattern of leaves. Foglia is modern, yet down to earth. This Foglia mini glass
bowl in white is deep enough for a saucy bite, salad or a creative amuse bouche. Sold as as set of 12. Available in white,
cognac and mustard in variety of platters, trays, bowls and mini dishes.Presents like art, but with commercial grade
durability. Integrates with all Rosseto Skycap® and Multi-Chef™ Systems. Dishwasher safe, Microwave safe, Cadmium
and lead free

12

3.3x3.3x2.8

$

777.80

GLS053B

This Zenit mini round glass shallow bowl in black is deep enough for a saucy bite, cocktail salad or a creative amuse
bouche. Sold as as a set of 12.The Zenit pattern from the Ven Glass Collection is a buttoned-up, versatile collection that
can work in formal, casual, modern or traditional environments.Presents like art, but with commercial grade durability.
Integrates with all Rosseto Skycap® and Multi-Chef™ Systems. Dishwasher safe, Microwave safe, Cadmium and lead free

12

4.1x4.1x1.2

$

777.80

GLS053W

This Zenit mini round glass shallow bowl in white is deep enough for a saucy bite, cocktail salad or a creative amuse
bouche. Sold as as a set of 12. The Zenit pattern from the Ven Glass Collection is a buttoned-up, versatile collection that
can work in formal, casual, modern or traditional environments. Presents like art, but with commercial grade durability.
Integrates with all Rosseto Skycap® and Multi-Chef™ Systems. Dishwasher safe, Microwave safe, Cadmium and lead free

12

4.1x4.1x1.2

$

777.80

GLS054C

Inspired by a microscopic view of the natural pattern of leaves. Foglia is modern, yet down to earth. This Foglia mini glass
shallow bowl in cognac is deep enough for a saucy bite, cocktail salad or a creative amuse bouche. Sold as as set of 12.
Available in white, cognac and mustard in variety of platters, trays, bowls and mini dishes.Presents like art, but with
commercial grade durability. Integrates with all Rosseto Skycap® and Multi-Chef™ Systems. Dishwasher safe, Microwave
safe, Cadmium and lead free

12

4.1x4.1x1.2

$

777.80

GLS054M

Inspired by a microscopic view of the natural pattern of leaves. Foglia is modern, yet down to earth. This Foglia mini glass
shallow bowl in mustard is deep enough for a saucy bite, cocktail salad or a creative amuse bouche. Sold as as set of 12.
Available in white, cognac and mustard in variety of platters, trays, bowls and mini dishes.Presents like art, but with
commercial grade durability. Integrates with all Rosseto Skycap® and Multi-Chef™ Systems. Dishwasher safe, Microwave
safe, Cadmium and lead free

12

4.1x4.1x1.2

$

777.80

GLS054W

Inspired by a microscopic view of the natural pattern of leaves. Foglia is modern, yet down to earth. This Foglia mini glass
shallow bowl in white is deep enough for a saucy bite, cocktail salad or a creative amuse bouche. Sold as as set of 12.
Available in white, cognac and mustard in variety of platters, trays, bowls and mini dishes..Presents like art, but with
commercial grade durability. Integrates with all Rosseto Skycap® and Multi-Chef™ Systems. Dishwasher safe, Microwave
safe, Cadmium and lead free

12

4.1x4.1x1.2

$

777.80

GLS055B

This Zenit mini round glass deep bowl in black is deep enough for a saucy bite, cocktail salad or a creative amuse bouche.
Sold as as a set of 12. The Zenit pattern from the Ven Glass Collection is a buttoned-up, versatile collection that can work
in formal, casual, modern or traditional environments. Presents like art, but with commercial grade durability. Integrates
with all Rosseto Skycap® and Multi-Chef™ Systems. Dishwasher safe, Microwave safe, Cadmium and lead free

12

3.5x3.5x1.4

$

777.80

GLS055W

This Zenit mini round glass deep bowl in white is deep enough for a saucy bite, cocktail salad or a creative amuse bouche.
Sold as as a set of 12. The Zenit pattern from the Ven Glass Collection is a buttoned-up, versatile collection that can work
in formal, casual, modern or traditional environments. Presents like art, but with commercial grade durability. Integrates
with all Rosseto Skycap® and Multi-Chef™ Systems. Dishwasher safe, Microwave safe, Cadmium and lead free

12

3.5x3.5x1.4

$

777.80

GLS056C

Inspired by a microscopic view of the natural pattern of leaves. Foglia is modern, yet down to earth. This Foglia mini glass
deep bowl in cognac is deep enough for a saucy bite, cocktail salad or a creative amuse bouche. Sold as as set of 12.
Presents like art, but with commercial grade durability. Integrates with all Rosseto Skycap® and Multi-Chef™ Systems.
Dishwasher safe, Microwave safe, Cadmium and lead free

12

3.5x3.5x1.4

$

777.80

GLS056M

Inspired by a microscopic view of the natural pattern of leaves. Foglia is modern, yet down to earth. This Foglia mini glass
deep bowl in mustard is deep enough for a saucy bite, cocktail salad or a creative amuse bouche. Sold as as set of 12.
Presents like art, but with commercial grade durability. Integrates with all Rosseto Skycap® and Multi-Chef™ Systems.
Dishwasher safe, Microwave safe, Cadmium and lead free

12

3.5x3.5x1.4

$

777.80

GLS056W

Inspired by a microscopic view of the natural pattern of leaves. Foglia is modern, yet down to earth. This Foglia mini glass
deep bowl in white is deep enough for a saucy bite, cocktail salad or a creative amuse bouche. Sold as as set of 12.
Available in white, cognac and mustard in variety of platters, trays, bowls and mini dishes. Presents like art, but with
commercial grade durability. Integrates with all Rosseto Skycap® and Multi-Chef™ Systems. Dishwasher safe, Microwave
safe, Cadmium and lead free

12

3.5x3.5x1.4

$

777.80

GLS057B

The Zenit mini square glass plate in black offers a modern presentation of cocktail appetizers, small bites or a creative
amuse bouche. Sold as a set of 12. The Zenit pattern from the Ven Glass Collection is a buttoned-up, versatile collection
that can work in formal, casual, modern or traditional environments. Presents like art, but with commercial grade
durability. Integrates with all Rosseto Skycap® and Multi-Chef™ Systems. Dishwasher safe, Microwave safe, Cadmium
and lead free

12

3.7x3.7x0.6

$

777.80

GLS057W

The Zenit mini square glass plate in white offers a modern presentation of cocktail appetizers, small bites or a creative
amuse bouche. Sold as a set of 12.The Zenit pattern from the Ven Glass Collection is a buttoned-up, versatile collection
that can work in formal, casual, modern or traditional environments. Presents like art, but with commercial grade
durability. Integrates with all Rosseto Skycap® and Multi-Chef™ Systems. Dishwasher safe, Microwave safe, Cadmium
and lead free

12

3.7x3.7x0.6

$

777.80

GLS058C

Inspired by a microscopic view of the natural pattern of leaves. This Foglia mini glass square plate in cognac offers a
modern presentation of cocktail appetizers, small bites or a creative amuse bouche. Sold as a set of 12. Presents like art,
but with commercial grade durability. Integrates with all Rosseto Skycap® and Multi-Chef™ Systems. Dishwasher safe,
Microwave safe, Cadmium and lead free

12

3.7x3.7x0.6

$

777.80

GLS058M

Inspired by a microscopic view of the natural pattern of leaves. This Foglia mini glass square plate in mustard offers a
modern presentation of cocktail appetizers, small bites or a creative amuse bouche. Sold as a set of 12. Presents like art,
but with commercial grade durability. Integrates with all Rosseto Skycap® and Multi-Chef™ Systems. Dishwasher safe,
Microwave safe, Cadmium and lead free

12

3.7x3.7x0.6

$

777.80

GLS058W

Inspired by a microscopic view of the natural pattern of leaves. This Foglia mini glass square plate in white offers a
modern presentation of cocktail appetizers, small bites or a creative amuse bouche. Sold as a set of 12. Presents like art,
but with commercial grade durability. Integrates with all Rosseto Skycap® and Multi-Chef™ Systems. Dishwasher safe,
Microwave safe, Cadmium and lead free

12

3.7x3.7x0.6

$

777.80

GST01B

Maximize your space and Visual impact with the Ven Collection of multi-tiered stands and condiment trays. The 3-tiered
black metal stand includes 3 Zenit rectangular glass serving trays. The Zenit pattern from the Ven Glass Collection is a
buttoned-up, versatile collection that can work in formal, casual, modern or traditional environments. Presents like art,
but with commercial grade durability. Integrates with all Rosseto Skycap® and Multi-Chef™ Systems.Dishwasher safe,
Microwave safe, Cadmium and lead free

1

22.5x22.6x9.25

$

1,326.80

GST01W

Maximize your space and Visual impact with the Ven Collection of multi-tiered stands and condiment trays. The 3-tiered
black metal stand includes 3 Zenit white rectangular glass serving trays. The Zenit pattern from the Ven Glass Collection
is a buttoned-up, versatile collection that can work in formal, casual, modern or traditional environments. Presents like
art, but with commercial grade durability. Integrates with all Rosseto Skycap® and Multi-Chef™ Systems. Dishwasher
safe, Microwave safe, Cadmium and lead free

1

22.5x22.6x9.25

$

1,326.80

GST02B

Maximize your space and Visual impact with the Ven Collection of multi-tiered stands and condiment trays. The 2-tiered
black metal stand includes 2 Zenit black rectangular glass serving trays. The Zenit pattern from the Ven Glass Collection is
a buttoned-up, versatile collection that can work in formal, casual, modern or traditional environments.Presents like art,
but with commercial grade durability. Integrates with all Rosseto Skycap® and Multi-Chef™ Systems. Dishwasher safe,
Microwave safe, Cadmium and lead free

1

22.5x17.75x6.5

$

865.80

GST02W

Maximize your space and Visual impact with the Ven Collection of multi-tiered stands and condiment trays. The 2-tiered
black metal stand includes 2 Zenit white rectangular glass serving trays. The Zenit pattern from the Ven Glass Collection
is a buttoned-up, versatile collection that can work in formal, casual, modern or traditional environments. Presents like
art, but with commercial grade durability. Integrates with all Rosseto Skycap® and Multi-Chef™ Systems. Dishwasher
safe, Microwave safe, Cadmium and lead free

1

22.5x17.75x6.5

$

865.80

GST04B

Maximize your space and Visual impact with the Ven Collection of multi-tiered stands and condiment trays. This 2-tiered
black metal stand includes 6 Stelo black glass square 7” bowls and will instantly modernize your display of toppings,
snacks and sauces.
Presents like art, but with commercial grade durability. Integrates with all Rosseto Skycap® and Multi-Chef™ Systems.
Dishwasher safe, Microwave safe, Cadmium and lead free

1

22x15.5x6.5

$

1,405.20

GST04W

2 Level Black Metal Condiment Stand with Six Stelo White 7" Square Handmade Glass Bowls, 1 EA - GST04W. Maximize
your space and Visual impact with the Ven Collection of multi-tiered stands and condiment trays. This 2-tiered black
metal stand includes 6 Stelo white glass square 7” bowls and will instantly modernize your display of toppings, snacks
and sauces.Presents like art, but with commercial grade durability. Integrates with all Rosseto Skycap® and Multi-Chef™
Systems. Dishwasher safe, Microwave safe, Cadmium and lead free

1

22x15.5x6.5

$

1,405.20

GST05B

Maximize your space and Visual impact with the Ven Collection of multi-tiered stands and condiment trays. The 2-tiered
black metal stand includes 2 Spiro round glass serving platters in black. Presents like art, but with commercial grade
durability. Integrates with all Rosseto Skycap® and Multi-Chef™ Systems. Dishwasher safe, Microwave safe, Cadmium
and lead free

1

15.4x12.8x21.7

$

885.00

GST05G

Maximize your space and Visual impact with the Ven Collection of multi-tiered stands and condiment trays. The 2-tiered
black metal stand includes 2 Spiro round glass serving platters in gold. Presents like art, but with commercial grade
durability. Integrates with all Rosseto Skycap® and Multi-Chef™ Systems. Dishwasher safe, Microwave safe, Cadmium
and lead free

1

15.4x12.8x21.7

$

989.00

GST05W

Maximize your space and Visual impact with the Ven Collection of multi-tiered stands and condiment trays. The 2-tiered
black metal stand includes 2 Spiro round glass serving platters in white. Presents like art, but with commercial grade
durability. Integrates with all Rosseto Skycap® and Multi-Chef™ Systems. Dishwasher safe, Microwave safe, Cadmium
and lead free

1

15.4x12.8x21.7

$

885.00

GST06C

Maximize your space and Visual impact with the Ven Collection of multi-tiered stands and condiment trays. The 2-tiered
round black metal stand includes 2 Radici round glass serving platters in cognac. Presents like art, but with commercial
grade durability. Integrates with all Rosseto Skycap® and Multi-Chef™ Systems. Dishwasher safe, Microwave safe,
Cadmium and lead free

1

15.4x14.2x21.7

$

1,074.00

GST06M

Maximize your space and Visual impact with the Ven Collection of multi-tiered stands and condiment trays. The 2-tiered
round black metal stand includes 2 Radici round glass serving platters in mustard. Presents like art, but with commercial
grade durability. Integrates with all Rosseto Skycap® and Multi-Chef™ Systems. Dishwasher safe, Microwave safe,
Cadmium and lead free

1

15.4x14.2x21.7

$

1,074.00

GST06W

Maximize your space and Visual impact with the Ven Collection of multi-tiered stands and condiment trays. The 2-tiered
round black metal stand includes 2 Foglia round glass serving platters in white. Presents like art, but with commercial
grade durability. Integrates with all Rosseto Skycap® and Multi-Chef™ Systems. Dishwasher safe, Microwave safe,
Cadmium and lead free

1

15.4x14.2x21.7

$

1,074.00

1

12x12x4.9

$

197.00

GTC35

Rosseto unique surfaces are available in glass, natural woods and durable acrylic and are designed to match perfectly
with Rosseto product lines for ideal bakery cases, riser systems, buffet warming and cooling stations and beverage
dispensers. Available in many desirable colors and high-end materials these modular pieces enhance your guest
experience while also making your buffet system more versatile and modular with each use. Help us help you create the
buffet presentation you've always dreamed of.

1

13.75 x 13.75 x 0.38

$

192.20

GTC50

Available in many desirable colors and high-end materials these modular pieces enhance your guest experience while
also making your buffet system more versatile and modular with each use. Rosseto unique surfaces are available in glass,
natural woods and durable acrylic and are designed to match perfectly with Rosseto product lines for ideal bakery cases,
riser systems, buffet warming and cooling stations and beverage dispensers.

1

19.75 x 19.75 x 0.38

$

280.20

GTR20

Rosseto unique surfaces are available in glass, natural woods and durable acrylic and are designed to match perfectly
with Rosseto product lines for ideal bakery cases, riser systems, buffet warming and cooling stations and beverage
dispensers. Available in many desirable colors and high-end materials these modular pieces enhance your guest
experience while also making your buffet system more versatile and modular with each use. The narrow glass ads a
modern and sleek feel that your guests will love.

1

33.5 x 7.75 x 0.38

$

240.20

GTR33

Rosseto unique surfaces are available in glass, natural woods and durable acrylic and are designed to match perfectly
with Rosseto product lines for ideal bakery cases, riser systems, buffet warming and cooling stations and beverage
dispensers. Available in many desirable colors and high-end materials these modular pieces enhance your guest
experience while also making your buffet system more versatile and modular with each use. The wide surface draws the
eye and holds attention.

1

33.5 x 13.75 x 0.38

$

309.00

GST07

Maximize your space and Visual impact with the Ven Collection of multi-tiered stands and condiment trays. This
reversible stainless steel riser stand can work with any Ven Glass serving bowl or platter sizes.

GTS14

Rosseto unique surfaces are available in glass, natural woods and durable acrylic and are designed to match perfectly
with Rosseto product lines for ideal bakery cases, riser systems, buffet warming and cooling stations and beverage
dispensers. Available in many desirable colors and high-end materials, these modular pieces enhance your guest
experience while also making your buffet system more versatile and modular with each use.

1

13.75 x 13.75 x 0.38

$

158.60

HL001

Rosseto’s Single Stainless Steel Heat Lamp adds the perfect touch of modern sophistication to any food display. Keep
your food warm while shining light your delicious creations in a way that will draw guest in. This heat lamp comes with a
marble base, an easy to use on/off switch and flexible stem.

1

9.75x19.5x26

$

1,714.00

HL002

Rosseto’s Single Black Matte Heat Lamp adds the perfect touch of modern sophistication to any food display. Keep your
food warm while shining light your delicious creations in a way that will draw guest in. This heat lamp comes with a
marble base, an easy to use on/off switch and flexible stem.

1

9.75x19.5x26

$

1,659.60

HL003

Rosseto’s Double Stainless Steel Heat Lamp adds the perfect touch of modern sophistication to any food display. Keep
your food warm while shining light your delicious creations in a way that will draw guest in. This heat lamp comes with a
marble base, an easy to use on/off switch and flexible stem.

1

18.5x19.5x26

$

2,170.20

HL004

Rosseto’s Double Black Matte Heat Lamp adds the perfect touch of modern sophistication to any food display. Keep your
food warm while shining light your delicious creations in a way that will draw guest in. This heat lamp comes with a
marble base, an easy to use on/off switch and flexible stem.

1

18.5x19.5x26

$

2,256.60

ICBR19C

Part of the Multi-Chef™ System, the clear acrylic ice tub is designed to fit in 10", 7" or 5" Multi-Chef™ bases. Serve cold
drinks or keep fruits and yogurts cool.

1

21 x 13 x 4.88

$

486.60

LD106

Rosseto beverage dispensers are made of solid top-quality acrylic with a unique base. Each features a removable top
loading ice chamber conserving a chill that lasts for extended enjoyment. Connect a modular surface in glass, acrylic or
wood to create a unique serving station (sold separately).

1

7.5 x 7.5 x 16.75

$

833.80

LD107

The Rosseto Drip Tray is designed to be used with the Rosseto Beverage Dispenser (sold separately). It is made of solid
top-quality acrylic with a unique stainless steel cover.

1

4.5 x 4 x 1

$

221.00

LD108

The Rosseto Drip Tray is designed to be used with the Rosseto Beverage Dispenser (sold separately). It is made of solid
top-quality acrylic with a unique stainless steel cover.

1

4.25 x 4.25 x 1

$

221.00

LD111

Rosseto beverage dispensers are made of solid top-quality acrylic with a unique base. Each features a removable top
loading ice chamber conserving a chill that lasts for extended enjoyment. Connect a modular surface in glass, acrylic or
wood to create a unique serving station (sold separately). The ice basket helps your drink of choice stay cold while not
allowing clogs in the dispenser.

1

7.5 x 7.5 x 23.5

$

1,008.20

LD112

Rosseto beverage dispensers are made of solid top-quality acrylic with a unique base. Connect a modular surface in glass,
acrylic or wood to create a unique serving station (sold separately). Each features a removable top loading ice chamber
conserving a chill that lasts for extended enjoyment. Add a touch of natural with the bamboo base.

1

8.25 x 8.25 x 23.5

$

1,176.40

LD116

Rosseto beverage dispensers are made of solid top-quality acrylic with a unique base. Connect a modular surface in glass,
acrylic or wood to create a unique serving station (sold separately). Each features a removable top loading ice chamber
conserving a chill that lasts for extended enjoyment. Add a touch of natural to your dispenser with the Bamboo Base.

1

8.25 x 8.25 x 16.75

$

1,005.00

LD121

Rosseto beverage dispensers are made of solid top-quality acrylic with a unique base. Each features a removable top
loading ice chamber conserving a chill that lasts for extended enjoyment. Connect a modular surface in glass, acrylic or
wood to create a unique serving station (sold separately). The black gloss Bamboo adds a touch of natural, with a dash of
modern and sleek, to create a perfect mixture of beverage dispenser.

1

8.25 x 8.25 x 23.5

$

1,155.60

LD122

Rosseto beverage dispensers are made of solid top-quality acrylic with a unique base. The black gloss Bamboo adds a
touch of natural, with a dash of modern and sleek, to create a perfect mixture of beverage dispenser. Each features a
removable top loading ice chamber conserving a chill that lasts for extended enjoyment. Connect a modular surface in
glass, acrylic or wood to create a unique serving station (sold separately).

1

8.25 x 8.25 x 16.75

$

965.00

LD127

The Rosseto® Drip Tray is designed to be used with the Rosseto® Beverage Dispenser (sold separately). It is made of solid
top-quality acrylic with a unique stainless steel insert.

1

4.5 x 4.5 x 1

$

230.60

LD128

Rosseto® beverage dispensers are made of solid top-quality acrylic with a unique base. Each features a removable top
loading ice chamber conserving a chill that lasts for extended enjoyment. Great for serving juices, water, cocktails, and
other cold drinks. Connect a modular surface (sold separately) in glass, acrylic or wood to create a unique serving station.

1

8.75 x 8.75 x 23.5

$

1,126.80

LD131

Rosseto beverage dispensers are made of solid top-quality acrylic with a unique base. Each features a removable top
loading ice chamber conserving a chill that lasts for extended enjoyment. Connect a modular surface in glass, acrylic or
wood to create a unique serving station (sold separately).

1

9.8 x 9.8 x 23.5

$

1,413.20

LD135

This multi-level piece is part of the ever-growing Skycap® buffetware line. Add a new touch of flair to your riser systems
and beverage dispensers with this unexpected, refreshing designer piece.

1

11.63 x 8.25 x 7.5

$

1,053.00

LD136

Add a new touch of flair to your riser systems and beverage dispensers with this unexpected, refreshing designer piece.
This multi-level piece is part of the ever-growing Skycap® buffetware line.

1

11.63 x 8.25 x 7.5

$

824.20

LD137

Add a new touch of flair to your riser systems and beverage dispensers with this unexpected, refreshing designer piece.
This multi-level piece is part of the ever-growing Skycap® buffetware line. With an on trend design, this piece is sure to
catch eyes.

1

10.25 x 7 x 6.5

$

821.00

LD138

Add a new touch of flair to your riser systems and beverage dispensers with this unexpected, refreshing designer piece.
This multi-level piece is part of the ever-growing Skycap® buffetware line.

1

10.25 x 7 x 6.5

$

654.60

LD139

Rosseto beverage dispensers are made of solid top-quality acrylic with a unique base. Each features a removable top
loading ice chamber conserving a chill that lasts for extended enjoyment. Connect a modular surface in glass, acrylic or
wood to create a unique serving station (sold separately). The Stainless Steel Pyramid base attacts the eye and keeps it.

1

11.63 x 9 x 23.5

$

2,122.00

LD140

Rosseto beverage dispensers are made of solid top-quality acrylic with a unique base. Each features a removable top
loading ice chamber conserving a chill that lasts for extended enjoyment. Connect a modular surface in glass, acrylic or
wood to create a unique serving station (sold separately).

1

11.63 x 9 x 23.5

$

1,888.40

LD141

Rosseto beverage dispensers are made of solid top-quality acrylic with a unique base. Each features a removable top
loading ice chamber conserving a chill that lasts for extended enjoyment. Connect a modular surface in glass, acrylic or
wood to create a unique serving station (sold separately). Your guests won't believe the beauty before them.

1

10.38 x 7.5 x 16.75

$

1,506.00

LD142

Rosseto beverage dispensers are made of solid top-quality acrylic with a unique base. Each features a removable top
loading ice chamber conserving a chill that lasts for extended enjoyment. Connect a modular surface in glass, acrylic or
wood to create a unique serving station (sold separately). The black Matte styling adds a modern and sleek feel.

1

10.38 x 7.5 x 16.75

$

1,341.20

LD143

Rosseto beverage dispensers are made of solid top-quality acrylic with a unique base. Each features a removable top
loading ice chamber conserving a chill that lasts for extended enjoyment. Connect a modular surface in glass, acrylic or
wood to create a unique serving station (sold separately). The 2 gallon container is sure to hold everything you need.

1

10.38 x 7.5 x 23.5

$

1,696.40

LD144

Rosseto beverage dispensers are made of solid top-quality acrylic with a unique base. Connect a modular surface in glass,
acrylic or wood to create a unique serving station (sold separately). Each features a removable top loading ice chamber
conserving a chill that lasts for extended enjoyment. The black Matte styling adds a modern and sleek feel.

1

10.38 x 7.5 x 23.5

$

1,557.20

LD146

Rosseto beverage dispensers are made of solid top-quality acrylic with a unique base. The ice basket allows for a cold
refreshing drink without ice clogging the spout. Each features a removable top loading ice chamber conserving a chill that
lasts for extended enjoyment. Connect a modular surface in glass, acrylic or wood to create a unique serving station (sold
separately).

1

8.75 x 8.75 x 19.38

$

1,054.60

LD147

Rosseto beverage dispensers are made of solid top-quality acrylic with a unique base. Each features a removable top
loading ice chamber conserving a chill that lasts for extended enjoyment. Connect a modular surface in glass, acrylic or
wood to create a unique serving station (sold separately).

1

9.8 x 9.8 x 19.38

$

1,286.80

LD148

Rosseto beverage dispensers are made of solid top-quality acrylic with a unique base. Connect a modular surface in glass,
acrylic or wood to create a unique serving station (sold separately). Each base features a removable top loading ice
chamber conserving a chill that lasts for extended enjoyment.

1

11.63 x 9 x 19.38

$

2,211.80

LD149

Rosseto beverage dispensers are made of solid top-quality acrylic with a unique base. Each features a removable top
loading ice chamber conserving a chill that lasts for extended enjoyment. Connect a modular surface in glass, acrylic or
wood to create a unique serving station (sold separately).

1

11.63 x 9 x 19.38

$

2,371.80

LD150

Meet your New Infuser. Infused drinks are everywhere, from luxury lounges to conference centers and hotel lobbies.
Display herbal iced-teas, flavored vodkas and more in sleek, modern way with our new cold beverage infuser. Less is
More. Minimalist design perfected.

1

8.38 x 8.38 x 22

$

1,086.80

LD154

Meet your New Infuser. Infused drinks are everywhere, from luxury lounges to conference centers and hotel lobbies. The
modern and sleek look will catch eyes, and keep them there. Display herbal iced-teas, flavored vodkas and more in sleek,
modern way with our new cold beverage infuser. Less is More.
Minimalist Design Perfected.

1

8.38 x 8.38 x 22

$

1,086.80

LD155

Meet your New Infuser. Infused drinks are everywhere, from luxury lounges to conference centers and hotel lobbies.
Display herbal iced-teas, flavored vodkas and more in sleek, modern way with our new cold beverage infuser. Less is
More. Minimalist Design Perfected.

1

13.5 x 8.5 x 22

$

1,347.60

LD156

Meet your New Infuser. Infused drinks are everywhere, from luxury lounges to conference centers and hotel lobbies.
Display herbal iced-teas, flavored vodkas and more in sleek, modern way with our new cold beverage infuser. Less is
More. Minimalist design perfected. THe modern and sleek design will grab attention and keep them there.

1

13.5 x 8.5 x 22

$

1,347.60

LD157

Punched Stainless Steel Large Square Riser 8.4*8.4*6.3", 1 EA

1

8.38 x 8.38 x 6.25

$

401.80

1

4.3 x 4.3 x 1

$

206.60

1

7 x 7 x 6.14

$

387.40

1

7.5 x 7.5 x 16.75

$

1,142.80

1

7.5 x 7.5 x 23.5

$

1,341.20

LD158

LD159

LD160

LD161

The Rosseto® Drip Tray is designed to be used with the Rosseto® Beverage Dispenser (sold separately). It is made of solid
top-quality acrylic with a unique stainless steel insert based on the new modern Iris design.
Step up your buffet presentation with the new on-trend IrisTM Collection from Rosseto. Airy and sophisticated, each
piece is stamped with a modern floral design. The lighter weight, brushed stainless steel structure is perfect for pop-up
breakfast displays and mid-afternoon bites.

Punched Stainless Steel Small Square Riser

Serve juices, infused water and more in this sleek new IrisTM Beverage Dispenser from Rosseto. Made from high quality
acrylic with a brushed stainless steel base and featuring our new crystalized tap. This beverage dispenser will bring a
simple sophistication to any lobby or buffet presentation. Step up your buffet presentation with the new on-trend IrisTM
Collection from Rosseto. Airy and sophisticated, each piece is stamped with a modern floral design. The lighter weight,
brushed stainless steel structure is perfect for pop-up breakfast displays and mid-afternoon bites.

Serve juices, infused water and more in this sleek new IrisTM Beverage Dispenser from Rosseto. Made from high quality
acrylic with a brushed stainless steel base and featuring our new crystalized tap. This beverage dispenser will bring a
simple sophistication to any lobby or buffet presentation. Step up your buffet presentation with the new on-trend IrisTM
Collection from Rosseto. Airy and sophisticated, each piece is stamped with a modern floral design. The lighter weight,
brushed stainless steel structure is perfect for pop-up breakfast displays and mid-afternoon bites.

LD162

LD163

Serve juices, infused water and more in this sleek new IrisTM Beverage Dispenser from Rosseto. Made from high quality
acrylic with a brushed stainless steel base and featuring our new crystalized tap. This beverage dispenser will bring a
simple sophistication to any lobby or buffet presentation. Made to stand up to high traffic use from establishments like
hotels or restaurants.Step up your buffet presentation with the new on-trend IrisTM Collection from Rosseto. Airy and
sophisticated, each piece is stamped with a modern floral design. The lighter weight, brushed stainless steel structure is
perfect for pop-up breakfast displays and mid-afternoon bites.

Step up your buffet presentation with the new on-trend IrisTM Collection from Rosseto. Airy and sophisticated, each
piece is stamped with a modern floral design. The lighter weight, brushed stainless steel structure is perfect for pop-up
breakfast displays and mid-afternoon bites. Serve juices, infused water and more in this sleek new IrisTM Beverage
Dispenser from Rosseto. Made from high quality acrylic with a brushed stainless steel base and featuring our new
crystalized tap. This beverage dispenser will bring a simple sophistication to any lobby or buffet presentation.

1

8.75 x 9 x 19.38

$

1,330.00

1

8.75 x 8.75 x 23.5

$

1,557.20

LD168

Make your buffet display shine with the new Mosaic line. Serve juices, infused water and more in this sleek new
beverage dispenser from Rosseto. Made from high quality acrylic with a sleek stainless steel finish on the base and
featuring our new crystallized tap. This beverage dispenser will bring a sophistication to any lobby or buffet presentation.

1

7.5 x 7.5 x 23.5

$

1,120.40

LD169

Make your buffet display shine with the new Mosaic line. Serve juices, infused water and more in this sleek new
beverage dispenser from Rosseto. Made from high quality acrylic with a sleek black matte finish on the base and
featuring our new crystallized tap. This beverage dispenser will bring a sophistication to any lobby or buffet presentation.

1

7.5 x 7.5 x 23.5

$

1,072.40

LD173

Make your buffet display shine with this piece of the new bronze collection. Serve juices, infused water, and more in this
sleek new beverage dispenser. This dispenser will bring a sophistication to your lobby or buffet presentation. Made with
high quality acrylic and a powder coated bronze finish, this piece is sure to draw attention.

1

7.5 x 7.5 x 23.5

$

1,155.60

LD174

This new beverage dispenser by rosseto is part of the Lucid line. Featuring a barrel shape and a 3 gallon basin, this
dispensers is sure to draw attention.

1

11.75 x 9.75 x 17.6

$

1,106.00

LD175

Rosseto 4 gallon elliptic dispenser comes in a stunning, stainless steel base to woo your audience. It features a drip tray
and a beautiful clear faucet so your beverage stands out as the main event.

1

11.13 x 11.25 x 22

$

1,427.60

LD177

Rosseto 2 gallon elliptic dispenser comes in a stunning, stainless steel base to woo your audience. It features a drip tray
and a beautiful clear faucet so your beverage stands out as the main event.

1

11.13 x 11.25 x 14.1

$

1,174.80

LD178

Big is better when it comes to beverages. Our new 14 gallon pool dispenser is the perfect backdrop to any resort or
center piece to any event. Wow your guests with an invitingly refreshing sight, that is picture-worthy! Features a clear
top-quality acrylic dispenser and a sturdy bamboo base.

1

18.25 x 18.25 x 25

$

1,538.00

LD179

Rosseto beverage dispensers are made of solid top-quality acrylic with a unique base. Each featueres a removable top
loading ice chamber conserving a chill that lasts for extending enjoyment. This 2 gallon dispenser comes in a beautiful,
and strong bamboo base.

1

8.25 x 8.25 x 22.75

$

1,016.20

LD180

Rosseto beverage dispensers are made of solid top-quality acrylic with a unique base. Each featueres a removable top
loading ice chamber conserving a chill that lasts for extending enjoyment. This 4 gallon dispenser comes in a beautiful,
and strong bamboo base.

1

9.8 x 9.8 x 22.75

$

1,261.20

LD181

Rosseto’s Lucid Barrel black 3 gallon beverage dispenser is highly functional, reliable, and is made with top-quality acrylic.
It offers an intriguing and futuristic shape along with a crystallized faucet that will draw attention to any beverage. The
removable infuser chamber creates the perfect infused water dispenser, simply add fresh herbs and fruits to create a
refreshing customized beverage.

1

11.75 x 9.75 x 17.6

$

1,106.00

LD182

Rosseto’s Lucid Barrel white 5 gallon beverage dispenser is highly functional, reliable, and is made with top-quality
acrylic. It offers an intriguing and futuristic shape along with a crystallized faucet that will draw attention to any
beverage. The removable infuser chamber creates the perfect infused water dispenser, simply add fresh herbs and fruits
to create a refreshing customized beverage.

1

14.5 x 9.75 x 20.13

$

1,752.40

LD183

Rosseto’s Lucid Barrel black 5 gallon beverage dispenser is highly functional, reliable, and is made with top-quality acrylic.
It offers an intriguing and futuristic shape along with a crystallized faucet that will draw attention to any beverage. The
removable infuser chamber creates the perfect infused water dispenser, simply add fresh herbs and fruits to create a
refreshing customized beverage.

1

14.5 x 9.75 x 20.13

$

1,752.40

LD184

Rosseto’s Lucid Prism white 3 gallon beverage dispenser is highly functional, reliable, and is made with top-quality acrylic.
It offers a fascinating shape along with a crystallized faucet that will draw attention to any beverage. Create a refreshing
customized beverage by adding fresh herbs and fruits!

1

13.25 x 13 x 22.25

$

1,565.20

LD185

Rosseto’s Lucid Prism black 3 gallon beverage dispenser is highly functional, reliable, and is made with top-quality acrylic.
It offers a fascinating shape along with a crystallized faucet that will draw attention to any beverage. Create a refreshing
customized beverage by adding fresh herbs and fruits!

1

13.25 x 13 x 22.25

$

1,565.20

LD187

Rosseto’s Lucid Cuboid white 2 gallon beverage dispenser is highly functional, reliable, and is made with top-quality
acrylic. It offers a captivating shape along with a crystallized faucet that will draw attention to any beverage. Use the
connectivity of this beverage dispenser to create a custom beverage station by placing a Rosseto modular surface such
as glass, acrylic or wood in between two connectable Rosseto products.

1

7.75 x 11.75 x 16.25

$

966.60

LD188

Rosseto’s Lucid Cuboid black 2 gallon beverage dispenser is highly functional, reliable, and is made with top-quality
acrylic. It offers a captivating shape along with a crystallized faucet that will draw attention to any beverage. Use the
connectivity of this beverage dispenser to create a custom beverage station by placing a Rosseto modular surface such
as glass, acrylic or wood in between two connectable Rosseto products.

1

7.75 x 11.75 x 16.25

$

966.60

LD189

At Rosseto bigger is better when it comes to serving a crowd. Our new 14 gallon beverage dispenser is made with a
strong black bamboo base, sleek crystal faucet and top-quality acrylic. This beverage dispenser by design was made with
the resort pool in mind, it also works wonders in any high traffic area serving over 200 guest per fill. It is highly functional,
reliable, and is grand in every aspect. High Quality Acrylic. Unique Shape. 14 Gallon capacity

1

18.25x18.25x25

$

1,549.20

LD190

At Rosseto bigger is better when it comes to serving a crowd. Our new 14 gallon beverage dispenser is made with a
strong stainless steel base, sleek crystal faucet and top-quality acrylic. This beverage dispenser by design was made with
the resort pool in mind, it also works wonders in any high traffic area serving over 200 guest per fill. It is highly functional,
reliable, and is grand in every aspect. High Quality Acrylic. Unique Shape. 14 Gallon capacity

1

16.5x16.5x24.5

$

1,875.60

LD192

Rosseto Mosaic 3 gallon Coffee Urn features a US made stainless steel base. This Coffee Urn is made with top-quality
steel and has a superior crystallized faucet that will stand up to high volume use. The tasteful stamped mosaic patterned
base makes it elegant and eye catching while also being highly functional, lightweight, and easy to clean. High Quality
Steel. Base is built in fuel holder. 3 Gallon Capacity

1

11x9x24.4

$

2,062.80

LD199

Beverage Dispenser -Extra Large 14 Gal. with Black Matte Metal Base, 1 EA - LD199. At Rosseto bigger is better when it
comes to serving a crowd. Our new 14 gallon beverage dispenser is made with a strong black matte metal base, sleek
crystal faucet and top-quality acrylic. This beverage dispenser by design was made with the resort pool in mind, it also
works wonders in any high traffic area serving over 200 guest per fill. It is highly functional, reliable, and is grand in every
aspect. High Quality Acrylic. Unique Shape. 14 Gallon capacity

1

16.5x16.5x24.5

$

1,998.80

LD201

Rosseto Mosaic 3 gallon Coffee Urn features a US made black matte steel base. This Coffee Urn is made with top-quality
steel and has a superior crystallized faucet that will stand up to high volume use. The tasteful stamped mosaic patterned
base makes it elegant and eye catching while also being highly functional, lightweight, and easy to clean. High Quality
Steel. Base is built in fuel holder. 3 Gallon Capacity

1

11x9x24.4

$

1,867.60

LD202

Rosseto Mosaic 3 gallon Coffee Urn features a US made bronze steel base. This Coffee Urn is made with top-quality steel
and has a superior crystallized faucet that will stand up to high volume use. The tasteful stamped mosaic patterned base
makes it elegant and eye catching while also being highly functional, lightweight, and easy to clean. High Quality Steel.
Base is built in fuel holder. 3 Gallon Capacity

1

11x9x24.4

$

1,946.00

LD203

Rosseto Mosaic 3 gallon Milk Urn features a US made brushed stainless steel base. This Milk Urn is made with top-quality
steel and has a superior crystallized faucet that will stand up to high volume use. The tasteful stamped mosaic patterned
base makes it elegant and eye catching while also being highly functional, lightweight, and easy to clean. High Quality
Steel. Unique Removable Ice Chamber. 3 Gallon with Stainless Steel Base

1

9.5x9.5x21.2

$

2,099.60

LD204

Rosseto Mosaic 3 gallon Milk Urn features a US made black matte steel base. This Milk Urn is made with top-quality steel
and has a superior crystallized faucet that will stand up to high volume use. The tasteful stamped mosaic patterned base
makes it elegant and eye catching while also being highly functional, lightweight, and easy to clean. High Quality Steel.
Unique Removable Ice Chamber.3 Gallon with Stainless Steel Base

1

9.5x9.5x21.2

$

2,066.00

LD205

Rosseto Mosaic 3 gallon Milk Urn features a US made bronze steel base. This Milk Urn is made with top-quality steel and
has a superior crystallized faucet that will stand up to high volume use. The tasteful stamped mosaic patterned base
makes it elegant and eye catching while also being highly functional, lightweight, and easy to clean. High Quality Steel.
Unique Removable Ice Chamber. 3 Gallon with Stainless Steel Base

1

9.5x9.5x21.2

$

2,144.60

LD206

Rosseto 3 gallon Coffee Urn offers top-quality steel and has a superior crystallized faucet that will stand up to high
volume use. It makes an elegant and eye catching impression while also being highly functional, lightweight, and easy to
clean. High Quality Steel. Unique Design. 3 Gallon Capacity

1

11x9x18.75

$

1,312.40

LD207

Rosseto 3 Gallon Milk Urn is made with top-quality steel and has a superior crystallized faucet that will stand up to high
volume use. The milk urn is elegant and eye catching while also being highly functional, lightweight, and easy to clean.
High Quality Steel. Unique Removable Ice Chamber. Crystallized Faucet

1

9.5x9.5x15.5

$

1,370.00

LD208

Rosseto’s 2 Gallon Decorative Grass Beverage Dispenser features a removable top loading ice chamber conserving a chill
that lasts for extended enjoyment. Made with high quality acrylic and an always styled look, this piece is sure to draw
attention. High Quality Acrylic. Unique ice chamber releases downward cooling effect. 2 Gallon Capacity

1

7.5x7.5x23.5

$

1,522.00

LD209

Rosseto’s 2 Gallon Decorative Grass Beverage Dispenser with a Black Bamboo Base features a removable top loading ice
chamber conserving a chill that lasts for extended enjoyment. Made with high quality acrylic and an always styled look,
this piece is sure to draw attention. High Quality Acrylic. Unique ice chamber releases downward cooling effect. 2 Gallon
capacity with Black Bamboo Base

1

8.25x8.25x23.5

$

1,726.80

LD210

Rosseto’s 2 Gallon Decorative Grass Beverage Dispenser with a Bamboo Base features a removable top loading ice
chamber conserving a chill that lasts for extended enjoyment. Made with high quality acrylic and an always styled look,
this piece is sure to draw attention. High Quality Acrylic. Unique ice chamber releases downward cooling effect. 2 Gallon
capacity with Bamboo Base

1

8.25x8.25x23.5

$

1,698.00

This beverage dispenser acrylic filter is a pulp collector to keep fruit from clogging the faucet spout, which keeps your
display hygienic and food safe. This accessory is compatible with the LD150 and LD154 3 Gallon Infusion Beverage
Dispensers only. (note: works only with clear faucet pictured. Faucet is not included).

1

2.9 x 1.7 x 2.4

$

40.20

LDF016

This infuser brings the infusing power from our infusion line to all 2 gallon Rosseto beverage dispensers. Infuse water,
alcohol, or anything your heart desires with the ingenuity from Rosseto

1

5.3 x 5.3 x 14.5

$

94.60

LDM015

New Hands-Free Option for All Rosseto Beverage Dispensers. Easily purchase separately and add to existing Rosseto
beverage dispensers. This item is the upper assembly only and can be used to replace your existing Rosseto handle to
make your dispenser hands-free. For the full assembly that includes the faucet and handle, see item LDM016.

1

2 x 1.5 x 3.5

$

101.00

LDM016

New Hands-Free Option for All Rosseto Beverage Dispensers. Easily purchase separately and add to existing Rosseto
beverage dispensers. This item is the full assembly and includes both the stainless steel faucet andtouch-free handle so
you can add it to any beverage dispenser with a faucet hole of .65 inches. If you only need to purchase the handle
attachment and already have a Rosseto faucet that comes with all Rosseto beverage dispensers, see item LDM015.

1

2 x 3 x 3.5

$

230.60

LED100

Take your buffet and food display designs to the next level with the Gleam LED system. Choose from 9 different color
settings with both single and multi-color options. Remote operating for a seamless experience. Increase and decrease
brightness. Use dynamic color changing modes to light up ice and water displays, enhance centerpieces, and more!

1

2.8 x 2.8 x 0.9

$

121.80

LED101

Set the tone for your event with the Radiance LED lighting system. 10 individual LED lights set in a durable medium black
box will illuminate any size display. Choose from up to 13 colors and 3 mode settings from solid to multi-colored options.
Rechargeable lithium battery.

1

5 x 5 x 1.5

$

185.80

LED102

Bring your buffet to life with our best LED light system. 23 brilliant LEDs are encased in a durable 6” floral illuminator. Can
display up to 13 colors with 3 separate settings. Merges colors smoothly and brightness can be adjusted in 5 grades.
Rechargeable lithium battery.

1

6 x 6 x 1.5

$

333.00

LED103

Light up the night with the ultra-sleek Luminati LED collection. High quality acrylic and cylinder shape radiates over 16
different color options and 4 color changing modes. Rechargeable Lithium battery. Great for outdoor patio tables as well
as lounge and bar cocktail tables. Available in 3 sizes (small, medium and large).

1

Light: 4 x 4 x 5.9
Remote: 2 x 3.3 x 0.3

$

235.40

LDF011

Filter only. Does not include faucet

LED104

Light up the night with the ultra-sleek Luminati LED collection. High quality acrylic and cylinder shape radiates over 16
different color options and 4 color changing modes. Rechargeable Lithium battery. Great for outdoor patio tables as well
as lounge and bar cocktail tables. Available in 3 sizes (small, medium and large).

1

Light: 4 x 4 x 8.7
Remote: 2 x 3.3 x 0.3

$

256.20

LED105

Light up the night with the ultra-sleek Luminati LED collection. High quality acrylic and cylinder shape radiates over 16
different color options and 4 color changing modes. Rechargeable Lithium battery. Great for outdoor patio tables as well
as lounge and bar cocktail tables. Available in 3 sizes (small, medium and large).

1

Light: 6.3 x 6.3 x 14.2
Remote: 2 x 3.3 x 0.3

$

339.40

MEL003

Cocktails anyone? Take your presentation to the next level with the set of Small Melamine Cocktail Dishes. Sleek,
modern design is the perfect pallet for your appetizer service. Unique side indent allows your guests to comfortably hold
the plate in one hand without spilling.

st/12 pcs

5 x 5 x 0.75

$

184.20

MEL004

For the art of serving. Take your presentation to the next level with the set of Small Melamine Leaf Dishes. Sleek,
modern design is the perfect pallet for your appetizer service. Modern design offers a unique way to offer small bites and
appetizers.

st/24 pcs

2.75 x 3.63 x 1.75

$

235.40

MEL005

We know your take your craft seriously and so do we. Sleek, modern design will go with any theme and is the perfect
canvas for your culinary art. Each piece from the Rustic Collection allows you to display your menu with the same
attention to detail and quality your food deserves.

st/24 pcs

3.63 x 2.63 x 1.13

$

307.40

MEL007

We know your take your craft seriously and so do we. Each piece from the Rustic Collection allows you to display your
menu with the same attention to detail and quality your food deserves. Sleek, modern design will go with any theme and
is the perfect canvas for your culinary art.

st/12 pcs

4.25 x 3.75 x 1

$

149.00

MEL008

We’re here to make your food shine. Serve larger portions for catering and banquets with our new line of large
Melamine Serving Ware. Each piece is crafted with the signature Rosseto design principles. Form meets function in a way
that oozes sophistication and elegance with quality you can trust. Dishwasher safe.

st/3 pcs

11.25 x 11.25 x 3.38

$

345.80

MEL009

Serve larger portions for catering and dinner service with our new line of large Melamine Serving Platters. Each piece is
crafted with the signature Rosseto design principles. Form meets function in a way that oozes sophistication and
elegance with quality you can trust. Melamine platters are extremely durable yet lightweight and are ideal for buffetservice to patio-dining. Get the look of glass or porcelain at a fraction of the cost. Dishwasher safe.

st/3 pcs

13.25 x 13.25 x 1.5

$

329.80

MEL010

Serve larger portions for catering and dinner service with our new line of large Melamine Serving Platters. Form meets
function in a way that oozes sophistication and elegance with quality you can trust. Each piece is crafted with the
signature Rosseto design principles. Melamine Triangle platters are extremely durable yet lightweight and are ideal for
buffet-service to patio-dining. Get the look of glass or porcelain at a fraction of the cost. Dishwasher safe.

st/3 pcs

10.13 x 10.13 x 3

$

273.80

MEL011

Serve larger portions for catering and dinner service with our new line of large Melamine Serving Platters. Each piece is
crafted with the signature Rosseto design principles. Get the look of glass or porcelain at a fraction of the cost.
Dishwasher safe. Form meets function in a way that oozes sophistication and elegance with quality you can trust.
Melamine Triangle platters are extremely durable yet lightweight and are ideal for buffet-service to patio-dining.

st/3 pcs

12.38 x 12.38 x 1.5

$

304.20

MEL012

Each piece is crafted with the signature Rosseto design principles. Form meets function in a way that oozes
sophistication and elegance with quality you can trust. Melamine Square platters are extremely durable yet lightweight
and are ideal for buffet-service to patio-dining. Serve larger portions for catering and dinner service with our new line of
large Melamine Serving Platters. Get the look of glass or porcelain at a fraction of the cost. Dishwasher safe.

st/3 pcs

12.25 x 12.25 x 4.13

$

491.40

MEL016

Serve larger portions for catering and dinner service with our new line of large Melamine Serving Platters. Each piece is
crafted with the signature Rosseto design principles. Form meets function in a way that oozes sophistication and
elegance with quality you can trust. Melamine Square platters are extremely durable yet lightweight and are ideal for
buffet-service to patio-dining. Get the look of glass or porcelain at a fraction of the cost. Dishwasher safe.

st/3 pcs

11.25 x 11.25 x 3.38

$

345.80

MEL017

Serve larger portions for catering and dinner service with our new line of large Melamine Serving Platters. Get the look of
glass or porcelain at a fraction of the cost. Each piece is crafted with the signature Rosseto design principles. Form meets
function in a way that oozes sophistication and elegance with quality you can trust. Melamine Square platters are
extremely durable yet lightweight and are ideal for buffet-service to patio-dining. Dishwasher safe.

st/3 pcs

13.25 x 13.25 x 1.5

$

329.80

MEL020

Serve larger portions for catering and dinner service with our new line of large Melamine Serving Platters. Each piece is
crafted with the signature Rosseto design principles. Get the look of glass or porcelain at a fraction of the cost.
Dishwasher safe. Form meets function in a way that oozes sophistication and elegance with quality you can trust.
Melamine Triangle platters are extremely durable yet lightweight and are ideal for buffet-service to patio-dining.

st/3 pcs

11.25 x 11.25 x 3.38

$

273.80

MEL021

Serve larger portions for catering and dinner service with our new line of large Melamine Serving Platters. Each piece is
crafted with the signature Rosseto design principles. Form meets function in a way that oozes sophistication and
elegance with quality you can trust. Melamine Triangle platters are extremely durable yet lightweight and are ideal for
buffet-service to patio-dining. Get the look of glass or porcelain at a fraction of the cost. Dishwasher safe.

st/3 pcs

12.38 x 12.38 x 1.5

$

304.20

st/3 pcs

14.5 x 14 x 1

$

395.40

MEL022

The essence of beauty lies in simplicity. Design an elegant display of appetizers and small bites with the new Forme’
collection of melamine platters from Rosseto. Made from durable melamine, Forme’ pieces have three shape options
(Round, Polygon and Rectangle). Use as a platter for passed Hors d’oeuvres or as a tabletop display. Ideal for minidessert presentations and more.Available with Risers in both 4” and 7” heights with legs made of stainless steel, sold
separately.

MEL023

MEL024

The essence of beauty lies in simplicity. Design an elegant display of appetizers and small bites with the new Forme’
collection of melamine platters from Rosseto. Made from durable melamine, Forme’ pieces have three shape options
(Round, Polygon and Rectangle). Use as a platter for passed Hors d’oeuvres or as a tabletop display. Ideal for minidessert presentations and more.
Available with Risers in both 4” and 7” heights with legs made of stainless steel, sold separately.

The essence of beauty lies in simplicity. Design an elegant display of appetizers and small bites with the new Forme’
collection of melamine platters from Rosseto. Made from durable melamine, Forme’ pieces have three shape options
(Round, Polygon and Rectangle) . Use as a platter for passed Hors d’oeuvres or as a tabletop display. Ideal for minidessert presentations and more.
Available with Risers in both 4” and 7” heights with legs made of stainless steel, sold separately.

st/3 pcs

13.25 x 13.25 x 1

$

358.60

st/3 pcs

20.25 x 12.25 x 1

$

563.40

MEL028

The new walnut additions to the Forme’ line are perfect for offering charcuterie, artisanal cheeses and more. Available in
round, polygon and rectangle shapes with 4” and 7” black steel risers or without risers in a set of 3 trays. Each riser set
features a secure locking design that ensures the trays don’t slide off the risers during service.

st/3 pcs

14.5 x 14 x 1

$

358.60

MEL029

The new walnut additions to the Forme’ line are perfect for offering charcuterie, artisanal cheeses and more. Available in
round, polygon and rectangle shapes with 4” and 7” black steel risers or without risers in a set of 3 trays. Each riser set
features a secure locking design that ensures the trays don’t slide off the risers during service.

st/3 pcs

13.25 x 13.25 x 1

$

323.40

MEL030

The new walnut additions to the Forme’ line are perfect for offering charcuterie, artisanal cheeses and more. Available in
round, polygon and rectangle shapes with 4” and 7” black steel risers or without risers in a set of 3 trays. Each riser set
features a secure locking design that ensures the trays don’t slide off the risers during service.

st/3 pcs

20.25 x 12.25 x 1

$

507.40

RD001

Minimize exposure and maximize your safety style with Rosseto’s new line of Mobile Partitions and Room Dividers. Use
to create a wall or place between tables to protect your customers. Designed to work with any decor theme and to be
less intrusive to guests. They can be used as a safety partition between tables in restaurants, cafeterias, and corporate
offices. Semi-transparent panels with a textured finish offer just the right amount of privacy. Also available in bronze.

1

48 x 21 x 72

$

1,325.20

RD002

Minimize exposure and maximize your safety style with Rosseto’s new line of Mobile Partitions and Room Dividers. Use
to create a wall or place between tables to protect your customers. Designed to work with any decor theme and to be
less intrusive to guests. They can be used as a safety partition between tables in restaurants, cafeterias, and corporate
offices. Semi-transparent panels with a textured finish offer just the right amount of privacy. Also available in clear.

1

48 x 21 x 72

$

1,325.20

RD003

Add an extra layer of protection for your open seating areas with our new line of booth dividers.The Avant Guarde™ 28”
Booth Divider can be used in hospitality settings for booths and between shared work stations in open-concept
corporate office spaces. Modern design and textured finish make the divider less intrusive. Durable for high-traffic use.
Installs in minutes!

1

28 x 2.25 x 20

$

240.20

RD004

Add an extra layer of protection for your open seating areas with our new line of booth dividers.The Avant Guarde™ 46”
Booth Divider can be used in hospitality settings for booths and between shared work stations in open-concept
corporate office spaces. Modern design and textured finish make the divider less intrusive. Durable for high-traffic use.
Installs in minutes!

1

46 x 2.25 x 20

$

277.00

RDC107

Add a fresh new look to your buffet, salad bar or catering company with this high-end acrylic riser set. The 3-Piece Riser
Set from Rosseto is a light-weight, durable way to display prepped foods in an attractive manner. This set includes one
large riser, one medium riser and one small riser.

1 Set

11.3 x 7.9 x 5.7

$

317.00

SA100

Keep your packaged goods like yogurt and bottled beverages cool with the Hexagon ice bath. Simply fill with ice or ice
packs to keep food chilled. Designed to be used with Rosseto hexagon coolers.

1

13.75 x 12 x 0.75

$

181.00

SA101

Designed to be used with Rosseto Honeycomb coolers. Keep your packaged goods like yogurt and bottled beverages cool
with the Honeycomb ice bath. Simply fill with ice or ice packs to keep food chilled.

1

15.75 x 13.7 x 2.25

$

233.80

SA102

Keep your packaged goods like yogurt and bottled beverages cool with the Hexagon ice bath. Simply fill with ice or ice
packs to keep food chilled. Designed to be used with Rosseto® Honeycomb™ System.

1

17.75 x 16 x 0.25

$

283.40

SA110

Keep your food warm even in high winds. Designed to be used with the Rosseto 7″ Round Warmer.

1

16.25 x 16.25 x 6.38

$

179.40

SA112

Includes Round Frosted Acrylic Bowl and Drip Tray. Frosted acrylic round bowl and drip tray to be used with the Rosseto
round ice tub coolers. Fits 7″ SM100/SM106 and 10″SM110/SM111.

1

17 x 17 x 7.25

$

536.20

1

12.5 x 12.5 x 2.38

$

389.00

SA116

Easily add ice to any Natura display by adding a matching acrylic insert. Waterproof and durable, ideal for serving
yogurts, raw bar items and more. Simply place insert into the bamboo tray and fill with Ice. Stands up to high volume
use. Fits with Natura item #BD131

SA117

SA118

Easily add ice to any Natura display by adding a matching acrylic insert. Waterproof and durable, ideal for serving
yogurts, raw bar items and more. Simply place insert into the bamboo tray and fill with Ice. Beautiful, practical, Rosseto.

Easily add ice to any Natura display by adding a matching acrylic insert. Waterproof and durable, ideal for serving
yogurts, raw bar items and more. Simply place insert into the bamboo tray and fill with Ice.

1

20 x 20 x 3

$

544.20

1

20 x 7 x 2.75

$

318.60

SA122

Add to your Rosseto® Swan Riser System with the all-new Swan Ice Tub. Simply place Swan Ice Tub into any Swan Riser,
add ice, and top with any 14″ Square Glass Surface for an elegant cooler solution.

1

14.13 x 14.13 x 3

$

302.60

SA123

Rosetto’s newly designed pyramid covers are a beautiful and functional way to cover your food. The acrylic lid fits nicely
on any 14″ square Rosseto surface. The stainless steel handle add that extra touch of elegance to your buffet setting.
Also available in Rectangle.

1

15 x 15 x 7.5

$

357.00

SA124

Rosetto’s newly designed pyramid covers are a beautiful and functional way to cover your food. The flip top lid is easy to
open and close, keeping your buffet line moving. The stainless steel handle add that extra touch of elegance to your
buffet setting.

1

21 x 15.2 x 8.1

$

451.40

SA125

Add to your Rosseto® Swan Riser System with the all-new Swan Ice Tub. Simply place Swan Ice Tub into any Swan Riser,
add ice, and top with any 14″ Square Glass Surface for an elegant cooler solution.

1

14.13 x 14.13 x 3

$

302.60

SA126

Part of the Bulk Shop system, these Plexiglass Scoop Bins complete the system, by adding a solution for your bulk food
dispensing woes. They hang on the shelving cleanly, and display food beautifully and practically.

1

7.8 x 17 x 12.3

$

451.40

SA127

Part of the Multi-Chef™ System, the Clear Plexi Lid, is a great addition to your Multi-Chef™ Coolers or Serving Boards.
Easy flip top lid keeps food protected without slowing down your buffet line.

1

22.5 x 14.5 x 8.25

$

696.20

SA128

Part of the Bulk Shop system, these Plexiglass Scoop Bins complete the system, by adding a solution for your bulk food
dispensing woes. They hang on the shelving cleanly, and display food beautifully and practically.

1

7.9 x 15.8 x 13

$

413.00

SA129

Part of the Bulk Shop system, these Plexiglass Scoop Bins complete the system, by adding a solution for your bulk food
dispensing woes. They hang on the shelving cleanly, and display food beautifully and practically.

1

11.8 x 9.8 x 7.1

$

233.80

SA130

Part of the Bulk Shop system, these Plexiglass Scoop Bins complete the system, by adding a solution for your bulk food
dispensing woes. They hang on the shelving cleanly, and display food beautifully and practically.

1

11.4 x 9.8 x 7.1

$

203.40

SA131

Part of the Bulk Shop system, these Plexiglass Scoop Bins complete the system, by adding a solution for your bulk food
dispensing woes. They hang on the shelving cleanly, and display food beautifully and practically.

1

9.8 x 9.8 x 7.1

$

209.80

SA132

Part of the Bulk Shop system, these Plexiglass Scoop Bins complete the system, by adding a solution for your bulk food
dispensing woes. They hang on the shelving cleanly, and display food beautifully and practically.

1

8.7 x 11.8 x 9.8

$

230.60

SB101

Add a fresh new look to your buffet, salad bar or catering company with an all-natural Bamboo riser set. The 3-Piece
Riser Set from Rosseto is a light-weight, durable way to display prepped foods in an attractive manner. This set includes
one large Bamboo riser, one medium Bamboo riser and one small Bamboo riser.

st/3 pcs

11.3 x 7.88 x 5.63

$

432.20

SB103

The bamboo 9-compartment tabletop organizer provides your customers with easy access to additional items on their
way to the register is a great way to increase your check average. Ensure that your customers have access to a variety of
items including snacks, fruit, condiments, baked goods or even mints with a tabletop organizer. The 9-Compartment
Small Bamboo Tabletop Organizer from Rosseto is a stylish, durable organizer that can be used virtually anywhere.

1

15.9 x 12 x 5.9

$

357.00

SB107

Natura Square Bamboo Napkin Holder matches the new Natura collection of bakery and patisserie display system for a
cohesive buffet look. Available in both large rectangle or small square sizes.

1

6.3 x 6.3 x 6.5

$

179.40

SB108

Natura Rectangle Bamboo Napkin Holder matches the new Natura collection of bakery and patisserie display system for
a cohesive buffet look. Available in both large rectangle or small square sizes.

1

10.3 x 6 x 5.6

$

203.40

1

15.8 x 6.5 x 9.6

$

283.40

st/3 pcs

19.38 x 17.75 x 13

$

846.60

SB112

Elevate your rustic display with the Natura Tray & Riser Sets. Simply place your Large Natura Tray securely on the riser to
give your display the perfect forward-facing layout for easy service. Now your customers can see your display and easily
help themselves to your delicious rustic buffet. Comes with 1 large tray and 1 riser. Create a stunning farm market
display with this inspiring new collection from Rosseto. Rustic yet elegant, each item is made with the highest quality
bamboo that uses triple layered technology for durability. Perfect for crafting the ultimate breakfast display, each piece
can stand alone or connect with other bamboo pieces. Nesting display blocks can be used with removable ice trays.
Display stands are modular and feature several sizes. Display bakery items, fresh whole fruits and more! Add on
integrated items like a bamboo beverage dispenser or bamboo bakery blocks to complete your look.

st/2 pcs

19.38 x 17.75 x 13

$

689.80

SB113

Elevate your rustic display with the Natura Tray & Riser Set. Simply place your Medium Natura Trays securely on the riser
to give your display the perfect forward-facing layout for easy service. Now your customers can see your display and
easily help themselves to your delicious rustic buffet. Comes with 3 narrow, medium trays and 1 riser. Stands up to high
traffic use from establishments such as hotels or restaurants.Create a stunning farm market display with this inspiring
new collection from Rosseto. Rustic yet elegant, each item is made with the highest quality bamboo that uses triple
layered technology for durability. Perfect for crafting the ultimate breakfast display, each piece can stand alone or
connect with other bamboo pieces. Nesting display blocks can be used with removable ice trays. Display stands are
modular and feature several sizes. Display bakery items, fresh whole fruits and more! Add on integrated items like a
bamboo beverage dispenser or bamboo bakery blocks to complete your look.

st/4 pcs

19.38 x 17.75 x 13

$

1,003.40

SB114

Complete your Natura Collection with the new Airpot System. Offer coffee service to your guests with natural style and
functionality. Made from eco-friendly bamboo, the system includes a solid two airport holder that connects with Natura
surfaces and two acrylic trays for catching spills and drips. Easy to clean and maintain. Triple layer technology and wax
coating keeps the bamboo from warping and water damage. Airpots not included.

1

7.3 x 24.4 x 14.1

$

763.40

SB115

Natura ™ Nite Rectangle Napkin Holder coordinates with the new Natura™ Nite Collection of bakery and patisserie
display system for a cohesive buffet look.

1

9.1 x 5.13 x 3.25

$

176.20

SB110

SB111

Natura Cutlery Holder matches the new Natura collection of bakery and patisserie display system for a cohesive buffet
look. Create a stunning farm market display with this inspiring new Natura collection from Rosseto. Rustic yet elegant,
each item is made with the highest quality bamboo that uses triple layered technology for durability. Perfect for crafting
the ultimate breakfast display, each piece can stand alone or connect with other bamboo pieces. Nesting display blocks
can be used with removable ice trays. Display stands are modular and feature several sizes. Display bakery items, fresh
whole fruits and more! Add on integrated items like a bamboo beverage dispenser or bamboo bakery blocks to complete
your look.
Create a stunning farm market display with this inspiring new collection from Rosseto. Rustic yet elegant, each item is
made with the highest quality bamboo that uses triple layered technology for durability. Perfect for crafting the ultimate
breakfast display, each piece can stand alone or connect with other bamboo pieces. Nesting display blocks can be used
with removable ice trays. Display stands are modular and feature several sizes. Display bakery items, fresh whole fruits
and more! Add on integrated items like a bamboo beverage dispenser or bamboo bakery blocks to complete your look.
Elevate your rustic display with the Natura Tray & Riser Sets. Simply place your Medium Natura Trays securely on the
riser to give your display the perfect forward-facing layout for easy service. Now your customers can see your display and
easily help themselves to your delicious rustic buffet. Comes with 1 narrow, medium tray, 1 large tray and 1 riser. Stands
up to high volume use.

SG001

Rosseto unique surfaces are available in glass, natural woods and durable acrylic and are designed to match perfectly
with Rosseto product lines for ideal bakery cases, riser systems, buffet warming and cooling stations and beverage
dispensers. Available in many desirable colors and high-end materials these modular pieces enhance your guest
experience while also making your buffet system more versatile and modular with each use.

1

13.75 x 13.75 x 0.38

$

192.20

SG002

Rosseto unique surfaces are available in glass, natural woods and durable acrylic and are designed to match perfectly
with Rosseto product lines for ideal bakery cases, riser systems, buffet warming and cooling stations and beverage
dispensers. Available in many desirable colors and high-end materials these modular pieces enhance your guest
experience while also making your buffet system more versatile and modular with each use.

1

33.5 x 7.75 x 0.38

$

225.80

SG003

Rosseto unique surfaces are available in glass, natural woods and durable acrylic and are designed to match perfectly
with Rosseto product lines for ideal bakery cases, riser systems, buffet warming and cooling stations and beverage
dispensers. Available in many desirable colors and high-end materials these modular pieces enhance your guest
experience while also making your buffet system more versatile and modular with each use.

1

33.5 x 13.75 x 0.38

$

381.00

SG004

Rosseto unique surfaces are available in glass, natural woods and durable acrylic and are designed to match perfectly
with Rosseto product lines for ideal bakery cases, riser systems, buffet warming and cooling stations and beverage
dispensers. Available in many desirable colors and high-end materials these modular pieces enhance your guest
experience while also making your buffet system more versatile and modular with each use.

1

13.75 x 13.75 x 0.38

$

181.00

SG005

Rosseto unique surfaces are available in glass, natural woods and durable acrylic and are designed to match perfectly
with Rosseto product lines for ideal bakery cases, riser systems, buffet warming and cooling stations and beverage
dispensers. Available in many desirable colors and high-end materials these modular pieces enhance your guest
experience while also making your buffet system more versatile and modular with each use.

1

19.75 x 19.75 x 0.38

$

491.40

SG009

Rosseto unique surfaces are available in glass, natural woods and durable acrylic and are designed to match perfectly
with Rosseto product lines for ideal bakery cases, riser systems, buffet warming and cooling stations and beverage
dispensers. Available in many desirable colors and high-end materials these modular pieces enhance your guest
experience while also making your buffet system more versatile and modular with each use.

1

16 x 14 x 0.38

$

257.80

SG011

Rosseto unique surfaces are available in glass, natural woods and durable acrylic and are designed to match perfectly
with Rosseto product lines for ideal bakery cases, riser systems, buffet warming and cooling stations and beverage
dispensers. Available in many desirable colors and high-end materials these modular pieces enhance your guest
experience while also making your buffet system more versatile and modular with each use.

1

18.25 x 16.25 x 0.38

$

360.20

SG013

Rosseto unique surfaces are available in glass, natural woods and durable acrylic and are designed to match perfectly
with Rosseto product lines for ideal bakery cases, riser systems, buffet warming and cooling stations and beverage
dispensers. Available in many desirable colors and high-end materials these modular pieces enhance your guest
experience while also making your buffet system more versatile and modular with each use.

1

14.13 x 12.25 x 0.38

$

193.80

SG015

Rosseto unique surfaces are available in glass, natural woods and durable acrylic and are designed to match perfectly
with Rosseto product lines for ideal bakery cases, riser systems, buffet warming and cooling stations and beverage
dispensers. Available in many desirable colors and high-end materials these modular pieces enhance your guest
experience while also making your buffet system more versatile and modular with each use.

1

33.5 x 7.75 x 0.38

$

323.40

SG018

Rosseto unique surfaces are available in glass, natural woods and durable acrylic and are designed to match perfectly
with Rosseto product lines for ideal bakery cases, riser systems, buffet warming and cooling stations and beverage
dispensers. Available in many desirable colors and high-end materials these modular pieces enhance your guest
experience while also making your buffet system more versatile and modular with each use.

1

33.5 x 13.75 x 0.38

$

491.40

SG021

Rosseto unique surfaces are available in glass, natural woods and durable acrylic and are designed to match perfectly
with Rosseto product lines for ideal bakery cases, riser systems, buffet warming and cooling stations and beverage
dispensers. Available in many desirable colors and high-end materials these modular pieces enhance your guest
experience while also making your buffet system more versatile and modular with each use.

1

13.75 x 13.75 x 0.38

$

233.80

SG028

Rosseto unique surfaces are available in glass, natural woods and durable acrylic and are designed to match perfectly
with Rosseto product lines for ideal bakery cases, riser systems, buffet warming and cooling stations and beverage
dispensers. Available in many desirable colors and high-end materials these modular pieces enhance your guest
experience while also making your buffet system more versatile and modular with each use.

1

14.13 x 12.25 x 0.38

$

217.80

SG030

Rosseto unique surfaces are available in glass, natural woods and durable acrylic and are designed to match perfectly
with Rosseto product lines for ideal bakery cases, riser systems, buffet warming and cooling stations and beverage
dispensers. Available in many desirable colors and high-end materials these modular pieces enhance your guest
experience while also making your buffet system more versatile and modular with each use.

1

16 x 14 x 0.38

$

261.00

SG032

Rosseto unique surfaces are available in glass, natural woods and durable acrylic and are designed to match perfectly
with Rosseto product lines for ideal bakery cases, riser systems, buffet warming and cooling stations and beverage
dispensers. Available in many desirable colors and high-end materials these modular pieces enhance your guest
experience while also making your buffet system more versatile and modular with each use.

1

18.25 x 16.25 x 0.38

$

360.20

SG036

Rosseto unique surfaces are available in glass, natural woods and durable acrylic and are designed to match perfectly
with Rosseto product lines for ideal bakery cases, riser systems, buffet warming and cooling stations and beverage
dispensers. Available in many desirable colors and high-end materials these modular pieces enhance your guest
experience while also making your buffet system more versatile and modular with each use.

1

33.5 x 17.75 x 0.38

$

457.80

SG037

Rosseto unique surfaces are available in glass, natural woods and durable acrylic and are designed to match perfectly
with Rosseto product lines for ideal bakery cases, riser systems, buffet warming and cooling stations and beverage
dispensers. Available in many desirable colors and high-end materials these modular pieces enhance your guest
experience while also making your buffet system more versatile and modular with each use.

1

27.5 x 9.5 x 0.38

$

317.00

SG038

Rosseto unique surfaces are available in glass, natural woods and durable acrylic and are designed to match perfectly
with Rosseto product lines for ideal bakery cases, riser systems, buffet warming and cooling stations and beverage
dispensers. Available in many desirable colors and high-end materials these modular pieces enhance your guest
experience while also making your buffet system more versatile and modular with each use.

1

27.5 x 9.5 x 0.38

$

317.00

SG040

Rosseto unique surfaces are available in glass, natural woods and durable acrylic and are designed to match perfectly
with Rosseto product lines for ideal bakery cases, riser systems, buffet warming and cooling stations and beverage
dispensers. Available in many desirable colors and high-end materials these modular pieces enhance your guest
experience while also making your buffet system more versatile and modular with each use.

1

13.75 x 13.75 x 0.39

$

296.20

1 Kit

– 2 pcs D62377 8″ MultiLevel Riser
– 1 pc GTR33 Clear
35″x14″ Tempered Glass
– 2 pcs GTS14 Clear
14″x14″ Tempered Glass

$

1,413.20

1 Kit

– 2 pcs Black Matte
Multi-Level 8″ Riser
– 2 pcs Bamboo Display
Platter 14″x14″
– 1 pc Bamboo Display
Platter 33.5″x14″

$

1,077.20

1

48 x 8 x 23.5

$

2,368.60

$

2,050.00

$

2,050.00

SK001

Includes:
– 2 pcs D62377 8″ Multi-Level Riser
– 1 pc GTR33 Clear 35″x14″ Tempered Glass
– 2 pcs GTS14 Clear 14″x14″ Tempered Glass
Achieve a complete, cohesive look by integrating beautiful centerpiece solutions on your buffet tables. Lovely sets add
attractive, professional-looking accent pieces that enhance dimension and unify design of any buffet table.
Includes:

SK003

– 2 pcs Black Matte Multi-Level 8″ Riser
– 2 pcs Bamboo Display Platter 14″x14″
– 1 pc Bamboo Display Platter 33.5″x14″
The black matte multi-level square riser is part of the versatile Rosseto® Skycap® buffet line. Made from the finest grade
steel, with black matte finish and special protective coating to withstand tough commercial environments.

SK007

SK018

Rosseto Beverage Dispensers are made of solid high quality acrylic with a unique base. Each features a removable top
loading ice champber conserving a chill that lasts for extended enjoyment. Great for serving juices, water, cocktails, and
other cold drinks. With this kit, you can connect the bamboo surface to create your unique serving station. Adding the
elegant symmetry is sure to attract guests to its zen-like expression.

Includes one each:
– SM133 Small Honeycomb™ Riser
– SM134 Medium Honeycomb™ Riser
– SM135 Large Honeycomb™ Riser
– SG013 Small Black Tempered Glass
– SG009 Medium Black Tempered Glass
– SG011 Large Black Tempered Glass

1 Kit

Achieve a complete, cohesive look by integrating beautiful centerpiece solutions on your buffet tables. Lovely sets add
attractive, professional-looking accent pieces that enhance dimension and unify design of any buffet table.

SK018A

Includes one each:
– SM133 Small Honeycomb™ Riser
– SM134 Medium Honeycomb™ Riser
– SM135 Large Honeycomb™ Riser
– SG028 Small Black Acrylic Surface
– SG030 Medium Black Acrylic Surface
– SG032 Large Black Acrylic Surface
Achieve a complete, cohesive look by integrating beautiful centerpiece solutions on your buffet tables. Lovely sets add
attractive, professional-looking accent pieces that enhance dimension and unify design of any buffet table.

1 Kit

1 small 14" x 5" stainless
steel hexagon riser
(SM116), 1 medium 16"
x 6" stainless steel
hexagon riser (SM117),
one large 18" x 7"
stainless steel hexagon
riser (SM118), 1 small
14" hexagon tempered
glass black (SG013), 1
medium 16" hexagon
tempered glass black
1 small 14" x 5" stainless
steel hexagon riser
(SM116), 1 medium 16"
x 6" stainless steel
hexagon riser (SM117),
one large 18" x 7"
stainless steel hexagon
riser (SM118), 1 small
14" hexagon Acrylic
Black Surface (SG028), 1
medium 16" hexagon
Acrylic Black Surface

SK022

Includes the following items in black:
– 3 Matte Multi-Level 12″ Risers
– 3 Tempered Glass Surfaces 14″x14″
– 2 Tempered Glass Surfaces 33.5″x14″
– 2 Tempered Glass Surfaces 33.5″x8″

1 Kit

– 3 Matte Multi-Level
12″ Risers
– 3 Tempered Glass
Surfaces 14″x14″
– 2 Tempered Glass
Surfaces 33.5″x14″
– 2 Tempered Glass
Surfaces 33.5″x8″

$

2,882.20

1 Kit

23.25 x 13.5 x 10.38

$

2,576.60

1 Kit

23.25 x 13.5 x 10.38

$

2,216.60

1 Kit

13.5 x 15 x 7.2

$

2,147.80

1 Kit

SM220 : 23.3 x 10.75 x
14.5
SM220: 23.3 x 10.75 x
14.5
SG002: 33.5 x 7.75 x
0.38

$

2,205.40

$

1,376.40

$

2,181.40

Achieve a complete, cohesive look by integrating beautiful centerpiece solutions on your buffet tables. Lovely sets add
attractive, professional-looking accent pieces that enhance dimension and unify design of any buffet table.

SK031

Includes:
– SM191 Multi-Chef™ Warmer Stand
– SM192 Reversible Burner Stand
– SM194 Set of 3 Fuel Holders
– SM193 XL Stainless Steel Grill Top
A modern stainless steel Multi-Chef™ food warmer with broad appeal and many uses. The reversible 2-height burner
stand can accommodate full-size chafer water and food pans in the low position, or use the grill top with the burner
stand in high position. Use Rosseto® surfaces to connect units together and create versatile stations that are rugged and
durable with multiple levels.

SK032

Includes:
– SM195 Multi-Chef™ Warmer Stand
– SM192 Reversible Burner Stand
– SM194 Set of 3 Fuel Holders
– SM193 XL Stainless Steel Grill Top
A modern stainless steel Multi-Chef™ warmer with broad appeal and many uses. The reversible 2-height burner stand
can accommodate full-size chafer water and food pans in the low position, or use the grill top with the burner stand in
high position. Use Rosseto® surfaces to connect units together and create versatile stations that are rugged and durable
with multiple levels.

SK033

SK034

This Rosseto Mini-Chef kit features a riser, track grill, and burner stand, maximizing the warmer’s potential as a hot foods
banquet staple. This kit allows you to maximize functionality while maintaining a high standard for aesthetic appeal: use
it to frame your butane burners, and/or place your servingware on the grills. Connect them all with shelving surfaces and
voila! You have a stylish multi-level buffet display!

The new Rosseto® Swan Riser Starter Kit combines Swan Risers with Rosseto® Tempered Glass Surface to create a multilevel buffet station.

SK035

Multi-Level Black Opera House Risers, Oval Black Tempered Glass Surface 33.5”x17.7”, Wide Black Tempered Glass
Surface 34”x14”, Square Porcelain Bowls 4.5”x4.5” Rosseto® Opera House Risers add a multi-level architectural appeal to
your buffet station. Combine or change Rosseto® Surfaces for different looks.

1 Kit

SM204: 9.13 x 4.75 x
10.63
SM204: 9.13 x 4.75 x
10.63
SG036: 33.5 x 17.75 x
0.38
SG003: 33.5 x 13.75 x
0.38

SK041

This Rosseto Mini-Chef kit features a riser, track grill, and burner stand, maximizing the warmer’s potential as a hot foods
banquet staple. This kit allows you to maximize functionality while maintaining a high standard for aesthetic appeal: use
it to frame your butane burners, and/or place your serving ware on the grills.

1 Kit

13.5 x 15 x 7.2

SK043

Upgrade your traditional chafing dishes and warmers with the modern IrisTM Multi-ChefTM Chafing Base. The lighter
weight, brushed stainless steel structure is perfect for brunch buffets and dinner receptions. Integrates with a complete
line of Iris Buffetware including Beverage dispensers, an ice tub, risers and a bakery case. At a value price point, you can
easily add the complete collection into your budget! Fits all the Rosseto Multi-Chef line of accessories including the
Induction and Chafing Pods, cutlery and carving board sets, flatbread and cooling trays. Airy and sophisticated, each
piece is stamped with a modern floral design.

1

23.25 x 13.5 x 8.13

$

2,357.40

SK044

You have never met a chafing system like this in your life! Get ready to shine with the new Diamond Collection for MultiChef. Clean lines and modern form come together to create luxurious pieces that will instantly give your buffet an elite
feel. Designed to fit every accessory available in the Rosseto Multi-Chef line, the Diamond Collection is a sleek and
elegant alternative to the traditional chafing dish. Build the ultimate buffet system with options for warming, cooling and
everything in between. Also, works with the Rosseto Chafing Pod with Soft Closing Lid and Induction sets.

1

28 x 17 x 9.88

$

2,584.60

1

26.63 x 16 x 7.38

$

2,213.40

1

28 x 17 x 9.88

$

2,237.40

SK047

You have never met a chafing system like this in your life! Get ready to shine with the new Diamond Collection for MultiChef. Clean lines and modern form come together to create luxurious pieces that will instantly give your buffet an elite
feel. Designed to fit every accessory available in the Rosseto Multi-Chef line, the Diamond Collection is a sleek and
elegant alternative to the traditional chafing dish. Build the ultimate buffet system with options for warming, cooling and
everything in between. Also, works with the Rosseto Chafing Pod with Soft Closing Lid and Induction sets.

1

26.63 x 16 x 7.38

$

2,061.20

SK048

Set the trend. New Swan 4 Piece Kit includes 2 Forme White Melamine Bowls, White Melamine Surface and our signature
Swan Stainless Steel Riser.

1

28.4 x 16.5 x 14.3

$

2,160.60

SK049

Diamond Round Chafers are a buffet’s best friend! An addition to our Diamond Collection, this chafing kit gives you the
functionality of traditional chafer with the modern look your customers demand. Ergonomic design allows for more
serving space and easy replenishment. Available in both Black Steel and Stainless steel. The chafing pod features a peek
through glass window that allows guests to see what is inside without opening the lid. Soft closing lid makes serving
simple (and quiet). Sturdy enough to go from breakfast to dinner and everything in between!

1

19.13 x 19.5 x 11

$

2,818.20

SK050

Diamond Round Chafers are a buffet’s best friend! An addition to our Diamond Collection, this chafing kit gives you the
functionality of traditional chafer with the modern look your customers demand. Ergonomic design allows for more
serving space and easy replenishment. Available in both Black Steel and Stainless steel. The chafing pod features a peek
through glass window that allows guests to see what is inside without opening the lid. Soft closing lid makes serving
simple (and quiet). Sturdy enough to go from breakfast to dinner and everything in between!

1

19.13 x 19.5 x 11

$

2,339.80

SK045

SK046

You have never met a chafing system like this in your life! Get ready to shine with the new Diamond Collection for MultiChef. Clean lines and modern form come together to create luxurious pieces that will instantly give your buffet an
elitefeel. Designed to fit every accessory available in the Rosseto Multi-Chef line, the Diamond Collection is a sleek and
elegant alternative to the traditional chafing dish. Build the ultimate buffet system with options for warming, cooling and
everything in between. Also, works with the Rosseto Chafing Pod with Soft Closing Lid and Induction sets.

You have never met a chafing system like this in your life! Get ready to shine with the new Diamond Collection for MultiChef. Clean lines and modern form come together to create luxurious pieces that will instantly give your buffet an elite
feel. Designed to fit every accessory available in the Rosseto Multi-Chef line, the Diamond Collection is a sleek and
elegant alternative to the traditional chafing dish. Build the ultimate buffet system with options for warming, cooling and
everything in between. Also, works with the Rosseto Chafing Pod with Soft Closing Lid and Induction sets.

SK052

A modern Bronze finished Multi-Chef™ food warmer with broad appeal and many uses. The reversible 2-height burner
stand can accommodate full-size chafer water and food pans in the low position, or use the grill top with the burner
stand in high position. Use Rosseto® surfaces to connect units together and create versatile stations that are rugged and
durable with multiple levels. Achieve a complete, cohesive look by integrating beautiful centerpiece solutions on your
buffet tables. Lovely sets add attractive, professional-looking accent pieces that enhance dimension and unify design of
any buffet table or catering displays. Includes 3 fuel holders and a reversible burner stand and a grill track.

1

23.25 x 13.5 x 10.38

$

2,216.60

SK053

A modern Black Matte finished Multi-Chef™ food warmer from the Mosaic Line with broad appeal and many uses. The
reversible 2-height burner stand can accommodate full-size chafer water and food pans in the low position, or use the
grill top with the burner stand in high position. Use Rosseto® surfaces to connect units together and create versatile
stations that are rugged and durable with multiple levels. Achieve a complete, cohesive look by integrating beautiful
centerpiece solutions on your buffet tables. Lovely sets add attractive, professional-looking accent pieces that enhance
dimension and unify design of any buffet table or catering displays. Includes 3 fuel holders, reversible burner stand, and
grill track.

1

23.25 x 13.5 x 10.38

$

1,808.40

SK054

Enchant your guests with these simple yet effective Mosaic Risers from the Mosaic Collection by Rosseto. Black Matte
steel is stamped with a mosaic pattern that lets just the right amount of light through. Beautiful, practical, and long
lasting, a combination for the ages.

2 pcs.

7.63 x 6.13 x 6.13

$

326.60

SM100

Made from the finest grade stainless steel, with brushed finish and special protective coating, our buffet warmers can
withstand the toughest commercial environments

1

14.38 x 14.38 x 6.75

$

761.80

SM104

Made from the finest grade stainless steel, with brushed finish and special protective coating, our buffet warmers can
withstand the toughest commercial environments.

1

6x6x1

$

627.40

SM105

Made from the finest grade stainless steel, with brushed finish and special protective coating to withstand tough
commercial environments.

1

6x6x8

$

539.40

SM106

Made from the finest grade stainless steel, with brushed finish and special protective coating, a buffet warmer that can
withstand tough commercial environments.

1

14.38 x 14.38 x 6.75

$

761.80

SM110

Made from the finest grade stainless steel, with brushed finish and special protective coating to withstand tough
commercial environments.

1

14.38 x 14.38 x 10

$

958.60

SM111

Made from the finest grade stainless steel, with brushed finish and special protective coating to withstand tough
commercial environments.

1

14.38 x x14.38 x 10

$

958.60

SM112

Upgrade your traditional chafing dishes and warmers with the modern Iris Multi-Chef Chafing Base. The piece is stamped
with a mordern floral design. The lighter weight, brushed Stainless Steel structure is perfect for brunch buffets and
dinner receptions. Integrates with a complete line of Iris buffetware including beverage dispensers, ice tubs, risers, and
bakery cases. At a value price point you can easily add the complete collection to your budget.

1

21.5 x 13.5 x 7.38

$

1,646.80

SM113

Includes Acrylic Insert & Black Matte Housing
Made from the finest grade stainless steel, with brushed finish and special protective coating to withstand tough
commercial environments. Made in the USA.

1

21 x 13 x 6.75

$

1,411.60

SM114

Includes Acrylic Insert & Stainless Steel Housing
Made from the finest grade stainless steel, with brushed finish and special protective coating to withstand tough
commercial environments. Made in the USA.

1

26.5 x 18.5 x 7

$

1,906.00

SM115

The 7″ black matte square riser is part of the versatile Rosseto® buffet riser line. Made from the finest grade stainless
steel, with black matte finish and special protective coating to withstand tough commercial environments.

1

7.25 x 7.25 x 7.25

$

333.00

SM116

Made from the finest grade stainless steel, with brushed finish and special protective coating to withstand tough
commercial environments. Made in the USA.

1

13 x 11.5 x 4.75

$

649.80

SM117

Made from the finest grade stainless steel, with brushed finish and special protective coating to withstand tough
commercial environments. Made in the USA. Elevate your presentation and catch the eye and the hearts of your guests.

1

15 x 13 x 6

$

912.20

SM118

Elevate your presentation and catch the eye and the hearts of your guests. Made from the finest grade stainless steel,
with brushed finish and special protective coating to withstand tough commercial environments. Made in the USA.

1

17.75 x 15.5 x 7

$

1,126.80

SM119

Place over a stainless steel or acrylic ice bath to keep foods like sushi and cheeses chilled in style. Textured stainless steel
hexagon surfaces pair well with Rosseto risers and make for a unique and interesting look. Made in USA

1

13.25 x 12 x 0.38

$

501.00

SM120

Place over a stainless steel or acrylic ice bath to keep foods like sushi and cheeses chilled in style. Textured stainless steel
hexagon surfaces pair well with Rosseto risers and make for a unique and interesting look. Made in USA. Catch the eyes
and the hearts of your guests.

1

15.5 x 13.75 x 0.38

$

565.00

SM121

Place over a stainless steel or acrylic ice bath to keep foods like sushi and cheeses chilled in style. Textured stainless steel
hexagon surfaces pair well with Rosseto risers and make for a unique and interesting look. Made in USA

1

18 x 16 x 0.38

$

829.00

SM130

The white matte multi-level square riser is part of the versatile Rosseto® Skycap® buffet ware line. Made from the finest
grade stainless steel, with white matte finish and special protective coating to withstand tough commercial
environments. Also available in black, stainless steel, and red.

1

6 x 6 x 12

$

406.60

SM131

Also available in black, stainless steel, and red. The white matte multi-level square riser is part of the versatile Rosseto®
Skycap® buffet ware line. Made from the finest grade stainless steel, with white matte finish and special protective
coating to withstand tough commercial environments.

1

6x6x8

$

323.40

SM132

Easily stow away your Skycap® system pieces with the Rosseto® Skycap® multi-level cart. The cart also allows for easy
setup and transport of your buffet.

1

42 x 19.25 x 45.25

$

4,647.40

SM133

Made from the finest grade stainless steel, with brushed black matte finish and special protective coating to withstand
tough commercial environments. The black matte hexagon riser is part of the versatile Rosseto® Skycap® buffetware
line.

1

13 x 11.5 x 4.75

$

400.20

SM134

Made from the finest grade stainless steel, with brushed black matte finish and special protective coating to withstand
tough commercial environments. The black matte hexagon riser is part of the versatile Rosseto® Skycap® buffetware
line.

1

15 x 13 x 6

$

512.20

SM135

The black matte hexagon riser is part of the versatile Rosseto® Skycap® buffetware line. Made from the finest grade
stainless steel, with brushed black matte finish and special protective coating to withstand tough commercial
environments.

1

17.75 x 15.5 x 7

$

649.80

SM136

Made from the finest grade stainless steel, with brushed finish and special protective coating to withstand tough
commercial environments. Stands up to high traffic use.

1

7.25 x 7.25 x 7

$

697.80

SM137

Made from the finest grade stainless steel, with brushed finish and special protective coating to withstand tough
commercial environments. Stands up to high volume use.

1

7 x 7 x 10

$

829.00

SM138

Keep your food warm with a durable, heat resilient round stainless steel grill. It is designed to be used with all Rosseto
round warmers. Made from the finest grade stainless steel, with brushed finish and special protective coating to
withstand tough commercial environments.

1

16.13 x 16.13 x 0.5

$

829.00

SM139

Keep your food warm with a durable, heat resilient square stainless steel grill. It is designed to be used with all Rosseto
round warmers. Made from the finest grade stainless steel, with brushed finish and special protective coating to
withstand tough commercial environments.

1

10 x 10 x 0.38

$

451.40

SM140

Made from the finest grade stainless steel, with brushed finish and special protective coating to withstand tough
commercial environments. Stands up to high volume use and lasts long.

1

7.25 x 7.25 x 7

$

512.20

SM141

Made from the finest grade stainless steel, with brushed finish and special protective coating to withstand tough
commercial environments.

1

7x7x1

$

600.20

SM142

This optional stainless steel topper for your SKYCAP® Multi-Level Riser gives an additional surface to display food or décor

1

6.75 x 5.75 x 0.5

$

169.80

SM144

1 stainless steel textured tray, 1 acrylic ice tub, 1 stainless steel riser
Keep your food cold with a Rosseto rectangular 3 piece cooler set. Includes a stainless steel textured tray, acrylic ice tub,
and a stainless steel riser. Made from the finest grade stainless steel, with brushed finish and special protective coating
to withstand tough commercial environments. Made in the USA.

SM150

1 Set

21.75 x 14.75 x 4

$

2,539.80

The stainless steel pyramid riser is part of the versatile Rosseto® Skycap® buffet ware line. Made from the finest grade
stainless steel, with brushed finish and special protective coating to withstand tough commercial environments.

1

5x5x7

$

565.00

SM151

The stainless steel pyramid riser is part of the versatile Rosseto Skycap buffet ware line. Made from the finest grade
stainless steel, with brushed finish and special protective coating to withstand tough commercial environments.

1

5.38 x 5.38 x 10

$

745.80

SM159

Introducing the Tall Column Riser—Going vertical has never been so easy. Rosetto’s Tall Column Riser will give you the
height you need to expand surface area on a table top with dramatic effect. Stands up to high traffic use consistent with
commercial establishments.

1

13.8 x 13.8 x 22.4

$

2,085.20

SM160

Introducing the Tall Column Riser—Going vertical has never been so easy. Rosetto’s Tall Column Riser will give you the
height you need to expand surface area on a table top with dramatic effect.

1

13.8 x 13.8 x 22.4

$

1,573.20

SM162

Introducing the Tall Column Skycap Riser with a new bamboo base. Going vertical has never been so easy. Rosseto’s Tall
Column Riser will give you the height you need to expand surface area on a table top with dramatic effect. Works with all
Rosseto Bamboo products including the new Natura line.

1

13.8 x 13.8 x 22.4

$

1,413.20

SM169

Optional square burner stand to elevate heat source to your desired height. Made from the finest grade stainless steel,
with brushed finish and special protective coating to withstand tough commercial environments.

1

7x7x2

$

200.20

SM170

Optional square burner stand to elevate heat source to your desired height. Made from the finest grade stainless steel,
with brushed finish and special protective coating to withstand tough commercial environments.

1

7x7x2

$

166.60

SM172

Optional round stand to elevate heat source to your desired height. Made from the finest grade stainless steel, with
black matte finish and special protective coating to withstand tough commercial environments.

1

14 x 7.25 x 2.5

$

230.60

SM179

Square track stainless steel grill top designed to be used with Rosseto Square Warmers. Made from the finest grade
stainless steel, with brushed finish and special protective coating to withstand tough commercial environments. Stands
up to high traffic use consistent with commercial establishments.

1

8.5 x 7.25 x 0.75

$

262.60

SM184

The Multi-level 12″ round riser is part of the versatile Rosseto® Skycap® modular riser system. Adding the elegant
symmetry of a round station is sure to attract guests to its Zen-like expression. Made from the finest grade stainless
steel, with brushed finish and special protective coating to withstand tough commercial environments. Pair multiple
Rosseto® surfaces and risers to create a unique buffet solution.

1

7 x 7 x 12

$

966.60

SM185

Add chic to your banquets and buffet with a glossy red riser. The multi-level square riser is part of the versatile Rosseto®
Skycap® modular riser system. Made from the finest grade steel and special protective coating to withstand tough
commercial environments. Pair multiple Rosseto® surfaces and risers to create a unique buffet solution.

1

6x6x8

$

309.00

SM186

Add chic to your banquets and buffet with a glossy red riser. The multi-level square riser is part of the versatile Rosseto®
Skycap® modular riser system. Made from the finest grade steel and special protective coating to withstand tough
commercial environments. Pair multiple Rosseto® surfaces and risers to create a unique buffet solution.

1

6 x 6 x 12

$

381.00

SM187

29" Dia Stainless Steel Round Ice Tub, one Frosted Acrylic Ice Bath, and one Drip Tray Insert.The stainless steel mega-size
round ice tub is large enough to store enough beverages for even the largest of parties. The 2-piece acrylic tub insert has
a drip tray to ensure your table stays dry if sweating occurs . When the ice starts melting you can drain off the excess
water with the built-in drain tube. Rosseto® cooler solutions ensure that food is still displayed beautifully in a functional
way that makes presentations stand out.

1

29 x 29 x 7.75

$

5,199.40

SM191

A modern stainless steel Multi-Chef™ warmer with broad appeal and many uses. The reversible 2-height burner stand
can accommodate full-size chafer water and food pans in the low position, or use the optional grill top with the burner
stand in high position. Use Rosseto® surfaces to connect units together and create versatile stations that are rugged and
durable with multiple levels.

1

21.5 x 13.5 x 10

$

2,013.20

SM193

Turn your Multi-Chef™ warmer into a grill with the XL rectangle track grill. Made from high quality solid stainless steel.

1

23.25 x 11.75 x 0.75

$

630.60

SM194

Add extra fuel burner holders to your Multi-Chef™ warmer. Made from high quality stainless steel with a built in lid to
control the temperature.

3

3.5 x 6.3 x 2.4

$

77.00

SM195

A modern black matte Multi-Chef™ warmer with broad appeal and many uses. The reversible 2-height burner stand can
accommodate full-size chafer water and food pans in the low position, or use the optional grill top with the burner stand
in high position. Use Rosseto® surfaces to connect units together and create versatile stations that are rugged and
durable with multiple levels.

1

21.5 x 13.5 x 10

$

1,677.20

SM196

An elegant way to label buffet dishes or seating arrangements. 12 Pcs Set

st/12 pcs

1.3 x 2.6 x 1.2

$

381.00

SM204

This architecturally-inspired riser adds a new level of creativity to any designer display.

1

9.13 x 4.75 x 10.63

$

265.80

SM213

Includes Acrylic Insert & Stainless Steel Housing
Simple, practical, and beautiful is always in style. This exclusive Rosseto ice tub is a top-selling item, with its intuitive
design and capacity that is perfect for large banquets.

1

26.5 x 18.25 x 7

$

2,477.40

SM215

Rosseto takes warming solutions one more level higher with this genius accessory! Spice up your buffet display with this
new way of presenting seasonings and sauces.

1

14 x 5 x 2

$

315.40

SM216

The Rosseto Mini-Chef is an intelligent take on the hot foods buffet banquet. This piece boosts both aesthetic appeal and
functionality by allowing more service space with its multi-level features, while tastefully framing an industrial standard
burner.

1

15 x 13 x 6.85

$

1,595.60

SM217

Multiply the functionality of your Multi-Chef with this griddle! Buffets don’t have to mean chafing dish after chafing dish
after chafing dish anymore – be ahead of the pack and invest in this ever-growing warming solutions system! New for
2015 - Multi-Chef Griddle now includes a flatbread warming tray - perfect for mini pizzas, warm cookies or focaccia.

1

23 x 13.25 x 1.5

$

1,130.00

SM219

The Rosseto Mini-Chef is an intelligent take on the hot foods buffet banquet. This piece boosts both aesthetic appeal and
functionality by allowing more service space with its multi-level features, while tastefully framing an industrial standard
burner.

SM220

1

13.5 x 13.25 x 0.75

$

473.80

Elegance meets function with the all-new Rosseto® Swan Riser. Set up an inviting buffet station with this majestic piece
built with masterful design and highly skilled craftsmanship.

1 Kit

23.3 x 10.75 x 14.5

$

1,067.60

SM221

Elegance meets function with the all-new Rosseto® Swan Riser. Set up an inviting buffet station with this majestic piece
built with masterful design and highly skilled craftsmanship.

2 Kit

23.3 x 10.75 x 14.5

$

1,640.40

SM223

Add a stainless steel track grill top and turn your Honeycomb riser into a warmer. Made to withstand tough commercial
environments. Beautiful and practical.

1

17.75 x 15.5 x 0.75

$

593.80

SM224

Add a stainless steel track grill top and turn your Honeycomb riser into a warmer. Made to withstand tough commercial
environments.

1

15 x 13.17 x 0.75

$

454.60

SM225

Add a stainless steel track grill top and turn your Honeycomb riser into a warmer. Made to withstand tough commercial
environments. Beautiful and practical.

1

13.13 x 11.38 x 0.75

$

371.40

SM227

The multi-level 18″ riser is part of the versatile Rosseto® Skycap® buffet ware line. Made from the finest grade stainless
steel and special protective coating to withstand tough commercial environments.

1

8x8x1

$

1,483.60

SM229

A modern stainless steel Multi-Chef™ warmer with broad appeal and many uses. Combine with Multi-Chef™ Coolers or
Serving Boards for a complete buffet solution.

1

21.5 x 13.5 x 7.25

$

1,842.00

SM230

A modern stainless steel Multi-Chef™ Serving Base with broad appeal and many uses. Combine with Multi-Chef Coolers
or Serving Boards for a complete buffet solution. Stands up to high volume use from establishments such as hotels or
restaurants.

1

21.5 x 13.5 x 4.75

$

1,253.20

SM234

A modern stainless steel Multi-Chef™ warmer with broad appeal and many uses. Combine with Multi-Chef™ Coolers or
Serving Boards for a complete buffet solution.

1

21.5 x 13.5 x 7.25

$

1,510.80

SM235

A modern black Multi-Chef™ Serving Base with broad appeal and many uses. Combine with Multi-Chef Coolers or Serving
Boards for a complete buffet solution.

1

21.5 x 13.5 x 4.75

$

1,003.40

SM238

Part of the Multi-Chef™ System, the stainless steel chiller tray allows you to keep foods cold while on display. Just add a
regular food pan to your 10", 7" or 5" Multi-Chef™ base, fill with ice, and top with the chiller tray for a cold serving
experience without the icy mess.

1

21.9 x 13.9 x 0.5

$

421.00

SM239

Say goodbye to the boring metal chafer! The sleek design of the Multi-Chef™ Warmer is the modern alternative to the
traditional metal domes. The Multi-Chef™ Chafing Lid has a low profile, edgy design featuring clean, modern lines.

1

22.25 x 14 x 5.75

$

825.80

SM241

The multi-level 18″ riser is part of the versatile Rosseto® Skycap® buffet ware line. Made from the finest grade stainless
steel, with brushed black matte finish and special protective coating to withstand tough commercial environments.

1

8 x 8 x 18

$

899.40

SM243

A modern stainless steel Multi-Chef™ Cooler, ideal for serving sodas, juices, water or keeping snacks cold. Combine with
Multi-Chef™ Warmers or Serving Boards for a complete buffet solution.

1

21.5 x 13.5 x 7.38

$

2,112.40

SM244

A modern black matte steel Multi-Chef™ Cooler, ideal for serving sodas, juices, water or keeping snacks cold. Combine
with Multi-Chef™ Warmers or Serving Boards for a complete buffet solution.

1

21.5 x 13.5 x 7.38

$

1,507.60

SM247

The Rosseto Mini-Chef is an intelligent take on the hot foods buffet banquet. This piece boosts both aesthetic appeal and
functionality by allowing more service space with its multi-level features, while tastefully framing an industrial standard
burner.

1

15 x 13 x 6.85

$

1,512.40

SM249

Get ready to revolutionize your buffet! This Stainless Steel Chafing Pod with soft closing lid, is the latest addition to our
Multi-Chef system. Simply add our Induction set and your food pan and you are ready to serve, no fuel burners required.
Sleek design will give your buffet an updated Modern look instantly.
Customers will love the hassle free (and noise free) functionality of the soft closing lid for seamless serving. You will love
the durability and versatility.

1

22.8 x 16.75 x 7.75

$

1,926.80

1

8.25 x 8.25 x 6.38

$

365.00

1

9.13 x 9.13 x 10

$

510.60

SM254

You have never met a chafing system like this in your life! Get ready to shine with the new Diamond Collection for MultiChef. Clean lines and modern form come together to create luxurious pieces that will instantly give your buffet an elite
feel. Designed to fit every accessory available in the Rosseto Multi-Chef line, the Diamond Collection is a sleek and
elegant alternative to the traditional chafing dish. Build the ultimate buffet system with options for warming, cooling and
everything in between. Also, works with the Rosseto Chafing Pod with Soft Closing Lid and Induction sets.

1

28 x 17 x 9.5

$

1,627.60

SM259

Upgrade your traditional chafing dishes and warmers with the modern Iris Multi-Chef Chafing Base. Fits all the Rosseto
Multi-Chef line of accessories including the Induction and Chafing Pods, cutlery and carving board sets, flatbread and
cooling trays. Airy and sophisticated, each piece is stamped with a modern floral design. The lighter weight, brushed
stainless steel structure is perfect for brunch buffets and dinner receptions. Integrates with a complete line of Iris
Buffetware including Beverage dispensers, an ice tub, risers and a bakery case. At a value price point, you can easily add
the complete collection into your budget!

1

21.5 x 13.5 x 7.38

$

1,499.60

SM261

Stainless Steel Napkin Holder matches the new Iris collection of warmers, ice tubs and risers for a cohesive buffet look.
Available in both large rectangle or small square sizes. Stands up to high traffic use.

1

9.5 x 5.25 x 3.13

$

200.20

SM262

Stainless Steel Napkin Holder matches the new Iris collection of warmers, ice tubs and risers for a cohesive buffet look.
Available in both large rectangle or small square sizes.

1

5.5 x 5.5 x 5.25

$

240.20

SM252

SM253

Add a touch of modern sophistication to your buffet presentation with the new Iris Riser collection. Unique stamped
design compliments any menu theme and is the perfect platform for divine culinary creations. Mix and match with small
and large sizes and round and square shapes. Add on LED light sets to give your display just the right amount of glow.Line
includes a Multi-ChefTM Chafing base that fits all Multi-ChefTM accessories (carving & cutlery boards, induction pieces,
Chafing Pod and more), Ice Tub, Bakery Case, Risers, Beverage Dispensers and Napkin holders. At a value price point, you
can easily add the complete collection into your budget! Made from lightweight US, brushed stainless steel. Step up your
buffet presentation with the new on-trend IrisTM Collection from Rosseto. Airy and sophisticated, each piece is stamped
with a modern floral design. The lighter weight, brushed stainless steel structure is perfect for pop-up breakfast displays
and mid-afternoon bites.
Add a touch of modern sophistication to your buffet presentation with the new Iris Riser collection. Unique stamped
design compliments any menu theme and is the perfect platform for divine culinary creations. Mix and match with small
and large sizes and round and square shapes. Add on LED light sets to give your display just the right amount of glow.
Made from lightweight US, brushed stainless steel. Step up your buffet presentation with the new on-trend IrisTM
Collection from Rosseto. Airy and sophisticated, each piece is stamped with a modern floral design. The lighter weight,
brushed stainless steel structure is perfect for pop-up breakfast displays and mid-afternoon bites.

SM263

Stainless Steel Cutlery Holder matches the new Iris collection of warmers, ice tubs and risers for a cohesive buffet look.

1

11.75 x 3.13 x 5.25

$

534.60

SM264

Brunch is on! The new Iris Ice Housing is the perfect setting for your breakfast or brunch display. Airy and sophisticated,
each piece is stamped with a modern floral design. The lighter weight, brushed stainless steel structure can transition
from day to evening events. We recommend using it for your breakfast or brunch buffet to display yogurt, juice or
smoked salmon as well. Includes the stainless-steel base, acrylic ice tub and drain tube.Integrates with a complete line of
Iris Buffet ware including Beverage dispensers, risers and a bakery case. At a value price point, you can easily add the
complete collection into your budget!

1

26.5 x 18.5 x 7

$

1,667.60

SM266

If you are looking to make statement at your next event, look no further. This is our largest Skycap yet, soaring to a new
height of 30 inches! Now you can truly build a buffet that dreams are made of. Stacking and displaying heavy items like
spirit and wine bottles are no problem for this tower of power. A durable, yet sleek design can anchor any buffet theme
from desserts, apps and more.

1

8 x 8 x 29.63

$

1,685.20

1

26.63 x 16 x 7

$

1,338.00

SM269

The essence of beauty lies in simplicity. Design an elegant display of appetizers and small bites with the new Forme’
collection of melamine platters and riser kits from Rosseto. Made from durable melamine, Forme’ pieces have three
shape options (Round, Polygon and Rectangle). Riser kits are available in both 4 and 7 inch heights with legs made of
stainless steel. Use as a platter for passed Hors d’oeuvres or as a tabletop display. Ideal for mini-dessert presentations
and more.

1

14.5 x 14 x 4.38

$

323.40

SM270

The essence of beauty lies in simplicity. Design an elegant display of appetizers and small bites with the new Forme’
collection of melamine platters and riser kits from Rosseto. Made from durable melamine, Forme’ pieces have three
shape options (Round, Polygon and Rectangle). Riser kits are available in both 4 and 7 inch heights with legs made of
stainless steel. Use as a platter for passed Hors d’oeuvres or as a tabletop display. Ideal for mini-dessert presentations
and more.

1

14.5 x 14 x 7.5

$

382.60

SM271

The essence of beauty lies in simplicity. Design an elegant display of appetizers and small bites with the new Forme’
collection of melamine platters and riser kits from Rosseto. Made from durable melamine, Forme’ pieces have three
shape options (Round, Polygon and Rectangle). Riser kits are available in both 4 and 7 inch heights with legs made of
stainless steel. Use as a platter for passed Hors d’oeuvres or as a tabletop display. Ideal for mini-dessert presentations
and more.

1

20.25 x 12.25 x 4.38

$

477.00

SM272

Want the functionality of a traditional round chafer with a more modern look? Check out these new round chafing risers
and pods from the IrisTM Collection. Sturdy enough to stand up to your busiest traffic, yet sophisticated enough to
impress your most discerning guests. Includes one Stamped Brushed Stainless Steel warmer base and one Stainless Steel
Grill top. Simply add a burner and you are ready go! Perfect for warming sauces, soups and more.

1

16.13 x 16.13 x 9

$

2,335.00

SM267

You have never met a chafing system like this in your life! Get ready to shine with the new Diamond Collection for MultiChef. Clean lines and modern form come together to create luxurious pieces that will instantly give your buffet an elite
feel. Designed to fit every accessory available in the Rosseto Multi-Chef line, the Diamond Collection is a sleek and
elegant alternative to the traditional chafing dish. Build the ultimate buffet system with options for warming, cooling and
everything in between. Also, works with the Rosseto Chafing Pod with Soft Closing Lid and Induction sets.

SM273

You have never met a chafing system like this in your life! Get ready to shine with the new Diamond Collection for MultiChef. Clean lines and modern form come together to create luxurious pieces that will instantly give your buffet an elite
feel. Designed to fit every accessory available in the Rosseto Multi-Chef line, the Diamond Collection is a sleek and
elegant alternative to the traditional chafing dish. Build the ultimate buffet system with options for warming, cooling and
everything in between. Also, works with the Rosseto Chafing Pod with Soft Closing Lid and Induction sets.

1

28 x 17 x 9.5

$

1,278.80

SM274

You have never met a chafing system like this in your life! Get ready to shine with the new Diamond Collection for MultiChef. Clean lines and modern form come together to create luxurious pieces that will instantly give your buffet an elite
feel.Designed to fit every accessory available in the Rosseto Multi-Chef line, the Diamond Collection is a sleek and
elegant alternative to the traditional chafing dish. Build the ultimate buffet system with options for warming, cooling and
everything in between. Also, works with the Rosseto Chafing Pod with Soft Closing Lid and Induction sets.

1

26.38 x 16 x 7

$

1,179.60

SM276

The essence of beauty lies in simplicity. Design an elegant display of appetizers and small bites with the new Forme’
collection of melamine platters and riser kits from Rosseto. Made from durable melamine, Forme’ pieces have three
shape options (Round, Polygon and Rectangle). Riser kits are available in both 4 and 7 inch heights with legs made of
stainless steel. Use as a platter for passed Hors d’oeuvres or as a tabletop display. Ideal for mini-dessert presentations
and more.

1

13.25 x 13.25 x 4.38

$

310.60

SM279

The essence of beauty lies in simplicity. Design an elegant display of appetizers and small bites with the new Forme’
collection of melamine platters and riser kits from Rosseto. Made from durable melamine, Forme’ pieces have three
shape options (Round, Polygon and Rectangle). Riser kits are available in both 4 and 7 inch heights with legs made of
stainless steel. Use as a platter for passed Hors d’oeuvres or as a tabletop display. Ideal for mini-dessert presentations
and more.

1

13.25 x 13.25 x 7.5

$

371.40

SM282

Elegance meets function with the all-new Rosseto® Swan Riser Set with Forme' Melamine Bowls. Set up an inviting buffet
station with this majestic piece built with masterful design and highly skilled craftsmanship.

1

25.38 x 12.25 x 15.38

$

1,677.20

SM283

Diamond Round Chafers are a buffet’s best friend! An addition to our Diamond Collection, these chafing bases give you
the functionality of traditional chafer with the modern look your customers demand. Ergonomic design allows for more
serving space and easy replenishment.

1

19.13 x 19.12 x 7.5

$

1,506.00

SM284

Diamond Round Chafers are a buffet’s best friend! An addition to our Diamond Collection, these chafing bases give you
the functionality of traditional chafer with the modern look your customers demand. Ergonomic design allows for more
serving space and easy replenishment.

1

19.13 x 19.13 x 7.5

$

1,027.40

SM285

The new walnut additions to the Forme’ line are perfect for offering charcuterie, artisanal cheeses and more. Available in
round, polygon and rectangle shapes with 4” and 7” black steel risers or without risers in a set of 3 trays. Each riser set
features a secure locking design that ensures the trays don’t slide off the risers during service.

1

14.5 x 14 x 4.38

$

302.60

SM286

The new walnut additions to the Forme’ line are perfect for offering charcuterie, artisanal cheeses and more. Available in
round, polygon and rectangle shapes with 4” and 7” black steel risers or without risers in a set of 3 trays. Each riser set
features a secure locking design that ensures the trays don’t slide off the risers during service.

1

14.5 x 14 x 7.5

$

342.60

SM287

The new walnut additions to the Forme’ line are perfect for offering charcuterie, artisanal cheeses and more. Available in
round, polygon and rectangle shapes with 4” and 7” black steel risers or without risers in a set of 3 trays. Each riser set
features a secure locking design that ensures the trays don’t slide off the risers during service.

1

13.25 x 13.25 x 4.38

$

291.40

SM288

Want the functionality of a traditional round chafer with a more modern look? Check out these new round chafing risers
and pods from the IrisTM Collection. Sturdy enough to stand up to your busiest traffic, yet sophisticated enough to
impress your most discerning guests. Includes one Stamped Brushed Stainless Steel warmer base and steel Chafing pod
with Soft Closing Lid. Clear glass window on the lid allows guests to see what is inside each chafer during service. Easy to
replenish, clean and maintain.

1

17.25 x 18.75 x 12.5

$

2,443.80

SM289

Want the functionality of a traditional round chafer with a more modern look? Check out these new round chafing pods.
Sturdy enough to stand up to your busiest traffic, yet sophisticated enough to impress your most discerning guests.
Chafing pod with Soft Closing Lid. Clear glass window on the lid allows guests to see what is inside each chafer during
service. Easy to replenish, clean and maintain.

1

16.5 x 18.9 x 6.7

$

1,310.80

SM290

The new walnut additions to the Forme’ line are perfect for offering charcuterie, artisanal cheeses and more. Available in
round, polygon and rectangle shapes with 4” and 7” black steel risers or without risers in a set of 3 trays. Each riser set
features a secure locking design that ensures the trays don’t slide off the risers during service.

1

13.25 x 13.25 x 7.5

$

331.40

SM291

The new walnut additions to the Forme’ line are perfect for offering charcuterie, artisanal cheeses and more. Available in
round, polygon and rectangle shapes with 4” and 7” black steel risers or without risers in a set of 3 trays. Each riser set
features a secure locking design that ensures the trays don’t slide off the risers during service.

1

20.25 x 12.25 x 4.38

$

523.40

SM293

The multi-level 12″ riser is part of the versatile Rosseto® Iris buffet ware line. Made from the finest grade stainless USA
steel and special protective coating to withstand tough commercial environments.

st/2 pcs

6.5 x 2.75 x 12

$

379.40

SM295

The multi-level 18″ riser is part of the versatile Rosseto® Iris buffet ware line. Made from the finest grade stainless USA
steel and special protective coating to withstand tough commercial environments.

st/2 pcs

6.5 x 2.75 x 18

$

502.60

SM298

The multi-level 8″ riser is part of the versatile Rosseto® Skycap® buffet ware line. Made from the finest grade Bronze
Coated USA steel and special protective coating to withstand tough commercial environments.

1

6x6x8

$

323.40

SM299

The multi-level 12″ riser is part of the versatile Rosseto® Skycap® buffet ware line. Made from the finest grade Bronze
Coated USA steel and special protective coating to withstand tough commercial environments.

1

6 x 6 x 12

$

406.60

SM302

The multi-level 18″ riser is part of the versatile Rosseto® Skycap® buffet-ware line. Made from the finest grade Bronze
Coated USA steel and special protective coating to withstand tough commercial environments.

1

8 x 8 x 18

$

899.40

SM303

If you are looking to make statement at your next event, look no further. This is our largest Skycap yet, soaring to a new
height of 30 inches! Now you can truly build a buffet that dreams are made of. Stacking and displaying heavy items like
spirit and wine bottles are no problem for this tower of power. A durable, yet sleek design can anchor any buffet theme
from desserts, apps and more.

1

8 x 8 x 29.63

$

1,218.00

SM307

A modern Bronze finished Multi-Chef™ food warmer with broad appeal and many uses. The reversible 2-height burner
stand can accommodate full-size chafer water and food pans in the low position, or use the grill top with the burner
stand in high position. Use Rosseto® surfaces to connect units together and create versatile stations that are rugged and
durable with multiple levels. Achieve a complete, cohesive look by integrating beautiful centerpiece solutions on your
buffet tables. Lovely sets add attractive, professional-looking accent pieces that enhance dimension and unify design of
any buffet table or catering displays. Includes 3 fuel holders and a reversible burner stand.

1

21.5 x 13.5 x 10

$

1,677.20

SM308

A modern Bronze finished Multi-Chef™ food warmer with broad appeal and many uses. The reversible 2-height burner
stand can accommodate full-size chafer water and food pans in the low position, or use the grill top with the burner
stand in high position. Use Rosseto® surfaces to connect units together and create versatile stations that are rugged and
durable with multiple levels. Achieve a complete, cohesive look by integrating beautiful centerpiece solutions on your
buffet tables. Lovely sets add attractive, professional-looking accent pieces that enhance dimension and unify design of
any buffet table or catering displays. Includes 3 fuel holders and a Short burner stand.

1

21.5 x 13.5 x 7.25

$

1,510.80

SM309

This 12″ riser is part of the versatile Rosseto® Mosaic buffet ware line. Made from the finest grade black matte USA steel
and special protective coating to withstand tough commercial environments.

st/2 pcs

6.5 x 2.63 x 12

$

429.00

SM310

This 18″ riser is part of the versatile Rosseto® Mosaic buffet ware line. Made from the finest grade black matte USA steel
and special protective coating to withstand tough commercial environments.

st/2 pcs

6.5 x 2.63 x 18

$

544.20

SM314

Enchant your guests with the elegant mystery of the Mosaic Collection. This black matte tabletop holder can accomadate
3 glass jars that fit in like a puzzle. Can be used for condiments or cutlery.

1

12.25 x 4.13 x 4

$

243.40

SM315

Enchant your guests with the elegant mystery of the Mosaic Collection. This black matte tabletop holder can accomadate
6 glass jars that fit in like a puzzle. Can be used for condiments or cutlery.

1

12.25 x 8.25 x 4

$

313.80

SM318

A modern Bronze finished Multi-Chef™ food warmer with broad appeal and many uses. The reversible 2-height burner
stand can accommodate full-size chafer water and food pans in the low position, or use the grill top with the burner
stand in high position. Use Rosseto® surfaces to connect units together and create versatile stations that are rugged and
durable with multiple levels. Achieve a complete, cohesive look by integrating beautiful centerpiece solutions on your
buffet tables. Lovely sets add attractive, professional-looking accent pieces that enhance dimension and unify design of
any buffet table or catering displays. Includes Ice Tub.

1

21.5 x 13.5 x 7.38

$

1,507.60

SM321

A modern Black Matte finished Multi-Chef™ food warmer from the Mosaic Line with broad appeal and many uses. The
reversible 2-height burner stand can accommodate full-size chafer water and food pans in the low position, or use the
grill top with the burner stand in high position. Use Rosseto® surfaces to connect units together and create versatile
stations that are rugged and durable with multiple levels. Achieve a complete, cohesive look by integrating beautiful
centerpiece solutions on your buffet tables. Lovely sets add attractive, professional-looking accent pieces that enhance
dimension and unify design of any buffet table or catering displays. Includes 3 fuel holders and a reversible burner stand

1

21.5 x 13.5 x 10

$

1,310.80

SM322

This stainless steel tabletop holder can accomadate 6 glass jars that fit in like a puzzle. Rising like stadium seating, you
can be sure product will be fully visible. Can be used for condiments or cutlery.

1

12.5 x 8.5 x 5.38

$

336.20

SM323

This stainless steel tabletop holder can accomadate 9 glass jars that fit in like a puzzle. Rising like stadium seating, you
can be sure product will be fully visible. Can be used for condiments or cutlery.

1

12.5 x 12.38 x 6.88

$

489.80

SM324

This stainless steel tabletop holder can accomadate 3 glass jars that fit in like a puzzle. Rising like stadium seating, you
can be sure product will be fully visible. Can be used for condiments or cutlery.

1

4.25 x 12.38 x 8.25

$

286.60

SM325

If you are looking to make statement at your next event, look no further. This is our largest Skycap yet, soaring to a new
height of 30 inches! Now you can truly build a buffet that dreams are made of. Stacking and displaying heavy items like
spirit and wine bottles are no problem for this tower of power. A durable, yet sleek design can anchor any buffet theme
from desserts, apps and more.

1

8 x 8 x 29.63

$

1,218.00

SM327

This Black Matte tabletop holder can accomadate 6 glass jars that fit in like a puzzle. Rising like stadium seating, you can
be sure product will be fully visible. Can be used for condiments or cutlery.

1

12.5 x 8.5 x 5.38

$

329.80

SM328

This Black Matte tabletop holder can accomadate 9 glass jars that fit in like a puzzle. Rising like stadium seating, you can
be sure product will be fully visible. Can be used for condiments or cutlery.

1

12.5 x 12.38 x 6.88

$

473.80

SM329

This Black Matte tabletop holder can accomadate 3 glass jars that fit in like a puzzle. Rising like stadium seating, you can
be sure product will be fully visible. Can be used for condiments or cutlery.

1

4.25 x 12.38 x 8.25

$

280.20

SM337

Rosseto's best induction burner! Once you experience warming with induction, you will never use fuel burners again. This
single induction burner uses precise warming technology to heat food faster and more evently. Control temperatures
throughout your occassion to maintain quality. Lightweight and easy to clean. Includes our 5" Multi-Chef Black base.

1

11.75 x 11.75 x 5

$

1,253.20

SM339

Rosseto's best induction burner! Once you experience warming with induction, you will never use fuel burners again. This
single induction burner uses precise warming technology to heat food faster and more evenly. Control temperatures
throughout your occasion to maintain quality. Lightweight and easy to clean. Includes our 10" Multi-Chef Black base.

1

11.75 x 11.75 x 10.4

$

1,445.20

SM340

Elegance meets function with the all-new Rosseto® Swan Riser Set with Forme' Melamine Bowls. Set up an inviting buffet
station with this majestic piece built with masterful design and highly skilled craftsmanship.

1

25.38 x 12.25 x 15.38

$

1,104.40

SM341

Rosseto's best induction burner! Once you experience warming with induction, you will never use fuel burners again. This
single induction burner uses precise warming technology to heat food faster and more evenly. Control temperatures
throughout your occasion to maintain quality. Lightweight and easy to clean. Includes our 5" Multi-Chef Black base.

1

11.75 x 11.7 x 5

$

1,253.20

SM342

Rosseto's best induction burner! Once you experience warming with induction, you will never use fuel burners again. This
single induction burner uses precise warming technology to heat food faster and more evenly. Control temperatures
throughout your occasion to maintain quality. Lightweight and easy to clean. Includes our 10" Multi-Chef Black base.

1

11.75 x 11.7 x 10.4

$

1,445.20

SM343

Part of the Multi-Chef™ System, Stainless Steel Base. Achieve a complete, cohesive look by integrating beautiful
solutions on your buffet tables. Enhance dimension and unify the design of any buffet table or catering display.

1

21.5 x 13.5 x 10

$

1,688.40

SM344

Part of the Multi-Chef™ System, Stainless Steel Base. Achieve a complete, cohesive look by integrating beautiful
solutions on your buffet tables. Enhance dimension and unify the design of any buffet table or catering display.

1

21.5 x 13.5 x 7.25

$

1,398.80

SM345

Part of the Multi-Chef™ System, Black Matte Base. Achieve a complete, cohesive look by integrating beautiful solutions
on your buffet tables. Enhance dimension and unify the design of any buffet table or catering display.

1

21.5 x 13.5 x 10

$

1,491.60

SM346

Part of the Multi-Chef™ System, Black Matte Base. Achieve a complete, cohesive look by integrating beautiful solutions
on your buffet tables. Enhance dimension and unify the design of any buffet table or catering display.

1

21.5 x 13.5 x 7.25

$

1,218.00

SM347

Part of the Multi-Chef™ System, Black Matte Base. Achieve a complete, cohesive look by integrating beautiful solutions
on your buffet tables. Enhance dimension and unify the design of any buffet table or catering display.

1

21.5 x 13.5 x 10

$

1,491.60

SM348

Part of the Multi-Chef™ System, Black Matte Base. Achieve a complete, cohesive look by integrating beautiful solutions
on your buffet tables. Enhance dimension and unify the design of any buffet table or catering display.

1

21.5 x 13.5 x 7.25

$

1,234.00

SM350

Part of the Multi-Chef™ System, Black Matte Base. Achieve a complete, cohesive look by integrating beautiful solutions
on your buffet tables. Enhance dimension and unify the design of any buffet table or catering display.

1

21.5 x 13.5 x 10

$

1,197.20

SM351

Part of the Multi-Chef™ System, Black Matte Base. Achieve a complete, cohesive look by integrating beautiful solutions
on your buffet tables. Enhance dimension and unify the design of any buffet table or catering display.

1

21.5 x 13.5 x 7.25

$

1,381.20

SM356

Elegance meets function with the all-new Rosseto® Swan Riser Frame. Designed to hold two of either the Stelo Black 14"
Square Wide Rimmed Glass Bowls (GLS031B), Stelo White 14" Square Wide Rimmed Glass Bowls (GLS031W), White
square porcelain bowls (CP001), or white square melamine bowls (MEL012) .Set up an inviting buffet station with this
majestic piece built with masterful design and highly skilled craftsmanship.

1

8 x 21 x 12

$

1,149.20

SM357

Elegance meets function with the all-new Rosseto® Swan Riser Frame. Designed to hold two of either the Stelo Black 14"
Square Wide Rimmed Glass Bowls (GLS031B), Stelo White 14" Square Wide Rimmed Glass Bowls (GLS031W), White
square porcelain bowls (CP001), or white square melamine bowls (MEL012) .Set up an inviting buffet station with this
majestic piece built with masterful design and highly skilled craftsmanship.

1

8 x 21 x 12

$

718.60

SMM003

No more scratched glass surfaces. The Skycap® surface holder is the perfect solution for safely holding and storing your
surfaces. It can be used with either the Skycap® cart or independently on a shelf It has 5 felt-lined slots to protect your
surface. Works with the Rosseto® Narrow 33.5″ x 7.75″ or Wide 33.5″ x 12″ surfaces.

1

34.5 x 14 x 4.75

$

971.40

SMM004

No more scratched glass surfaces. The Skycap® surface holder is the perfect solution for safely holding and storing your
surfaces. It can be used with either the Skycap® cart or independently on a shelf It has 5 felt-lined slots to protect your
surface.Works with the Rosseto® 14″ square surfaces.

1

14.75 x 14 x 4.88

$

661.00

SMM012

Induction Heater 110V with stamped hole square w/ 4 magnets and Plate

1

8 x 8 x 3.25

$

2,301.40

SMM013

Induction Heater 220/240V with stamped hole square w/ 4 magnets and Plate

1

8 x 8 x 3.25

$

2,359.00

SMM021

Rosseto's best induction burner! Once you experience warming with induction, you will never use fuel burners again. This
single induction burner uses precise warming technology to heat food faster and more evenly. Control temperatures
throughout your occasion to maintain quality. Lightweight and easy to clean.

1

11.8 x 11.8 x 2.8

$

566.60

SMM022

Rosseto's best induction burner! Once you experience warming with induction, you will never use fuel burners again. This
single induction burner uses precise warming technology to heat food faster and more evenly. Control temperatures
throughout your occasion to maintain quality. Lightweight and easy to clean.

1

11.8 x 11.8 x 2.8

$

566.60

SMM023

Rosseto's best induction burner! Once you experience warming with induction, you will never use fuel burners again. This
double induction burner uses precise warming technology to heat food faster and more evenly. Control temperatures
throughout your occasion to maintain quality. Lightweight and easy to clean. Fits all Multi-Chef bases - Diamond, Iris,
Mosaic.

1

22.63 x 14.63 x 4

$

1,352.40

SMM024

Rosseto's best induction burner! Once you experience warming with induction, you will never use fuel burners again. This
double induction burner uses precise warming technology to heat food faster and more evenly. Control temperatures
throughout your occasion to maintain quality. Lightweight and easy to clean. Fits all Multi-Chef bases - Diamond, Iris,
Mosaic.

1

22.63 x 14.63 x 4

$

1,352.40

SW100

The Multi-level 12″ tall square riser is part of the versatile Rosseto® Skycap® modular riser system. Made from
environmentally friendly natural finish bamboo. Pair multiple Rosseto® surfaces and risers to create a unique buffet
solution. By adding a few more pieces to your Skycap® system can change the style of your buffet presentation with
every use.

1

6.5 x 6.5 x 12

$

341.00

SW101

The Multi-level 6″ tall square riser is part of the versatile Rosseto® Skycap® modular riser system. Made from
environmentally friendly natural finish bamboo. Pair multiple Rosseto® surfaces and risers to create a unique buffet
solution. By adding a few more pieces to your Skycap® system can change the style of your buffet presentation with
every use.

1

6.5 x 6.5 x 6.5

$

192.20

SW102

The Multi-level 12″ tall square riser is part of the versatile Rosseto® Skycap® modular riser system. Made from
environmentally friendly natural finish bamboo. Pair multiple Rosseto® surfaces and risers to create a unique buffet
solution. By adding a few more pieces to your Skycap® system can change the style of your buffet presentation with
every use. Stands up to high volume use from establishments such as hotels or restaurants.

1

6.5 x 6.5 x 12

$

427.40

SW103

The Multi-level 6″ tall square riser is part of the versatile Rosseto® Skycap® modular riser system. Made from
environmentally friendly natural finish bamboo. Pair multiple Rosseto® surfaces and risers to create a unique buffet
solution. By adding a few more pieces to your Skycap® system can change the style of your buffet presentation with
every use.

1

6.5 x 6.5 x 6.5

$

235.40

SW104

The Skycap® riser cap can be used to top any Rosseto® 6″ square Skycap® riser and will provide an additional surface to
display items in your buffet. Made from green friendly bamboo.

1

6.75 x 6.75 x 1.38

$

93.00

SW105

The Skycap® riser cap can be used to top any Rosseto® 6″ square Skycap® riser and will provide an additional surface to
display items in your buffet. Made from green friendly bamboo.

1

6.75 x 6.75 x 1.38

$

113.80

TD001

Upgrade your protection with a connectable system of table sneeze guards that you can customize to fit your needs.
Durable acrylic panels install easily to any size and shape table that is 24”,30", or 36” wide. Use a single panel to separate
eating and workspaces for open-concept seating or use a complete system that can divide seating for up to four people.
Add on and connect to the system to accommodate as many settings as you need. Provide protection without sacrificing
the unique experience of your business. Avant Guarde Table Dividers are everything you need to make your customers
and staff feel safe.

1

17.84 x 0.16 x 20

$

395.40

TD002

Upgrade your protection with a connectable system of table sneeze guards that you can customize to fit your needs.
Durable acrylic panels install easily to any size and shape table that is 24”,30", or 36” wide. Use a single panel to separate
eating and workspaces for open-concept seating or use a complete system that can divide seating for up to four people.
Add on and connect to the system to accommodate as many settings as you need. Provide protection without sacrificing
the unique experience of your business. Avant Guarde Table Dividers are everything you need to make your customers
and staff feel safe.

1

24.82 x 0.16 x 20

$

478.60

TD003

Upgrade your protection with a connectable system of table sneeze guards that you can customize to fit your needs.
Durable acrylic panels install easily to any size and shape table that is 24”,30", or 36” wide. Use a single panel to separate
eating and workspaces for open-concept seating or use a complete system that can divide seating for up to four people.
Add on and connect to the system to accommodate as many settings as you need. Provide protection without sacrificing
the unique experience of your business. Avant Guarde Table Dividers are everything you need to make your customers
and staff feel safe.

1

18.33 x 2.25 x 20

$

454.60

TD004

Upgrade your protection with a connectable system of table sneeze guards that you can customize to fit your needs.
Durable acrylic panels install easily to any size and shape table that is 24”,30", or 36” wide. Use a single panel to separate
eating and workspaces for open-concept seating or use a complete system that can divide seating for up to four people.
Add on and connect to the system to accommodate as many settings as you need. Provide protection without sacrificing
the unique experience of your business. Avant Guarde Table Dividers are everything you need to make your customers
and staff feel safe.

1

21.26 x 2.25 x 20

$

497.80

TD005

Upgrade your protection with a connectable system of table sneeze guards that you can customize to fit your needs.
Durable acrylic panels install easily to any size and shape table that is 24”,30", or 36” wide. Use a single panel to separate
eating and workspaces for open-concept seating or use a complete system that can divide seating for up to four people.
Add on and connect to the system to accommodate as many settings as you need. Provide protection without sacrificing
the unique experience of your business. Avant Guarde Table Dividers are everything you need to make your customers
and staff feel safe.

1

36.8 x 2.25 x 20

$

461.00

TD006

Upgrade your protection with a connectable system of table sneeze guards that you can customize to fit your needs.
Durable acrylic panels install easily to any size and shape table that is 24”,30", or 36” wide. Use a single panel to separate
eating and workspaces for open-concept seating or use a complete system that can divide seating for up to four people.
Add on and connect to the system to accommodate as many settings as you need. Provide protection without sacrificing
the unique experience of your business. Avant Guarde Table Dividers are everything you need to make your customers
and staff feel safe.

1

42.79 x 2.25 x 20

$

478.60

TD007

Upgrade your protection with a connectable system of table sneeze guards that you can customize to fit your needs.
Durable acrylic panels install easily to any size and shape table that is 24”,30", or 36” wide. Use a single panel to separate
eating and workspaces for open-concept seating or use a complete system that can divide seating for up to four people.
Add on and connect to the system to accommodate as many settings as you need. Provide protection without sacrificing
the unique experience of your business. Avant Guarde Table Dividers are everything you need to make your customers
and staff feel safe.

1

48.8 x 2.25 x 20

$

497.80

TD008

Avant Guarde 360° has been designed to make adding safety shields even easier. With a special 3M adhesive, you can
place the shield brackets on any size surface and adjust coverage as needed. Simply slide in the lightweight
polycarbonate panels, no tools required.Add additional panels for extended seating arrangements with our patented
Cross Connector. Remove easily with no glue residue or surface damage.

1

36 x 3 x 20

$

277.00

TD009

Avant Guarde 360° has been designed to make adding safety shields even easier. With a special 3M adhesive, you can
place the shield brackets on any size surface and adjust coverage as needed. Simply slide in the lightweight
polycarbonate panels, no tools required.Add additional panels for extended seating arrangements with our patented
Cross Connector. Remove easily with no glue residue or surface damage.

1

42 x 3 x 20

$

294.60

TD010

Avant Guarde 360° has been designed to make adding safety shields even easier. With a special 3M adhesive, you can
place the shield brackets on any size surface and adjust coverage as needed. Simply slide in the lightweight
polycarbonate panels, no tools required.Add additional panels for extended seating arrangements with our patented
Cross Connector. Remove easily with no glue residue or surface damage.

1

48 x 3 x 20

$

313.80

TD011

Avant Guarde 360° has been designed to make adding safety shields even easier. With a special 3M adhesive, you can
place the shield brackets on any size surface and adjust coverage as needed. Simply slide in the lightweight
polycarbonate panels, no tools required.Add additional panels for extended seating arrangements with our patented
Cross Connector. Remove easily with no glue residue or surface damage.

1

60 x 3 x 20

$

397.00

TD012

Avant Guarde 360° has been designed to make adding safety shields even easier. With a special 3M adhesive, you can
place the shield brackets on any size surface and adjust coverage as needed. Simply slide in the lightweight
polycarbonate panels, no tools required.Add additional panels for extended seating arrangements with our patented
Cross Connector. Remove easily with no glue residue or surface damage.

1

18 x 3 x 20

$

174.60

TD013

Avant Guarde 360° has been designed to make adding safety shields even easier. With a special 3M adhesive, you can
place the shield brackets on any size surface and adjust coverage as needed. Simply slide in the lightweight
polycarbonate panels, no tools required.Add additional panels for extended seating arrangements with our patented
Cross Connector. Remove easily with no glue residue or surface damage.

1

24 x 3 x 20

$

193.80

TD014

Avant Guarde 360° has been designed to make adding safety shields even easier. With a special 3M adhesive, you can
place the shield brackets on any size surface and adjust coverage as needed. Simply slide in the lightweight
polycarbonate panels, no tools required.Add additional panels for extended seating arrangements with our patented
Cross Connector. Remove easily with no glue residue or surface damage.

1

18 x 0.16 x 20

$

88.20

TD015

Avant Guarde 360° has been designed to make adding safety shields even easier. With a special 3M adhesive, you can
place the shield brackets on any size surface and adjust coverage as needed. Simply slide in the lightweight
polycarbonate panels, no tools required.Add additional panels for extended seating arrangements with our patented
Cross Connector. Remove easily with no glue residue or surface damage.

1

24 x 0.16 x 20

$

99.40

TDK001

Divide and protect. Provide protection without sacrificing the unique experience of your business. The Avant Guarde
Table Divider Kit allows you to make your customers and staff feel safe. Simple assembly and installation.

1

42 x 42.79 x 20

$

953.80

TDK002

Divide and protect. Provide protection without sacrificing the unique experience of your business. The Avant Guarde
Table Divider Kit allows you to make your customers and staff feel safe. Simple assembly and installation.

1

36 x 48.80 x 20

$

931.40

TDK003

Divide and protect. Provide protection without sacrificing the unique experience of your business. The Avant Guarde
Table Divider Kit allows you to make your customers and staff feel safe. Simple assembly and installation.

1

36.8 x 72 x 20

$

1,979.60

TDK004

Divide and protect. Provide protection without sacrificing the unique experience of your business. The Avant Guarde
Table Divider Kit allows you to make your customers and staff fee safe. Simple assembly and installation.

1

42.79 x 72 x 20

$

2,034.00

TDK005

Divide and protect. Provide protection without sacrificing the unique experience of your business. The Avant Guarde
Table Divider Kit allows you to make your customers and staff feel safe. Simple assembly and installation.

1

48.8 x 72 x 20

$

2,086.80

WP101

Available in many desirable colors and high-end materials these modular pieces enhance your guest experience while
also making your buffet system more versatile and modular with each use. Stands up to high volume use from
establishments such as hotels or restaurants. Rosseto unique surfaces are available in glass, natural woods and durable
acrylic and are designed to match perfectly with Rosseto product lines for ideal bakery cases, riser systems, buffet
warming and cooling stations and beverage dispensers.

1

33.5 x 12 x 0.38

$

557.00

WP201

Rosseto unique surfaces are available in glass, natural woods and durable acrylic and are designed to match perfectly
with Rosseto product lines for ideal bakery cases, riser systems, buffet warming and cooling stations and beverage
dispensers. Available in many desirable colors and high-end materials these modular pieces enhance your guest
experience while also making your buffet system more versatile and modular with each use. Stands up to high volume
use from establishments such as hotels or restaurants.

1

33.5 x 7.75 x 0.38

$

469.00

WP301

Rosseto unique surfaces are available in glass, natural woods and durable acrylic and are designed to match perfectly
with Rosseto product lines for ideal bakery cases, riser systems, buffet warming and cooling stations and beverage
dispensers. Available in many desirable colors and high-end materials these modular pieces enhance your guest
experience while also making your buffet system more versatile and modular with each use. Stands up to high volume
use from establishments such as hotels or restaurants. Available in many desirable colors and high-end materials these
modular pieces enhance your guest experience while also making your buffet system more versatile and modular with
each use.

1

13.75 x 13.75 x 0.38

$

270.60

